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transport solutions for drivers, cyclists and pedestrians. This is
contributing to more energy efficiency and a safer, healthier environment.

At the EU level these activities are supporting the goal of the Energy
Union, which aims to transform Europe’s economy to one that is low
carbon and energy efficient. Urban areas are major sources of
greenhouse gases, with urban energy consumption generating about
three quarters of global carbon emissions. Inevitably, cities – as the
centres of innovation and growth and the engines of economic
development – are part of the solution. 

These actions are connected to implementing the Global Covenant of
Mayors for Climate and Energy and need to be shared across all levels
of government. However, to make things happen, regions and cities need
adequate resources; we need more partnerships; and we must not allow
the less-developed regions to fall behind. 

The Investment Plan for Europe has proved useful in triggering €164bn
in its first 18 months, but it is not addressing regional inequality. The
EU’s cohesion policy can counteract this problem, but it needs to be
stronger and work in synergy with the European Fund for Strategic
Investments (EFSI). More support is needed for regional projects in
different fields, including mobility, infrastructures, energy grids, energy
storage and smart metering. Bringing the latest scientific evidence to the
disposal of Europe’s regions and cities is equally important.

Successful projects for smart cities produce savings for citizens and
industry, improve air quality and create local jobs. Such projects need to
be scaled-up and replicated all across Europe and better linked to the
European investment agenda. This will allow Europe to continue to lead
in innovation – the path for which has been set, but change is needed
to make a smarter, more sustainable Europe. 

We need to achieve a change in mindset; we need to establish a culture of
co-creation; we need to break boundaries; and we need to foster the
transition towards entrepreneurial discovery and open innovation. Cities and
regions are the new powerhouses for progress. They can and must benefit
from open innovation ecosystems, and they need to lead in this field.

Globally, Europe is a leading actor in research and innovation,
but we need to change our thinking to create sustainable
growth in Europe’s regions and cities. They should be the living

laboratories in our shift towards a smart, low-carbon and circular
economy. The framework to build a smarter Europe needs to be built
bottom-up, but it needs cities and regions to embrace new technologies,
to co-operate across borders, and to support the entrepreneurial spirit. 

The rapid digitalisation of European society has had a profound impact
on the way we manage our energy, infrastructure and economy. We
need to understand our cities, regions and communities as ecosystems
where knowledge from local government, industry, SMEs and academia
is the basis for innovation and set the smart city discourse. The challenge
for policy makers – at EU, national and local level – is to offer a
framework that enables cross-cutting and integrated bottom-up activities
to unleash the opportunities of a smart economy. 

By using the latest in digital technology whilst taking an integrated policy
approach we can transform our economies by creating more
sustainability in areas such as transport, traffic management, energy,
waste and healthcare. Europe needs pioneering cities and regions to
experiment, to test groundbreaking ideas, and to develop innovative
products, services and policies that provide opportunities for businesses
whilst improving the quality of life for citizens. 

For example, Bilbao, Spain, is regenerating its green urban spaces and
will soon host the world’s tallest sustainable building. This near zero
energy project will largely consist of social housing, where residents will
save 75% in their energy bills. Engaging citizens and businesses in such
ways will be a key to success. In my home city of Espoo, Finland, we
have a contract with the largest Scandinavian energy company to make
the city a forerunner in co-creating innovative energy solutions with all
actors. We need to invest smart, think green and be innovative.

Fusing open data and new technologies can make a real difference to
our daily lives. By using hundreds of data sources and opening up access
to them, Glasgow, UK, has allowed the development of a wide range of
applications from intelligent street lightning to traffic management and
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collaboration, information sharing and cutting-edge developments in
cities across the continent.

Following that, a city focus on Oxford, UK, takes a more in-depth look
into the strategies that are preparing cities for the future, and Dr Jonathan
Bright of the University of Oxford emphasises the role that data gathering,
management and analysis can play in making possible the city of the
future. PEN also speaks to Professor Enrico Motta of MK:Smart, the
initiative powering innovation in the town of Milton Keynes, UK, about the
importance of citizen engagement in ensuring that smart city
developments meet the needs of the people who live in those cities.

As well as becoming smarter and more sustainable, cities need to grow,
particularly in light of expanding population figures. Vincent Duteurtre,
an architect in Le Havre, France, shares a unique solution he developed
which sees shipping containers recycled into accommodation as a
means of addressing a housing crisis. 

In communications and connectivity, 5G Wi-Fi seeks to be a powerful
disruptive force and is powering the fourth industrial revolution; Evelyne
Gebhardt MEP writes about the technology’s potential to revolutionise
big data and telecommunications, and transform the internet of things
into a viable reality.

Returning to the crucial contribution smarter cities can make to
environmental efforts, the final section of the publication features
contributions from Dominic Weiss of Smart City Wien, who explains how
smart projects in the Austrian capital of Vienna take the environment into
account, and Simone Raskob from Essen, Germany, who celebrates the
city becoming Europe’s Green Capital 2017.

A special feature on the Forum for the Future of Agriculture 2017 (FFA)
closes the publication. The event was attended by former UN secretary
general Kofi Annan and European Commissioner Phil Hogan. PEN caught
up with the former commissioner and chair of the FFA, Janez Potočnik,
who spoke about translating smart frameworks from the urban to the
rural, and transforming European agriculture in the process.

I hope you find these pages as interesting and informative a read as I
have found in their creation and, of course, I welcome any comments
you may have.

A round the world various sectors are on the cusp of
breakthroughs which will change the face of technology forever;
the emergence of autonomy and the transition towards

electricity in transport, and the breakthroughs being made in the
development of 5G Wi-Fi technology are among myriad examples set to
make key impacts in Europe.

The vision of the smart city is something of a nexus for these otherwise
disparate sectors, providing a harmonious focal point towards which
European industry, government and citizens can synchronise and direct
their efforts. Ultimately, the smart city is one in which every element is
monitored and managed according to the needs of citizens. 

Given the pace at which advances are being made, Europe’s
governments must take future developments into account when
deciding where to invest. For this reason, co-operation at all levels, from
the local through to the European, is necessary in order to create an
environment where new ideas can thrive. Capabilities for the internet
of things must be taken into consideration at the planning stages of all
local projects as compatibility with these functions becomes not only
an attractive novelty but a necessity, increasingly vital as digitalisation
progresses in prevalence.

The pace of innovation is ever-accelerating, and this vision of a 
carbon-neutral, fully connected city is beginning to take tangible form.
In light of this, I welcome you to this first edition of Pan European
Networks: Smart Cities, a new title dedicated to highlighting Europe’s
progress at this crucial juncture. Introducing the publication is Markku
Markkula, president of the European Committee of the Regions, who
discusses the need for European institutions to change their thinking to
accommodate digitalisation and deliver sustainable growth. He highlights
some of the specific initiatives undertaken at the EU level to support
smart city projects and calls for more regional support.

There are many cities around Europe which have set down their goals
for connectivity, sustainability and improved quality of life, and are
making great strides in these areas. Our special feature on city futures
includes contributions from Nikolaos Kontinakis of EUROCITIES, Line
Gerstrand Knive from the Smart Aarhus initiative, and the European
Network of Living Labs, each of whom offers examples of best practice,

Aran Noden
Editor
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THE BIGGEST STORIES IN SMART CITIES
FROM PAN EUROPEAN NETWORKS
According to the UN and other global experts, the world’s population is becoming ever-more
urbanised. At the same time, it is growing and putting increasing pressure on countries to expand
while remaining sustainable; countries must also meet their CO2 emission and global warming
reduction targets as established by the Paris Climate Agreement.

In light of this, there has never been a more important time for smart solutions. While populations
expand, so do the number of technological breakthroughs available across Europe, which
improves the lives of the people who live there.

Europe remains a pioneer in smart city innovation and, as ever, Pan European Networks continues
to cover these rapid developments, shedding light on the stories that matter on the continent and
around the world.

The following stories all appeared on our website: paneuropeannetworks.com

Commissioner for regional
policy Corina Cret‚u said that
rural towns are often
affected the most by
economic and social
change, stating that the
development of digitised,
efficient rural towns could

improve the lives of a lot of the people who live there.
To reach this goal, Cret‚u suggested the concentration of investments in
the low-carbon economy, digital development and accessibility, finding the
most effective use of available resources, and forming sound
partnerships with the public sector, businesses and trade unions,
among others. Of the 300 million EU citizens living in rural areas, only
one-quarter is covered by fast or ultra-fast broadband, compared to
almost three quarters (70%) in cities.

13 April 2017

then make it available in
an IIoT (industrial internet
of things) platform
located in the cloud.”
CEA’s research engineer,
Selma Azaiez, added:
“The global problem that
we want to address with

Agileo is the interoperability within the factory of the future by
investigating the different infrastructures allowing machines to
machines as well as machines to clouds connection.”
The product will be ready for market launch by the end of 2017. Once
the gateway has been created, other SMEs will be able to benefit from
this solution by accessing the Robotic Innovation Facilities (RIF) areas
of a network of European innovation centres that are set to be created
by EIT Digital.

11 April 2017

COMMISSION TO BOOST
SMART VILLAGES

INAN EFFORT TO BOOST RURAL
COMMUNITIES AND MAKE THEM MORE
ATTRACTIVE AND SUSTAINABLE, THE

EUROPEAN COMMISSION HAS LAUNCHED THE
SMART VILLAGES EU ACTION.
Phil Hogan (pictured), commissioner for agricultural and rural

communities, said at a Brussels event that a working group would be

launched on smart villages in the European Network for Rural

Development (ENRD), aiming to combine the efforts of policy makers,

academics and those with practical experience.

“Smart Villages is at the heart of future-proofing our rural and

agricultural communities,” Hogan said.

EIT DIGITAL LAUNCHES
‘ROBOT IoT INTERFACE’

EIT DIGITAL HAS ANNOUNCED THE LAUNCH OF
‘ROBOT IOT INTERFACE’, A NEW ACTIVITY
WITH THE GOAL OF ENABLING DIFFERENT

KINDS OF ROBOTS AND MACHINES TO CONNECT
TO DIFFERENT CLOUD PLATFORMS.
The activity was developed with the French Alternative Energies 

and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) and Poitiers-based startup

Agileo Automation.

Agileo’s managing director, Marc Engel, said: “Robots and machines

may produce data in a standard or non-standard format according to

their internal controller. The devised solution is a generic gateway that

can receive the produced data, translate it into an OPC-UA model and

© jarmoluk
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and important area that it
requires a co-ordinated
and collaborative approach
within and between 
the public and the 
private sphere.
“A vast range of sectors,
from the automotive
industry and road
infrastructure to IT and

telecoms, have a role to play in exploring this new frontier. That’s why
this first European event is so important.”
The commission emphasised that it is crucial that the EU provides the
right legal and regulatory framework, innovation-friendly conditions
and support to research projects, as well as large-scale trials.

6 April 2017

COMMISSION SUPPORTS
SELF-DRIVING TECHNOLOGIES

THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION HAS DECLARED
ITS SUPPORT FOR THE FAST DEPLOYMENT OF
SELF-DRIVING TECHNOLOGIES IN EUROPE.

It confirmed its support at the first European Conference on Connected

and Automated Driving (CAD) held in Brussels, Belgium, on 3-4 April.

The conference focused on the progress made in the development of

automated road transport technologies such as advanced vehicle

control, vehicle localisation systems, data processing, artificial

intelligence (AI) or user interfaces, fostered by Horizon 2020, the EU

research and innovation programme.

Carlos Moedas, commissioner for research, science and 

innovation, said: “Automated road transport is such a fast-moving 

particulate matter, which are responsible for more than 20,000
deaths each year.
Wendel Trio, the director of Climate Action Network Europe, hailed the
new move as “the beginning of the end for coal”.
He added: “It is now clear that there is no future for coal in the EU. The
question is: what is the date for its phase-out in the EU, and how hard
will the coal industry fight to keep plants open, even if they are no
longer economically viable?”

6 April 2017

ENERGY COMPANIES PLEDGE
NO NEW COAL PLANTS

EUROPE’S ENERGY UTILITIES HAVE PLEDGED
THAT NO NEW COAL-FIRED PLANTS WILL BE
BUILT IN THE EU AFTER 2020.

The announcement was made at a press conference in Brussels,
Belgium, on 5 April.
National energy companies from every EU nation – excluding Poland
and Greece – have signed up to the initiative, which will overhaul the
bloc’s energy-generating future.
EURELECTRIC, which represents 3,500 utilities with a combined value
of over €200bn, reaffirmed a pledge to deliver on the Paris Agreement,
and vowed to suspend new investments in coal plants after 2020.
Coal emits more carbon dioxide than any other fossil fuel, plus
deadly toxins such as sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and

It also suggested that a number of EU

member states had moved from

support schemes determined

administratively to competitive

processes following the requirements

of the State Aid Guidelines for

Environmental protection and Energy

(EEAG) 2014-2020.

As of July 2016, nine EU member states had competitive tender-based

support schemes in force for new installations for onshore wind energy

and seven member states had it for offshore. However, only three EU

countries offered a tender-based feed-in premium, namely Croatia

(onshore), the Netherlands (on- and offshore) and Denmark (offshore).

Regulatory changes are in progress or development in Germany,

Hungary, Ireland, Slovakia, Finland and Lithuania.

28 March 2017

JRC RELEASES 2016 WIND
ENERGY STATUS REPORT

THE JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE HAS RELEASED
ITS WIND ENERGY STATUS REPORT 2016,
PRESENTING KEY DATA ON GLOBAL MARKET

DEVELOPMENTS, TECHNOLOGY TRENDS AND EU
SUPPORT FOR WIND ENERGY.
According to the JRC study, global wind energy capacity reached
430GW in 2015, more than doubling from five years earlier.
The EU has been adding 10-13GW of new wind capacity annually since
2010, and new advancement in offshore wind is considered likely to
push this figure to 15GW in the next four to six years.
The study added that regarding onshore wind power, the EU’s growth
rate stands at 10% annually and, although significant, remains below
the global average of 16.9%.
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with three ‘fellow’ cities (Bordeaux, France;
Burgas, Bulgaria; and Warsaw, Poland) to show
how well-designed digital, energy management
and e-mobility solutions can be integrated into
complex urban environments.

One of the challenges is to improve mobility.
Milan, for example, has introduced plans to
mitigate traffic congestion. As well as
introducing a low emission zone and congestion
charging, the city has introduced a number of
other smart mobility options (see page 96).

Milan’s car2go sharing service has around
2,000 vehicles and 300,000 registered users.
It also offers 4,650 bicycles (1,000 of which
are electric) to citizens at 280 stations. These
measures, combined with others – such as the
introduction of a fully automatic and driverless
metro line – have helped to significantly reduce
road traffic and carbon emissions while
increasing public transport use.

These services can be accessed through
mobile apps, which could explain why 60% of
the citizens using these services are 35 years
of age or younger.

Burgas, the fourth largest city in Bulgaria, has
introduced a new integrated urban transport
system that helps buses beat traffic jams.
Through a smart app, it also provides real-time
traffic information to citizens and enables
electronic ticketing and video surveillance 
on-board vehicles and at bus stops. This data
is connected to a central management centre.

The city is also monitoring items such as water
quality and has set up a flood early warning
system that collects data from sensors across
the city.

Other examples of what SHARING CITIES plans
to achieve include installing intelligent street
lighting systems that would provide free Wi-Fi
access. This collaborative approach seeks to
trigger private sector investment in smart

EUROCITIES has been actively engaged in and leading smart city
projects since 2010. The network brings together more than 135
cities to exchange, share and learn from each other in matters

relating to urban development, especially in making cities smarter, more
sustainable, and more successful as both working and living environments. 

Successful smart cities have a strong citizen focus, empowering and
encouraging citizens to co-create solutions that make their cities more
efficient, resilient and inclusive. They also emphasise the role that data
can play in finding technological solutions to common urban challenges.
Becoming smarter is about using a combination of the most advanced
engineering technologies and simpler, low-tech solutions. To this extent,
technology is a means rather than an end which can enable the smart
city process.

Cities are centrally placed to lead the way in addressing these challenges.
This starts at the local level, where many city administrations are
addressing the need to build and strengthen local partnerships between
public administrations, businesses, research and citizens.

Through smart city initiatives, cities have worked together to strengthen
their internal organisation and local governance, improve data
management, develop e-government solutions and increase the direct
engagement of citizens. Together, and through the EUROCITIES network,
they also work for better policies and funding at both the EU and 
national levels.

EUROCITIES works on the understanding that there are no quick-fix
commercial solutions to becoming a smart city. Rather, it is a continuous,
step-by-step process of becoming ‘smarter’ that brings greater resource
efficiency while simultaneously improving the quality of life of citizens. 

Smarter cities learn together
The SHARING CITIES (http://www.sharingcities.eu/) lighthouse project is
a great example of how cities can successfully work with one another to
mutual benefit by sharing and replicating their results. Three ‘lighthouse
cities’ (London, UK; Lisbon, Portugal; and Milan, Italy) have partnered

City-led, citizen-focused

Nikolaos Kontinakis, senior project co-ordinator at EUROCITIES, explains which
initiatives his organisation has implemented in smart cities over recent years 

Nikolaos Kontinakis
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Lisbon, Portugal
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smarter. The project developed a common framework which allows cities
to check whether their project is reaching its goals and to compare it to
other examples. Moreover, it is a flexible tool that considers differing local
contexts. It is now helping new and existing smarter cities projects to
benchmark for success, greatly aiding the selection and development of
urban solutions.

Another challenge is cities’ capacity to transform themselves, work with new
business models and access financial resources. For the past year
EUROCITIES has taken the lead in the European Innovation Partnership on
Smart Cities and Communities (EIP-SCC, http://ec.europa.eu/eip/smartcities/)
action cluster on ‘business models, financing and procurement’. EUROCITIES
is working to ensure that cities’ needs and challenges are adequately reflected
in the work of the EIP-SCC.

The future success of European smart city initiatives depends, to some
extent, on consistent funding to showcase smart city projects and
solutions. This funding, offered through EU programmes such as Horizon
2020, is a vital resource for supporting collaboration and innovation
between cities and other partners, and for developing and testing new
urban solutions. It should be a strategic priority at EU level to drive support
for smart cities.

Connecting the local with the European level is key, and an ongoing open
dialogue between cities and EU policy makers would help to scale up
local smart city innovation projects to the European level. By reflecting
local challenges directly to EU decision makers, we can ensure that future
smart city initiatives continue to provide benefits to citizens.

The urban agenda for the EU provides an important framework and the
tools to facilitate this co-operation. It emphasises the partnership
approach and ensures cities are more involved in the development and
implementation of EU policies with an urban dimension. 

Cities are doing their part too. Where once the tech industry was leading
innovation, many cities have now established their own smart city or
innovation departments to co-ordinate new efforts. EUROCITIES has the
experience and capacity to connect these cities to learn together. With
cities leading, we will ensure that smart technologies reflect the final
user and are citizen-focused. We are building smarter cities.

solutions that can generate further projects in
other cities.

Greener is smarter
Cities have a crucial role to play in decarbonising
the EU economy: they are home to three quarters
of the European population and it is in cities that
many EU climate and energy policies come
together. Cities have been leaders in climate
action and sustainable energy for a number of
years now, with many setting ambitious
emissions reductions targets for themselves that
go beyond those at national level.

The Green Digital Charter,
(http://www.greendigitalcharter.eu/) initiated by
EUROCITIES member city Manchester, UK, is an
agreement between 52 cities to deploy smart
city solutions. It promotes progress in tackling
climate change through the innovative use of
digital technologies.

The Green Digital Charter matches the
commitments of the Covenant of Mayors
(http://www.covenantofmayors.eu/index_en.html)
and reflects most Europe 2020 priorities
(http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/europe-2020-
in-a-nutshell/priorities/index_en.htm). It shows
that you can have growth that is smart and
inclusive, as well as sustainable. In Zaragoza,
Spain, a ‘citizen card’ offers convenient access
to 20 municipal services. More than half of
Zaragoza’s adult population now use this simple
device to access and pay for different services.
Moreover, the system generates ‘big data’,
which helps the city nurture new businesses
and improve its urban public services.

Future challenges and areas 
of action
As our cities become smarter, we will continue
to learn lessons and face new challenges. One
challenge many cities face is how to open data
while protecting privacy. Creating a level playing
field here would mean establishing common
and open standards and better interoperability
between systems. This means providing ways
to share learning and ensuring that citizens
have adequate knowledge of how to manage
their personal data online.

The CITYkeys project (http://www.citykeys-
project.eu/), which concluded this January,
brought together existing indicators to measure
the impact of different smart city projects, as
well as the progress of a city in becoming

Nikolaos Kontinakis 
Senior Project Co-ordinator 
EUROCITIES

http://www.eurocities.eu/

http://ec.europa.eu/eip/smartcities/
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Is a smart ecosystem necessary in
obtaining smart development?
Yes, it is necessary. Being a smart city and
continuing to be smart – and developing in a
smart way to influence all citizens – should
involve as many citizens as possible. In Aarhus
we have a focus on involving our citizens in the
city’s development, as well as in its decision
making – not only when it comes to smart cities
but when it comes to smart city development,
as well. It has been politically decided, and has
been for years, that we engage our citizens in
these processes.

When it comes to smart city development, one
city needs to work intensely with others. We
work with a ‘quadrohelix model’ (city,
educational institutions, companies and
citizens), for instance, and we support different
kinds of NGOs and companies, the point of
which is to create the most relevant smart city
services and to involve our citizens as much as
possible in this process. We need our citizens
to have an understanding of technological
developments and implications, and we need
our kids to be interested in technology in order
to gain good technological skills. 

Besides my work at the City of Aarhus, I am
involved in an NGO called Coding Pirates. This
organisation creates IT-creative workshops for
7-17-year-olds. The organisation has a mission
to support kids’ creativity and to help them obtain
the skills to help realise their ideas. As I see it,
supporting children’s ICT skills – both in school
and outside school – is very important in creating
the ecosystem that the city supports through
Coding Pirates, for example, which hosts an IT
conference for and with children in the city hall. 

The city itself is also an initiator of events and
other elements to inspire and involve citizens
and companies. For instance, Aarhus hosts
Internet Week Denmark, an annual celebration
of the internet. It allows citizens, private
organisations and public authorities to meet
and work together on the internet. As a 
crowd-sourced event, it has a broad variety of
perspectives on the internet. 

D
enmark’s second city, Aarhus, has been developing
educational programmes whilst organising events on
digital awareness in order to familiarise its population with

digitalisation and smart city projects. The aim of these initiatives
is to bring citizens on-board to foster digital innovations and 
co-create solutions.

In her capacity as an officer, consultant and innovator at Aarhus City
Council, as well as an independent examiner for the University of
Copenhagen, Louise Overgaard would like to see cities become more
involved in these educational processes. PEN arranged a meeting
with Overgaard in Brussels to discuss her views on how such
education could be rolled out to the benefit of citizens, and what
those benefits mean to both the younger and older populations.

In what ways do you co-operate with officials in
promoting Aarhus as a smart city? 
I work with the City of Aarhus in its IT and innovation department, and
therefore work quite a lot on smart cities, particularly on the development
of different projects in the smart city framework. It is very important that
we expand the projects to a wide range of sectors, and that our smart
city focuses on improving our public services. In order to do that we work
on various levels: for example, we install smart city infrastructure such
as LoRaWAN™ to cover the entire city, and we build a centrally located
‘citylab’ for various kinds of experimentation; we test how various kinds
of new technologies, including virtual reality, humanoid robots and
wearables, can be used to improve our public services; and we also
engage our citizens by creating events and raising awareness to examine
how we can develop educational programmes regarding smart cities.

We see this way of working as an ecosystem, wherein we focus on the
city, the technological possibilities and the citizens of Aarhus. 

Digitally acquainted citizens

An officer in the IT and innovation department at the City of Aarhus, Denmark,
Louise Overgaard explains why digital education matters in smart cities

http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/pen-smart-cities
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Are members of the older population targeted in 
similar ways? 
We are constantly working on developing services which are relevant

and educational for senior citizens as well. An example is that the entire

Danish population is required to have a digital mailbox – you actually

need to get a dispensation not to have a digital mailbox. In Denmark,

and particularly in Aarhus, a lot of the seniors are active digital citizens,

but this has required a lot of support and courses in the citizens’ services

and libraries to assist them in understanding the internet, the digital

mailbox and, of course, other digital services. 

When it comes to smart cities it is both necessary and important to

educate the older population on this issue and to involve them in the

development of technological services – such as robotics, for instance

– which address their concerns and needs. We cannot forget to target

older generations regarding smart and digital cities, as they will also be

part of the change.

Do the people of Aarhus express interest in the
digitalisation of their city?
If you can make it relevant and concrete for the specific target group,

most people are interested in digitalisation. It is all about having a

pedagogic and understandable approach. Privacy is an example. If you

live in a smart city, many sensors are set up all around you. What happens

to the data that I generate when I walk around the city? Can they track

me? Is ‘Big Brother’ watching? It is relevant for all of us, but young people

have some concerns and seniors have other concerns.  

As big discussions on digitalisation can be very complex, it could be hard

to catch everyone’s attention; but if you have an appropriate approach,

you definitely can engage the people. 

In what ways are the key stakeholders – the public and
private sectors, for example – building networks and
working together to educate people on smart cities and
new technologies?
Many stakeholders are today committed to working with citizens on this

issue, and I experience that more and more as these collaborations

increase. Likewise, more and more companies are indeed interested in

taking part in educating children, as they want to support the work we

are currently doing in Coding Pirates, for instance, but there is interest

when it comes to all age groups. 

As I have said before, many stakeholders are committed, and not only

the private companies; NGOs, foundations and research institutes also

work with different audiences, from children to older people. I think it

would be relevant to build a network to develop and share our

programmes and experiences in smart city involvement. We should all

learn from each other’s experiments.

The city also hosts the Aarhus Mini Maker Faire

to focus on our citizens and on the makers in

Denmark. We try to involve professionals,

citizens and all stakeholders at every level to

make the city smarter.

Which events or actions are in 
place to get Denmark’s young
people involved?
Aarhus is an educational city, so we all work

together with our huge university and our young

population. Together with the university, we aim

at working with the students at a very practical

level on education and city development. We try

to provide them with very concrete educational

courses such as assignments in relation to

Internet Week Denmark and the Aarhus Mini

Maker Faire.

We have also tested how we could develop

smart city workshop days for school classes.

This is something I personally would like to see

more work on as it is indeed important to set up

educational programmes in which we involve

our schoolchildren. We explain the concept and

the stakes of a smart city to them, as well as

how it works, etc. We have organised some

prototype events in which classes were invited

to build some smart city models. It is important

that they develop their own concepts for smart

city solutions in Aarhus and they should think

about what smart is, according to their own

definitions, as well as what sort of digital and

technical services could be used to improve

their daily lives. For instance, for younger

children, smart cities become a concrete and

relevant thing when they are asked to create

concepts for intelligent playgrounds. 

Once we have the techniques and the equipment

to build a smart city project, it is fundamental to

work with the citizens to make their daily smart

city lives understood and relevant. 

Louise Overgaard
IT and Innovation Officer 
City of Aarhus, Denmark
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are sharing some experiences already because
EU projects have a dissemination obligation,
and so we are sharing a lot of the information
about the OrganiCity project.

What are your aims for the project?
We’re launching a new network technology –
a smallband network based on the LoRaWAN
standard. It’s a network infrastructure that can
send small data packages over long distances
of up to 20km and through water or concrete,
so it’s very useful for IoT applications. We’re
installing sensors all around the city.

This network has a lot of possibilities for
entrepreneurs. The city has already identified
100 challenges that it would like to solve
through new technology, and this process will
invite entrepreneurs and small and 
medium-sized companies to develop solutions
through collaboration.

We’re hoping to develop some solutions at the
city scale and create business development
through that, but also to keep our focus on
citizen engagement and communication.

Aarhus is the second largest city in Denmark and a leading
centre of smart cities development in Europe. Smart
Aarhus, the city’s driving smart initiative, has launched a

number of projects over the last six years to introduce new
technologies which will revolutionise the lives of its inhabitants.
Line Gerstrand Knive of the Smart Aarhus initiative met with PEN
to explain how the city is developing, and stressed the value of
citizen engagement in innovating for a smart future.

What role does the Smart Aarhus initiative play in the
development in the city?
Smart Aarhus is a public private partnership between the city of Aarhus,
the University of Aarhus, VIA University College, a network of 500
companies, the it-forum, the Central Denmark Region, and two individual
IT companies. The initiative began in 2011, and its main focus is to put
digitalisation on the agenda.

It’s organised with a board of directors, made up of all the partners, and
then a secretariat with representatives of some of the partners which
carries out everyday appointments and communication on Smart Aarhus.
Then we have a lot of projects, some of which are loosely coupled to the
overall initiative and some which are directly linked to Smart Aarhus; for
example, the City Lab, Open Data, and Internet Week Denmark are some
of our main projects.

Where did the idea of establishing the City Lab 
come from?
We’ve been working with living labs for many years. Through that, citizen
engagement has been a priority. When we started the Smart Aarhus
initiative, we held a think tank for a year for citizens in Aarhus,
representing both the public and private sectors, to bring in
recommendations for the Future Digital Aarhus. In that sense, the entire
Smart Aarhus project was crowdsourced; we engaged citizens right from
the beginning to find out what was important to them, and we see that
as a tradition in Aarhus.

We wanted to create a lab where we could test smart city solutions in
an actual city setting. It can also be a place where we can engage with
company partners and become a host for EU projects.

In what ways is Smart Aarhus working with cities or
companies outside the initiative in terms of
collaboration or experience sharing? 
We collaborated on an EU project with London, UK, and Santander, Spain,
on a project called OrganiCity. We also have an application for another
project where we will collaborate with other cities. We are also in dialogue
with some big IT companies that do smart city solutions, like Cisco and
Microsoft, but we’re not sure what will concretely happen with that. We

Smart citizens

Line Gerstrand Knive of Smart Aarhus spoke to PEN about the framework which
underpins innovation in the city

Line Gerstrand Knive
Consultant
Smart Aarhus

http://www.smartaarhus.eu/

Aarhus sees citizen
engagement as a key

feature of its smart
city programme
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Public private collaboration is viewed as one of the key
solutions in getting stakeholders in cities more involved with
digitalisation, and the concept of living labs is compatible

with this framework as their function is to bring stakeholders
together to foster innovation and ICT-based services. The European
Network of Living Labs (ENoLL) is just such an international
network representing and supporting more than 170 living labs
established in each city in Europe and abroad. PEN met with
representatives of the European Network of Living Labs to discuss
the challenges and developments ENoLL experiences in ICT, smart
cities and mobility, cross-sector collaboration, big data and climate
change, amongst others.

How did ENoLL originate and in what ways has 
it developed? 
ENoLL was founded in November 2006 under the auspices of the Finnish
Presidency of the European Council, and the network has grown in
‘waves’ since. To date, ten waves have been launched, resulting in 395
historically accepted living labs all over the world, with more than 170
active members. Since its inception, ENoLL has expanded and developed
into a vibrant community of member living lab organisations that operate
by the main principles of co-creation, active user involvement, and 
real-life intervention. The community can be characterised as largely
practice-based, but recently the field of academic research has also
blossomed. Today, ENoLL counts around 150 active living labs members
worldwide, with several active members in 20 of the 28 EU member
states, as well as two candidate states, and is present on all continents. 

Innovation networks

PEN spoke with representatives of the European Network of Living Labs,
who explained their role in driving innovation and digitalisation in cities

The ENoLL international non-profit association,
as the legal representative entity of the network,
was founded in January 2010 and is
headquartered in Brussels, Belgium. We provide
co-creation, user engagement, test and
experimentation facilities targeting innovation in
many different domains such as energy, media,
mobility, healthcare and agri-food, etc. As such,
ENoLL is well placed to act as a platform for best
practice exchange, learning and support, and
living lab international project development.  

The ENoLL vision – ‘Empowering everybody to
innovate’ – put in the context of our global and
increasingly digital society represents our
willingness to advocate for users, citizens and
community-driven innovation in general.
Through our daily work we support our
members and living labs worldwide to 
develop collaborations, disruptive skills and
entrepreneurship. A list of all ENoLL active living
labs can be found on our website.1

What does a living lab do? 
A lot of different definitions have been proposed
for living labs, something that can be explained
by their practice-oriented character. For
innovation specialists we can say that living labs
are user-centred, open innovation ecosystems
based on a systematic user co-creation
approach integrating research and innovation
processes in real-life communities and settings.
In practice, living labs place the citizen at the
centre of innovation, and have thus shown the
ability to better mould the opportunities offered
by new ICT concepts and solutions to the
specific needs and aspirations of local contexts,
cultures, and creativity potentials.2

The Helsinki Manifesto3 (November 2006
Finnish EU Presidency) first pointed to living
labs as a first step towards ‘a new European
R&D and innovation system, entailing a major
paradigm shift for the whole innovation
process’. The rationale of EU-sponsored public
intervention in this domain merges the

Eindhoven, the
Netherlands, was
elected the ‘Smartest
Region in the World’
and hosts the
Eindhoven Living Lab

http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/pen-smart-cities
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pan-European experiments and prototypes for new markets, based on
the digital single market. 

This vision is concretised with the help of initiatives that ENoLL is
contributing to. One of these is the SynchroniCity project,4 which has the
aim of building an internet of things (IoT)-enabled digital single market
for smart cities. The project addresses how to incentivise and build trust
for companies and citizens to actively participate in finding common 
co-created IoT solutions for cities that meet citizens’ needs. In addition,
the objective of SynchroniCity is to create an environment of 
evidence-based solutions that can easily be replicated in other regions
with the help of contributions to standardisation.

Another, very different kind of example has been the Europeana5 project
with the purpose of digitising cultural heritage. Europeana is providing
access to over 30 million digitised cultural heritage objects from libraries,
archives and museums, and the enormous size of this resource brings
an invaluable pool of inspiration to practitioners in the creative industries
and beyond.

In what ways do the various living labs offer examples
of best practice in terms of implementation?
ENoLL members are from all over Europe and the world, and provide
excellent examples of implementation according to the principles of the
digital single market, operating mainly at the level of cities and regions.
To mention a few, Laurea University6 and Forum Virium Helsinki7 form an
ENoLL living lab that develops new digital services and urban innovations
in co-operation with companies, the City of Helsinki, other public sector
organisations, and Helsinki’s residents.

Another best practice example from the ENoLL members is Eindhoven
Living Lab8 in the Netherlands. Elected as the ‘Smartest Region in the
World’, and one of the seven best global cities for start-ups, Eindhoven
is now internationally recognised as a global hotbed for (social)
innovation. The specific IoT sector in Eindhoven is making great progress
with all kinds of new opportunities within a living lab environment, with
the core belief that the internet of things (or the internet of everything)
offers new opportunities for our quadruple helix state of mind.

The added value of ENoLL is to bring these innovation actors together to
benefit from knowledge exchange and to embrace collaboration and
open innovation. For ENoLL the main interest in digitalisation is to engage
citizens and make them the actors, and not the factors, of data-driven
movement – humans should not serve as a resource of data but as active
participants in the development of a better society.

We recommend readers to follow ENoLL’s social media channels and
publications, where best practices and knowledge materials are shared
on a regular basis.9

How do local and regional authorities create the
ecosystems where innovations can thrive, and can
more be done to improve the process? 
Like local innovation ecosystems, cities and regions have recognised the
benefits and driving forces of citizen-driven innovation. Policy makers
and urban planners representing their urban and regional platforms and
ecosystems are invited to join the living lab large-scale pilot movement.

aspiration to push the technology frontier ahead
to improve community life with the pragmatic
requirement of translating RDI results into new
products and services that meet market
expectations and ultimately lead to the creation
of ‘more and better jobs’. 

All living lab experiences have in common a
user-centric co-design process for the
development and implementation of innovative
ICT-based products and services. Living labs
can be very diverse in structure and focus,
ranging from universities and science parks
adopting user-driven approaches to regional
clusters enabling a joint quadruple helix
approach, up to social actors and entrepreneurs
aiming at excellence-driven innovations at the
local and international levels. However, the
common 4P governance model allows opening
up successful local innovation systems to new
actors such as urban planners and designers,
technology SMEs selling in global markets,
creative people, digital artists, and a myriad of
grassroots communities. Thanks to living labs,
innovation processes become more open and
bottom-up as all relevant stakeholders (citizens
included) are invited to contribute. Living lab
methodologies are used by thousands of
organisations all over the world to deliver useful
and up-to-date products and services, for both
the public and private sector. 

What are ENoLL’s priorities as
regards digitalisation? 
ENoLL was born to be a European policy
instrument, and it works in the direction of
becoming the reference network for creating

Start-up 
companies and
micromultinationals
are the key drivers 
of digitalisation 
and innovation 
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innovation power, user-centric methods,
meetings with academia and industry, public
visibility and branding, new knowledge about
users and markets, and market creation. 

Through European-funded programmes and
lobby activities our network is committed to
delivering targeted cross-border services to
highly innovative ICT entrepreneurs, start-ups
and SMEs with the potential to rapidly grow
their businesses in international markets.

Living labs closely follow the need to advance
in standardisation and inter-lab protocol, to offer
a standardised set of services following
excellence criteria. This is one of the objectives
pursued by ENoLL. In order for living labs to
offer this cross-cutting and service excellence
for the internationalisation of SMEs, not only is
the validation and certification of services
required but also the training, skills and
capacity building of the living lab professionals.
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The aim is to engage a broad audience and include a relevant number
of cross-border end users and stakeholders in the experimentations,
helping to lower barriers, to scale up and accelerate early adoption, and
to facilitate a smooth transition to deployment.

As a practice-driven phenomenon, the living lab paradigm is constantly
evolving, and the concepts, methods and tools are constantly being
renewed. Whilst maintaining the same principles and foundations – such
as user and citizen involvement, open innovation, value co-creation, 
real-life experimentation and multi-stakeholder and multidisciplinary
collaboration – living labs are moving from controlled experiments
towards large-scale pilots for early adoption and deployment. 

A lot more needs to be done in current living lab constellations in different
parts of Europe, and there is an imbalance – as well as a gap – between
forerunner and follower cities and those who are still in the beginning of
their learning curve to transfer their urban environment into a citizen-
driven ecosystem. Some existing online open innovation platforms help
this change and movement, but more funding and research is needed
to speed up and scale up the transformation in Europe to become a more
competitive, world-beating business incubator. 

Are SMEs/start-ups the most appropriate actors in
developing digitalisation? 
Start-ups and micromultinationals (freelancers’ networks) are the most
appropriate mechanisms to develop digitalisation in this globalised world
as they provide the most advanced techniques and methodologies that
will foster the digital transformation. 

What is the role of each stakeholder (public authorities,
NGOs, research centres, multinational companies) in
the living labs? 
The role of each stakeholder depends on the type of stakeholder. Some
(such as science parks, incubators, etc.) act like a hub to connect all the
agents; research centres are the main engine of knowledge; technology
transfer agents support in the digital transformation; and multinational
companies are in charge of facilitating and escalating the myriad
solutions that are being designed by start-ups and micromultinationals.

How does ENoLL support SMEs in digital 
innovation projects?
Service and product providers, and especially SMEs, are among the
stakeholders that can benefit from living lab services such as increased
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https://www.laurea.fi/en/research-development-and-innovations/laurea-living-labs
https://www.laurea.fi/en/research-development-and-innovations/laurea-living-labs
https://forumvirium.fi/en/
http://www.brainport.nl/en/
http://www.openlivinglabs.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/openlivinglabs/
http://www.openlivinglabs.eu/
http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/pen-smart-cities
http://www.twitter.com/openlivinglabs
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The philosophy of Exeter City Futures is that big

steps towards building better cities can be

achieved through the use of data analytics. Data

provides the power to understand communities

and their values like never before, enables us to

transform our lives for the better, and presents

solutions that would be otherwise impossible

through any other means. Exeter is unlocking

the power contained in data to a greater extent

than any other UK city outside London.

This analytical city philosophy seeks to

encourage everyone asking big questions about

the city and, indeed, the life they want, as well

as to initiate the change necessary to make it

happen. Key interventions designed by Exeter

City Futures aim to engage stakeholders at all

levels and provide evidence and a clear

foundation for investment in solutions that will

work at scale, both nationally and globally. 

The Exeter City Futures approach
Engagement is fundamental to the Exeter City

Futures approach. The programme centres on

consistently asking interesting questions and

defining challenges that focus on insights to

show how an energy-independent and

congestion-free future can be delivered. The

insights will be generated through the analysis

of data and through continuous engagement

with local communities, public sector

INJanuary 2017 Exeter was named as the fastest growing

city in the UK. Its economic region is prospering and the

local development framework outlines ambitious plans for

growth. Hosting the largest cluster of digital economy activity southwest

of Bristol, Exeter’s population of 127,000 (and Greater Exeter’s population

of 250,000) is considered among the best trained in the UK. With a high

level of educational attainment and several excellent institutions, Exeter

is seeking to reap economic benefit from a focus on developing the

knowledge economy in the region. 

Economic successes in the city to date have been many. Maintaining

and expanding on that growth in the future brings challenges. The

population is expected to increase by 40,000 within the next ten years

and, unless solutions are found, naturally pressure on housing,

employment, the environment and transport networks will increase.

The trend towards urbanisation presents challenges for all local and

national governments with constrained capacities and finances for

infrastructure delivery. Current restraints on the public purse are likely

to compound matters unless tackled with solutions drawn from both

the public and private arenas. Exeter’s challenge in this area is to

secure a future that is both prosperous and happy, with high quality

employment opportunities, a vibrant city centre, clean air, good health,

and easy access to services. 

The tasks facing Exeter, though, are not unique. Many cities throughout

the UK and Europe share the issues raised by urbanisation, but this is

where the opportunity lies. Exeter is especially well placed to develop a

blueprint for tackling them and to become a model city which is replicated

globally. Exeter’s private and public sectors are already working in

partnership to tackle these challenges head on alongside a world-leading

university and several globally renowned organisations which are

testament to Exeter’s potential. The city has an ambitious but achievable

opportunity to thrive as both a vibrant and sustainable centre of

excellence for the application of analytics. 

Exeter City Futures 
To ensure a sustainable and vibrant future Exeter City Council has

partnered with Oxygen House Investments to create a community interest

company, Exeter City Futures. They have set a bold goal to make Exeter,

and potentially the Greater Exeter area, energy independent and

congestion free by 2025.

A model city

Richard Ball of Exeter City Council on achieving smarter sustainability in the city
through data-driven innovation

http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/pen-smart-cities
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becomes much more real to businesses and a more obvious opportunity
for investors.

Glenn Woodcock, CEO and founder of Exeter City Futures, said: “I think
it’s really important to cast sustainability in the language of where the
cash comes from, where the businesses are, what kind of things we can
do that are sustainable or even make us money, in the medium and long
term. Really, we want sustainable changes that come through business,
as business is the way we organise our activity in sustainable ways.”

Key recommendations in ‘Energy Independence 2025’ include facilitating
the development of net energy positive buildings, retrofitting our existing
building stock, behavioural change to reduce domestic appliance energy
use, and cutting transport energy consumption. 

While the solutions cannot be as simple as simply forcing everyone to leave
their cars at home or replace their refrigerators with more energy-efficient
ones, it is now possible to tackle energy challenges with more accurate
insight into long-term solutions than at any other point in history.

Karime Hassan, the CEO of Exeter City Council, draws attention to the
direct economic benefit of such a challenge: “With the ability to solve
these challenges comes the opportunity for increased business growth
in the region. It has been estimated that 2,500 workers would be required
to work for ten years to retrofit the existing building stock of Exeter. In
that area alone lies significant opportunities for new businesses and
increased employment if the current skills gap can be filled.” 

2025 and beyond

‘Energy Independence 2025’ is the first in a series of reports and will be
followed by in-depth analysis of Exeter’s transportation and economy.
The three reports will provide guidance on how Exeter City Futures can
achieve its goal and a firm foundation for investment in the solutions.

For Exeter, 2025 is just the beginning; with the vision of Exeter City
Futures supporting plans to find solutions to the wider scope of issues
the region faces over the next 20 years, the company’s goals could mean
a smarter future for sustainable cities – not just locally but internationally. 

For more information visit www.exetercityfutures.com 

organisations and businesses to generate clear
shared goals. 

By collecting and analysing data on a city and
regional level it is possible to understand the
impact we each have, as well as how we can
influence and believe in transformation. To do this
Exeter City Futures is working to establish a data
platform for the city. Educational programmes
are also being developed for schools and young
people to help them explore the power of data in
analysing and creating change.

Once challenges have been identified through
the programme, Exeter City Futures will seek to
bring together existing companies to
collaborate on solutions, as well as to
accelerate the development of new commercial
and social enterprises that can make a genuine
and sustainable difference to transport and
energy use. 

The cost of energy inefficiency 

in Exeter

One of the first major insights delivered by
Exeter City Futures is ‘Energy Independence
2025’, a report commissioned by the
community interest company and produced by
City Science. It details the scale of the region’s
renewable energy generation potential and sets
out ten key recommendations on how to
achieve it. The report also highlights the
importance of collaborative public and private
sector planning, as well as how essential data
analytics is to developing the solutions.

‘Energy Independence 2025’ reveals that every
year Greater Exeter uses 10TWh of energy,
enough to make 368 trips to the Moon, at an
estimated cost of £914m (~€1bn). This covers
energy from all its resources, but only 2.1%
comes from renewables. Another striking figure
is that almost half of Exeter’s energy demands
come from moving people around – 4TWh of
which come at a cost of £500m per annum.

One of the problems when dealing with energy
issues is that energy is an intangible commodity
and hard to quantify in easily understandable
ways. The magnitude of Watt-hours an area like
Greater Exeter uses is almost impossible to
imagine, but when a specific cost can be
attributed to a single issue, and actionable
recommendations identified, the problem

Richard Ball
Exeter City Council

http://www.exetercityfutures.com

http://www.exetercityfutures.com/
http://www.exetercityfutures.com/
http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/pen-smart-cities
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are increasingly turning to nanocomposites,
plastics incorporating nanoclays, for a solution.
When added to the packaging material, these
nanoscale plate-shaped particles of clay reduce
gas permeation and allow for an extended shelf
life, thus reducing food spoilage. Along with
advances in coating technology and the use of
oxygen scavenging additives, nanoclays have
helped to displace heavy, resource-intensive
alternatives, including glass and tins, 
and to introduce new flexible, pouch-like 
food packaging.

By providing this stronger barrier to gases or
liquids, nanoclays also allow manufacturers
across industries to simply use less plastic. It
reduces the thickness and overall weight of
plastic required for particular applications, such
as preventing fuel loss from automotive fuel lines.
Nanocomposites, including nanoclay-containing
plastics, have huge potential light-weighting
benefits that are highly relevant to 
transport applications. Other examples of 
composites incorporating nanomaterials (i.e.
nanocomposites) in transport applications
include carbon nanotube reinforced polymers,
which are already in use in non-load-bearing
aerospace applications, and nano-enhanced
polycarbonate windows, which some cars
already use where safety regulations allow.

Carbon nanotube composites could follow in
the footsteps of carbon-fibre composites from
custom-made motorsport vehicles to regular
mass-produced cars. However, the stronger,
lighter nanocomposite alternatives to the steel
and aluminium traditionally used in cars face
regulatory hurdles and are generally not cost
competitive. The nanocomposite material costs
will undoubtedly come down as the processing
technologies mature and more effort is
expended on light-weighting, driven by a desire
to maximise the range of electric vehicles. 

Where less means more

The NIA and Oakdene Hollins present examples of key nanotechnologies and their
material-saving potential and discuss resource efficiency

Over the years, nanotechnology innovations have been quietly
reducing raw material consumption, replacing hazardous
materials and improving the energy efficiency of products.

Looking back, nanotechnology’s overall impact on resource efficiency
has been largely overlooked and underappreciated. This is a
consequence of the incremental, though wide-ranging, nature of
nanotechnology’s contributions to product and resource efficiency. 

Nanotechnologies have reduced our consumption of materials and
improved the fuel and energy efficiencies of products in sectors ranging
from food and packaging to transport and construction. Nanotechnologies
achieve this either by improving a traditional material’s properties
(including durability) or as the basis of completely new materials that
displace traditional materials. Nanotechnologies can also contribute
indirectly to resource efficiency by improving the efficiency of assembly
processes and minimising waste. 

Industry-disrupting products or services that displace traditional, 
energy-intensive materials can dramatically reduce the burden on natural
resources. Prime examples of nanotechnologies that could drastically
change how industries operate include nanocomposites,
superhydrophobic surfaces and nanocatalysts. This article focuses on
these key technologies and their material-saving potential, as well as
presenting a general discussion of the barriers to and opportunities for
nanotechnology in resource efficiency.

Nanocomposites
Everyone dreads the tell-tale smell of spoiled food when opening a package
from the back of the fridge. This happens because, although the plastic
appears impermeable to us, air is able to slowly pass through (a concept
known as ‘gas permeation’) and spoil the contents. However, manufacturers

When added to food
packaging material,
nanoclays (nanoscale
plate-shaped particles
of clay) reduce gas
permeation and allow
for an extended shelf
life, thus reducing 
food spoilage

http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/pen-smart-cities
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Nanocatalysts 
The catalysts in catalytic converters are one example where the high
surface area of nanoscale components has improved performance while
minimising the consumption of precious metals such as platinum and
palladium. Efficiency gains from using nanoparticles as catalysts, including
easily recyclable magnetic nanoparticles, are also important to many
industrial processes, including in the oil and gas sector (desulphurisation
via sulphur adsorption on dispersed nanoparticles), water purification (iron
nanoparticles oxidising unwanted chemicals) and plastics manufacturing
(gold nano-shells replacing toxic mercury in PVC monomer production).
The increased effectiveness of such catalysts, achieved through
nanoparticles with a much higher surface-area-to-volume ratio compared
to bulk materials, drastically reduces the consumption of catalytic
materials, including precious metals or scarce raw materials. 

Outstanding challenges
The growing political emphasis on creating a more sustainable and
circular global economy could provide the impetus for nanotechnology
to play a greater role in future resource efficiency efforts. However, the
impact of nanotechnology in resource efficiency could be lost if certain
technological, regulatory and environmental hurdles are not overcome. 

The prime technological challenge facing nanomaterials in resource
efficiency is achieving predictable and controlled behaviour during
bottom-up nanoparticle assembly and fabrication processes. The only
practical method of carrying out nanostructuring on a large scale, such
as on a window pane or condenser, is these bottom-up processes, using

Superhydrophobic surfaces
Vehicle durability and longevity could also be
improved by the use of superhydrophobic
surfaces that use nanostructures to minimise
water build-up and biofilm and ice formation
along with the corrosion they incur.
Nanostructuring a surface of materials can
impart hydrophobic and self-cleaning
properties through a mechanism known as the
‘lotus effect’ (the result is a surface that mimics
a lotus flower’s famed water repellence), while
avoiding the use of traditional fluorinated
compounds, some of which are known to be
potent environmental toxins. There is pressure
on producers and environment agencies to
address the use of perfluorinated compounds
(PFCs) in waterproof textile applications and
minimise their effects on marine environments
in particular, and nanostructuring could help
achieve this.

Superhydrophobic nanostructured surfaces,
which can be etched into the bulk material 
(top-down approach) or formed by depositing
layers of nanomaterials (bottom-up), may also
be used to increase condensation of water
vapour from the atmosphere. Effectively
condensing water is a key step in power
generation, water desalination, and the working
of everyday appliances, including fridges and
air-conditioners. Increasing condensation and
heat transfer, as can be achieved using
nanostructured surfaces, could reduce
condenser size and the quantity of materials
used in these applications. However, before the
potential material savings of superhydrophobic
surfaces in condensers can be realised, their
stability in the harsh environments inside
condensers needs to be improved. 

Carbon nanotube
composites could
follow in the footsteps
of carbon-fibre
composites from
custom-made
motorsport vehicles 
to regular 
mass-produced cars

Nanostructuring a
surface of materials

can impart
hydrophobic and 

self-cleaning
properties through a

mechanism known as
the ‘lotus effect’ 
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chemical regulations be adapted to
nanomaterials or should specific regulations
arise? This uncertainty is extremely difficult for
businesses who want to bring the benefits of
nanotechnology to consumers. International
efforts, at the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development and
International Organization for Standardization,
have attempted to advance the process through
the harmonisation of global regulations while
addressing issues raised by environmental
considerations. In the current setting, cautious
nanotechnology uptake is likely to remain the
norm until the industry and associated
regulations mature further.

The prospects for nanotechnology
Despite regulatory uncertainties, as discussed
above, new opportunities for improved resource
efficiency continue to emerge in the use and
disposal of nanomaterials. An example can be
found in the tyre industry, where the
nanomaterial carbon black has been used for
decades to improve the abrasion resistance of
tyres, therefore reducing fuel consumption.
Recent technological advances are enabling the
commercial-scale recovery of carbon black
from the residues of burnt tyres, thus allowing
the recycling of a valuable material in the
conception of tyres. 

solution or gas phase deposition. The alternative – top-down
nanostructuring of the surface of the bulk material by, for example, using
chemical or plasma etching – has been well-honed for electronic and
photonic applications that produce tiny materials like computer chips,
but would take a prohibitively long time for larger-scale applications.  

Bottom-up nanofabrication and nanoassembly, including the liquid and
vapour phase deposition of surface coatings, are scalable, though they
are typically harder to control. The outcome of the bottom-up processes
often depends on a number of environmental and material parameters
in ways that are difficult to predict or control. 

Take a Langmuir-Blodgett monolayer, for example – a bottom-up
technique by which a monolayer of amphiphiles on the surface of a liquid
is deposited onto a substrate when it is immersed or emersed in the
liquid. This conceptually simple technique should theoretically scale from
a tiny silicon wafer to a household window pane by simply changing the
size of a trough containing the liquid. However, in reality, it is often difficult
to optimise because of various environmental factors. Modelling all the
relevant interactions sufficiently to provide a predictive tool across the
whole size range is not a trivial task. Some degree of trial-and-error is
thus relied on extensively in bottom-up techniques. 

On top of these technical challenges, discussions on the potential
environmental impact of nanomaterials have raised new questions. While
allowing the phase out of harmful substances, nanomaterials and
nanocomposites could present challenges for both workers and the
environment. The use of nanotechnologies in products is increasingly
scrutinised by regulators across the planet. Policy makers have discussed
and evaluated potential ways to cover nanomaterials in their frameworks
but have delayed answering the key question: should the existing

Superhydrophobic
nanostructured
surfaces, which can be
etched into the bulk
material (top-down
approach) or formed
by depositing layers of
nanomaterials
(bottom-up), may also
be used to increase
condensation of water
vapour from the
atmosphere, a key
step in power
generation, water
desalination, and the
working of everyday
appliances, including
fridges and 
air-conditioners 
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Nanotechnology Industries Association (NIA)
www.nanotechia.org

Oakdene Hollins
www.oakdenehollins.com

of the above properties in or on glass, though never in combination
and not on a commercial scale due to the problems of scaling up
bench-top, bottom-up fabrication techniques. To achieve the control
of nanomaterial fabrication and assembly required, the way
nanomaterials interact with each other and their environment needs
to be better understood. The alternative – a trial-and-error, 
material-by-material approach – would severely restrict the
contributions to resource efficiency that nanotechnology could achieve.

Attaining a more sustainable economy, such as that outlined in the
European Commission’s Circular Economy package, will require continued
material and technological innovations, as well as a radical adjustment of
how society perceives resources. In the past decade, some
nanotechnology-facilitated innovations have quietly managed to contribute
in this area in spite of the fact that resource efficiency has, until now,
primarily been a by-product of innovation rather than the primary objective.
The use of nanomaterials in material-saving applications is often
hampered by the inability to achieve sufficient control of bottom-up
nanomaterial assembly. Advances in nanoprocessing and nanofabrication
techniques, supported by characterisation and standards, are crucial to
efforts to achieving resource efficiencies with nanomaterials.

The nanotechnology innovations presented in
this article are just a few examples of the wide
range of nanotechnology innovations
contributing, or having the potential to
contribute in the near future, to significant
material savings. These advancements are
especially impressive since in many instances
they are a by-product or secondary benefit of
the nanomaterials. Often nanotechnology use
is motivated by cost reduction, material
improvements, compliance with regulations or
the need to develop multiple functionalities in
one material, which highlights the immense
potential as resource efficiency becomes a
greater priority for economies.  

This last driver is especially exciting from a
material efficiency point of view: new
materials that combine the functionalities of
multiple existing materials have the potential
to be highly disruptive. Take glass, for
example, that is able to control indoor
temperature, enable energy-harvesting from
incident sunlight and mechanical vibrations,
change colour in response to electric or other
stimuli, and purify the air. In an average room,
this glass could displace blinds and curtains
whilst reducing the demand for external
heating, ventilation and electricity.
Nanoparticles have been used to achieve each

The impact of

nanotechnology in

resource efficiency

could be lost if certain

technological,

regulatory, and

environmental hurdles

are not overcome
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purpose and meaning for people. However, if

technology fosters segregation, alienation, fear,

hate, extremism, falsifications or misery, then it

is in itself detrimental to the wellbeing of our

communities, and in the end – to democracy.

We all need to acknowledge this.

In most definitions of the smart city concept,

smart people (or citizens) are placed peripherally,

and the interconnections (technology, or the

smart grid, if you will) are placed in the centre. It

is time to redraw these concept charts and place

people centre stage. How smart a place, city or

community is can only be defined by the people

who act in the local arena. A smart city without

people is not particularly smart.

T
here is new hope on the horizon with ‘smart cities’ written all over

it, and everybody is enthusiastic and wants to join in – especially

those in the technology sector. Digitalisation, e-commerce and 

e-infrastructure are proclaimed to make the world a better place for all

of us, and life will become so much better if only we become more

connected. But how smart is the smart city concept? Is it really something

new, or just a way of making sustainability more appetising to the growing

market around e-commerce and information technology? 

Is the smart city the solution?  
Although several definitions abound, smart cities are supposed to use

information and communication technology to push towards change for

a more sustainable future. Life can be seen as technology-driven, 

ever-connected through the smart grid, using energy and resources more

effectively, reducing the carbon footprint of city life. This is all very

promising, because no matter what you believe in, future economic

growth will most certainly be focused on the green and clean economy,

where technology will undoubtedly play its part in harnessing renewable

and recyclable resources more efficiently. 

However, the world we live in today is much more complex, and the

challenges cities and communities face are more similar than ever

before. The more self-centered we are, and the less aware of how much

work is involved in keeping democratic societies alive we become, the

more disconnected we are. If we see that the solution to this dilemma

is to create a more connected smart grid, then surely we must stop to

think again. 

Can cities become too smart for people? 
Building sustainable cities involves people. Urbanisation is a fact, and

the challenges of creating cities for all is the ultimate test of human

ingenuity. Balancing environmental, economic, social and cultural aspects

as a foundation for sustainable and democratic societies is our common

goal. Understanding criteria for happiness, purpose and meaning, and

citizen involvement will provide the means for getting there, and

information and communication technology can certainly help.

A compelling aspect of the smart city (or community) concept is smart

people or smart citizens, depending on which definition you use. People

are what give technology meaning: technology is a means to achieving

something worth striving for, a tool for creativity and innovation. For

example, if technology provides better possibilities for general living

conditions, health, equality, education, happiness, etc., then it provides

Too smart for people? 

Jan Malmgren of The City of Varberg, Sweden, redefines smart cities with
people at their centre

Jan Malmgren
Director, Office for Sustainable
and Strategic Planning
Varberg Municipality, Sweden

+46 340 88 108 

jan.malmgren@varberg.se 
www.varberg.se

mailto:jan.malmgren@varberg.se
http://www.varberg.se/
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data, or data from Google Trends, Wikipedia or
other such sites – for research projects.

In the specific area of smart cities, this has led
to a line of research in which we are looking at
using internet data to develop efficient and
reliable proxies for measuring things that local
policy makers, city planners and urban decision
makers are interested in measuring, but which
have previously been quite difficult to measure.

One example of that would be commuting data.
We’re running a project to see how we can use
social media data to estimate commuting flows
between different local authority areas in the
UK. There are other ways of measuring this and
gathering this kind of data, of course, but these
are often quite expensive and time consuming.
For example, there are traffic surveys in the UK
where someone will sit by the side of the road
and count the cars that go past. Obviously,
that’s quite time consuming, so you can’t do it
every day and for every road. Sometimes, they’ll
even stop cars to ask where they are going, and
this can create large amounts of disruption in
the road network, so having alternatives to that
type of measurement is really useful.

This is starting to become a growth area of
interest in smart city research. The original
vision for the smart city revolved around putting
radio-frequency identification (RFID) sensors on
everything – on traffic lights, on pedestrian
crossings, on parking spaces – all over the city,
and then everything would communicate with
a central hub which would know what is going
on. There’s a lot to be said for that, but it’s
expensive and it takes a lot of upfront
investment to launch it. Only a few cities have
started to invest in that direction, and they’re
all very rich megacities: London, Tokyo, Los
Angeles, Dubai. They’ve got a lot of resources
so they can afford to invest large amounts of
money in sensors, and that’s made smart cities
sort of exclusive.

Cities around the world are undertaking significant efforts to
become smarter, and one fundamental aspect of this
transition is the gathering, analysis and incorporation of the

enormous amounts of data created by the people living in those
cities every single day. Many companies offering online services –
such as social media applications, online retailers and search
engines – gather data as a means to improve and better target those
services to their customers; now, cities have identified a need to
make similar use of this information for the benefit of their citizens.

The Oxford Internet Institute (OII) at the University of Oxford, UK, works
at the cutting edge of research into the role of the internet in gathering
this data. In the particular area of smart cities, the institute is investigating
the ways in which cities could use the internet to gather and analyse
data efficiently and inexpensively, so that it can then be used to plan the
development of the city around how it is used by its inhabitants. 

Dr Jonathan Bright, a research fellow at the OII, offered PEN an overview
of current priority areas in data science research, discussed the challenges
facing cities trying to capitalise on big data, and revealed the efforts being
undertaken in Oxford to stay ahead of the smart city revolution.

What are the current research priorities at the Oxford
Internet Institute?
We’re focused on internet-based research. One of the interesting things
currently going on in internet research is that, as more data is being made
available through the internet about people’s everyday behaviour, it’s
opening up more research opportunities. Our general aim is to see how
we can use novel sources of internet data – for example, social media
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Day to day data

Dr Jonathan Bright of the Oxford Internet Institute explains how cities can make use
of the data their citizens create every day
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Without smart
technologies, data
gathering activities
such as traffic surveys
must be carried out by
people, which is
typically an expensive
and time-consuming
process
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processing and they often don’t have the capacity to allow people to
experiment with data. One important thing to emphasise is that we’re
still in an experimental phase. It’s not the case that there’s a sort of
template of what a smart city needs to do, and it’s just a case of
implementing that. There’s a need for experimentation and for thinking
about the best ways to make use of data. 

The Mayor’s Office of Data Analytics in New York is held up as a good
example of best practice in using this sort of data science. They have a
team of data scientists who will be seconded to different agencies for a
short period to see how they work and to see what data comes in that
might be relevant to their job. After that, they can start to put together
some solutions which could help them to work better.

For example, they have a project targeting food hygiene inspections on
the basis of information from a variety of internet data sources. They
have a food standards inspector who goes out to places to make sure
they’re up to code. The team uses data to target where the inspector
should go, improving the hit rate of finding those places that need
inspection. I think that’s a good template, but again it’s a very large, very
wealthy city, so it’s been able to do that.

Is the lack of financial support the biggest challenge

preventing more development in this area?

I think that resources are a key issue. We’re living in times of financial
austerity, with budgets being constrained quite a lot, especially at the
local level – a lot of the money that has been cut has been at the local
level. In some ways, that stimulates innovation, as it has made people
think about ways to try and save money, which has opened the door to

One of the things we’re trying to achieve with
this web data angle is to highlight that there
are lots of other data sources already out there
that might give those cities what they want
without investment in sensors. These things
are typically cheaper and don’t require a lot of
upfront investment. This new wave of thinking
has the potential to open up the smart city
ways of doing things to the smaller cities that
don’t have the same resource levels as these
urban megacities.

These enormous amounts of data

pose a challenge in terms of the

infrastructure needed to store them,

and many cities which could benefit

from the data don’t have the

necessary analytics capabilities to

make use of it. What can these

cities do?

I would say that there is often a kind of
capability gap. Lots of government bodies might
be interested in taking advantage of new data
and thinking about ways to work with it, but
they don’t necessarily have the in-house skills
to do so; that’s not to say they don’t have
people who would be capable of doing it, only
that they’re not used to that kind of data
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The University of Oxford

has partnered with the

city council, the county

council and private

industry to drive

innovation in the city

http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/pen-smart-cities


(http://oxfordsmartcity.uk/), which is a loose
network of representatives from the council, the
University of Oxford, and private industry, trying
to launch various smart city projects.

One project I’m a particular fan of – although
we’re not involved in it – is the Oxford Flood
Network. Oxford has lots of problems with
flooding, as there are two major rivers that meet
in the middle of the city and there are many
streams, and over the last 20 years there have
been around four or five major floods. As well
as the damage of buildings being inundated
with water, the flooding creates a lot of
uncertainty for people who are living in houses
about when they should evacuate, or move their
furniture to the first floor, and it also hampers
their ability to get insurance.

The idea was inspired by the radiation maps
that were used in Japan after the Fukushima
nuclear disaster, where people would put
sensors on their cars and take in data. The flood
network provides sensors which can measure
the water level at different points in the river.
They’ve gone to people who have houses that
sit next to the river and asked them to install
these sensors near their houses, which will then
gather data. There’s a website which
aggregates all this data and you can see in
more or less real time how high the river is in
any given area. As that goes on for a number
of years, that generates a very rich set of data
about river levels to which we haven’t had
access before.

The other important thing about it is that it’s
relatively cheap; the sensors are inexpensive
and they can go anywhere, so they’re quite
flexible to deploy. You don’t have to have
coverage everywhere in order to start making
use of them, so it’s a flexible initiative that can
build over time. That’s something Oxford is
doing that I think is quite innovative.

The OII is funded by the Economic and Social Research
Council (ESRC), InnovateUK, the Lloyd's Register Foundation
and the Alan Turing Institute

some smart city projects. On the other hand, it also means that people
don’t have as much time to experiment with new projects, because for
experimentation you need a little bit of staff time and some resources to
do it. In an ideal world, there would be more capacity in this area.

What role can the private sector play in offering 
those solutions?
There are actually some industry players working to offer analytics as a
service for cities, as a solution to what I think is a kind of developing gap
in the market. It’s something that lots of the big tech companies are now
starting to think about.

There is a company called Strava, which is a cycling social media
company. You can use your phone to track how fast you’ve been cycling
and share your routes with friends. They’ve been very successful at
developing this social media platform, which is their main business, and
it’s very popular among cyclists. They’ve also started this side business
called Strava Metro, which tried to make use of the data that has been
generated by the platform to help inform cities about how cyclists are
using the city, and help those cities make better decisions when planning
for cyclists.

The company began to think about how it could offer the data in its
application as a service to cities, and then quickly realised it also needed
to offer some analytics of the data as a service, because not enough
places had the capacity to ingest that data and to process it, to extract
insight from it. I think in the short term there’s a gap for this sort of
enterprise as well, which could offer city analytics to a wide variety of
cities, but there are lots of organisations that are starting to think about
this. Vodafone has looked at using its mobile phone data, for example,
and Google has a programme called Better Cities, which makes use of
their users’ data.

What efforts is Oxford undertaking in the area of 
smart cities?
Oxford is an example of a smaller city. It’s comparatively rich – it’s not
on the scale of London or those other rich megacities that are doing the
big, eye-catching smart city projects – but for a small city I think it’s quite
forward thinking. There’s a group called Oxford Smart City
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Dr Jonathan Bright
The Oxford Internet Institute
The University of Oxford

https://www.oii.ox.ac.uk/

The Oxford Flood
Network has used
smart sensors to
produce a map of river
levels, which could be
of great benefit to the
flood-prone city

http://oxfordsmartcity.uk/
https://www.oii.ox.ac.uk/
http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/pen-smart-cities
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n We want the city to evolve so it develops,
evaluates and deploys new technologies
and processes that enhance understanding
of itself;

n We want to accelerate the city’s
development as a living, breathing
community; and

n We want to support continued, sustainable
economic growth and social prosperity
while improving resilience to change.

All partners are working to develop an open
and inclusive information infrastructure, and
data exchange across the full range of
Oxford’s services and citizens will underpin
this vision.

How do we hope to achieve 
smart cities?
Cities need to work in collaboration with all
relevant parties – citizens; city, county and
national government; local, national and global
businesses; universities and colleges;
entrepreneurs, innovators and researchers;
and inward investors and funding bodies.

This is something that the Smart Oxford group
was set up to do. It acts as an inclusive
enterprise which is responsive to the needs
and goals of people and groups across the
greater Oxfordshire area, and encourages
them to be active in the initiative.

BY‘smart city’ we mean a place that actively engages 
city-wide with advances in technology and thinking, to
create economic and social prosperity; to enhance

performance, wellbeing and quality of life; to reduce costs and resource
consumption; and to engage more actively with its citizens. It means
well-informed, joined-up thinking and behaviour across the entire city;
a place where information is made much more richly available – both
by freeing up the flow of existing information across the city and
through richer data collection.

It also means a city where that data is used effectively for analysis and
modelling, and it means reaping the benefits through better decision
making, more efficient as well as innovative services, and people being
better informed and more actively engaged.

Smart city challenges
The heart of the smart city challenge is linked to existing services 
(e.g. transport, water, retail, energy) that have evolved organically to
collect, store and use their own datasets as the basis for their operation. 

A key problem is that services and groups have tended to develop as
‘data silos’ – each collecting and using its data, but with systems and
processes that often inadvertently create barriers rather than
opportunities for data sharing and co-ordinated services. An associated
problem is that legacy systems and processes have impeded the 
take-up of new technologies – such as the ability to monitor and
manage via connected devices and sensors.

Oxford isn’t alone in this – it’s the norm across the UK, and an issue
that all cities need to address, especially with dwindling resources.
Smart Oxford highlights a number of areas where Oxford and
Oxfordshire are already supporting collaboration between businesses,
the public sector and R&D communities to help work with legacy to
provide a new whole system approach.   

The cities that take the lead in this now, and especially those which
invest in self-promotion, will not only reap the benefits of earlier
adoption but will most likely attract the first wave of inward investment
in smart cities, with the laggards potentially missing out on these
funding opportunities, or having to fit within a more restricted 
delivery model.

What is the vision?
A city needs to create a vision: our vision for Oxford is a place where
innovative ideas, active citizens and aligned stakeholders come
together and collaborate openly and inclusively:

Active engagement

Llewelyn Morgan of the Smart Oxford project outlines the initiative’s vision for the
future of the city

Llewelyn Morgan 
Co-Chair of Smart Oxford
Service Manager 
Infrastructure, Innovation 
& Development
Oxfordshire County Council

Llewelyn.morgan@oxfordshire.
gov.uk
http://www.oxfordsmartcity.uk

http://www.oxfordsmartcity.uk/
http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/pen-smart-cities
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The planning approval of a new shopping complex called
Westgate Oxford, due to open in Oxford city centre in 2017,
created a lot of debate. Oxfordshire County Council predicts

that by 2021 the shopping centre, along with tourism growth, will
result in up to five million more visitors to the city every year. The
problem, then, is how to match increased urban mobility within a
finite road space, which is also a core challenge for most cities
across the globe and an increasing problem as the world’s
population becomes increasingly urbanised.

At the same time as this ‘Oxford-focused problem’ there was a group
of innovative businesspeople with close ties to Oxford’s universities,
and local entrepreneurs who wanted to work with the local authority
to look at Oxford’s transport problems in a different way. The county
council supported the development of a working group and found
that, for a city like Oxford to develop new agile solutions, you need
to develop that ‘living laboratory’ approach. We have to get closer to
the research because user-influenced solutions are going from
research to implementation a lot quicker than ever before. Previously,
one would be looking at ten years in the transport world from
research to implementation – which is now 18 months to two years
for some solutions, particularly those that are user-centred and
software driven.

At the time, we were calling it a real-world ‘lean learning system’.
We believe that that is what is missing to allow a city to really
embrace innovation and do things in a different way.

One reason this makes such a difference is the importance of
intelligence clustering, bringing people together with different areas
of expertise to share ideas and complement projects. It is also
important in terms of ensuring that major stakeholders engage.

If you have a good idea in the mobility world we will support you in
coming to Oxford, which is why connections in the local authority,
as well as in the R&D ecosystem, are needed.

We now have the MobOx Foundation and have set it up as a
community interest company (CIC) because we found that the core,
which enables innovative projects to happen, needs to be neutral.
So we set it up as a form of social enterprise aiming to support,
incubate and develop new ideas and new opportunities, to solve
the problem of urban transport both in Oxford and elsewhere, and
enable Oxford and Oxfordshire to act as a supporting ‘test’ facility.

Mobility Oxford (MobOx) is embarking upon a new phase of an

ambitious project to improve the experience of transportation in and

around the city by supporting the creation of open systems,

processes and technologies that will benefit residents, businesses

and visitors alike.

This project will provide the ideal ecosystem in which to develop

and test new technologies alongside existing transport systems and

offer increased business opportunities. The end goal is to foster the

concept of ‘mobility as a service’ in Oxford, and to create technology

and systems that can be demonstrated commercially with a view

to wider exploitation in other cities across the UK and overseas.

The MobOx Foundation discusses how the challenges in mobility in
constrained urban environments can lead to new social enterprises 

New mobility, new approaches

Llewelyn Morgan
Co-Founder
MobOx Foundation CIC 

+44 (0)7881 268208

Lily@mobilityoxford.co.uk
www.mobox.foundation 

mailto:Lily@mobilityoxford.co.uk
http://www.mobox.foundation/
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ASthe smart city agenda grows in popularity,
governments across Europe are exploring ways in
which they can adopt this approach to enhance the

lives of citizens, increase efficiency and improve resilience. ‘Smart’
uses technology and data as a vehicle to tackle issues and drive
change. However, the complex, interconnected nature of cities and
the sheer volumes of data generated every day make it hard for
officials to know where to begin.

BAM began managing information by using building information
modelling in the 1990s. We have continued to build on this
expertise, working with clients and stakeholders to make certain that
they have the right data, at the right time, throughout the lifecycle of
their asset. This has enabled clients and end users to cut costs,
increase efficiency, engage with others and improve building
performance. At Wharfedale Hospital near Leeds, UK, our approach
transformed the way the hospital undertook maintenance, cutting
planned maintenance costs by 15-20% and improving the speed
of reactive jobs by 45%.

Smart principles  
Using knowledge gained from our previous work, BAM has developed
an approach to enable governments to adopt the principles of smart.
To begin, we collaborate with citizens and stakeholders to establish
a set of clear priority focus areas that shape our data collection
process. We can obtain data from many sources, including sensors,
apps, trackers and tags, and from existing sources such as journey
information and council databases. This provides an holistic view of
city life, which makes certain that decisions and solutions address
the real reasons behind specific issues.  

Our modelling expertise allows us to create a 3D model of the city,
which is used as a vehicle for storing and accessing city data, as
well as disseminating the information within it via apps, etc.
However, the model is more than just a data repository. It can be
used as a visual tool to help people better understand the city,
benchmark neighbourhoods and realise the impact changes that
new developments, infrastructure and public works could have on
the surroundings. 

The ability to monitor and benchmark strategies or policies is critical
for local officials, who need to demonstrate the benefits of their
approach to stakeholders. Our model can be continually updated
in real time, allowing cities to track and compare before and after
results and quickly see the outcomes of their decisions. It also
enables officials to foster a culture of continuous improvement

based on the lessons learnt, leading to greater benefits for the city
and its residents.

Furthermore, as market leaders in the use of digital within the built
environment, BAM is able to deploy the latest technologies to deliver
our smart city approach. Drones, laser scanners and iPads that
capture data and send it straight to the model are already in use
on our projects across Europe. These are helping us to develop
models and obtain information more quickly and effectively than
ever before, ensuring that our team and all stakeholders have
accurate, real-time data at their fingertips, just when they need it. 

Smart at scale
However, it’s not just cities that can benefit from our approach. BAM
is able to scale our work to cover individual neighbourhoods, towns
and regions, as well as campuses, including hospitals, universities
and business parks – helping them to unlock new ways to do things
better and have a positive impact on people’s lives into the future.  

BAM’s citizen-centric, scalable approach helps governments prioritise,
capture and share data, improving city life, efficiency and resilience

Get smart!

Andrew Pryke 
Managing Director 
BAM Design

+44 1727 89 4200

apryke@bam.co.uk 
www.bam.co.uk 

mailto:apryke@bam.co.uk
http://www.bam.co.uk/
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Cost
Karney explained that perhaps the most
important factor is cost: “It has to be really
cheap. We’re talking about transmitter devices
that are at the ‘one-dollar’ level. You can put
these things somewhere to detect when the
road surface gets chewed up, or embed them
in a piece of concrete that you’re never going
to access again. It doesn’t matter, because it’s
a throwaway device. The sensor might be
more expensive, but the actual transmitter
needs to be at the one-dollar level. We’re not
quite there yet.”

Power
The second attribute Karney identified was
power: “Battery life is important because you
can’t expect people to be changing the battery
every month. It’s just not going to happen. We
need a battery life of literally years. Lots of
companies are working on energy harvesting
solutions, so there’s opportunities to use solar
energy and also to use movement. Those are
evolving, so that is very important.”

Coverage
The third necessary element is a strong
network: “Coverage is important,” Karney said.
“You need a network, and so we’re helping to
sort of get some networks up and running. …
[Digital] Catapult’s job is to help stimulate things
and get things going, so we’re trying to build
networks to allow people to experiment.” 

In addition, it has to be sufficiently reliable,
although how reliable exactly will depend on
individual cases, as Karney detailed: “[The
network] has to work most of the time. For
some things, you want it to work all the time
– for example, actuating a fire alarm system
– but for lots of these applications you can get
away with losing a few packets here or there.
Most of these technologies are bi-directional,
so you will at least know if your message
didn’t arrive.”

One example might be sensors which monitor
the structure of bridges to identify where

T
he 2017 Smart Cities UK event in London offered a variety of
perspectives on the innovations leading the development of smarter
cities from key stakeholders in both the public and private sectors.

The event’s first speaker was Peter Karney of Digital Catapult, an
organisation which is one of a number of centres around the UK that
works in partnership with the government’s Innovate UK programme to
drive the expansion of emerging sectors and cutting-edge technologies
in the country.

Finding potential, fostering growth 
There are a number of these ‘catapults’ around the UK specialising in
different sectors, and Karney opened his presentation by explaining the
specifics of the Digital Catapult and its particular relevance to smart cities:
“Digital Catapult is an organisation half-funded by Innovate UK, and our
job is to help stimulate businesses and parts of the economy in the digital
space. … We combine technology with business expertise, and we work
very closely with academia. We’re a not-for-profit, we’re a private limited
company, and we’re completely neutral; our job is not to try and take
money out of the economy, it’s to help businesses in that economy to do
better, innovate faster and sell their products to more people worldwide
or in the UK.”

The important distinction between the catapults and other types of
organisation in this sector is that they look to anticipate areas with the
greatest potential and encourage growth, rather than investing in areas
which have already proved successful. “We wouldn't, for example, ever
touch something like e-commerce,” Karney said. “That’s doing extremely
well in the UK, and there’s no need for government money to be spent
on that. … We focus on these technology areas where we can make
some sort of difference.”

However, emerging technologies and a lack of development do not
necessarily mean that Digital Catapult works only with small companies,
as Karney clarified: “We look to help start-ups and scale-ups, but we
also work with larger companies too, because often they’re needed to
put some funding in, or as the attractor, or as the end destination for
smaller companies to want to work with.” 

The building blocks of a connected IoT ecosystem 
Through this synthesis of large- and small-scale stakeholders, the
organisation hopes to achieve overall growth in the UK’s digital economy.
One of the areas in which development and investment is crucial is
connectivity, which Karney described as a key component of any smart
city initiative. He went on to outline the fundamental elements of a
connected IoT (internet of things) system, discussing as a particular
example sensors which could be used for any number of purposes –
such as air quality sensors, water monitors or noise pollution detectors
– in either cities or rural environments.

Catapulting connectivity

PEN was invited to the Smart Cities UK event in February, where Digital Catapult’s
Peter Karney spoke on how the economy and the smart city complement each other
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they will need to facilitate further development in the future. Discussing
some of the most popular technologies currently in use, Karney outlined
the challenges associated with employing them on a large scale across
a developing smart city, and discussed those networks which he feels
offer the best solutions: “Bluetooth is short range, with very low power
consumption and a good data rate. You can do all sorts of things … but
it is short range, so if you wanted to put sensors around the city, [it] may
not be the best solution. WiFi has better range, and very good data rates,
but it’s very power hungry, so if you wanted to put a sensor on a building
that you don’t want to have to touch for a few years, the battery’s going
to go flat, or you’ll have to connect it into a mains socket. Mesh networks
offer better battery life and better range as you can bat a signal around
to get to its destination, but it’s quite complicated, and if nodes go down
you have to worry about that.”

In terms of low power solutions, Karney suggested that he feels a
technology called LORA is the most viable option. “It has a very good
range. You can have up to ten kilometres in the city. They’ve done some
tests and theoretically it’s up to 100km in a rural environment. That’s
very hard to actually replicate and use because, inevitably, you’re going
to put a sensor in a bit of concrete or under the ground, so you’re unlikely
to ever get that.” In addition, there are other solutions available, such as
one which will be offered by UK service provider Vodafone later this year
that has the support of a big operator and a big network behind it.

Clearly, competition between all of these potential solutions is driving
innovation, and with Digital Catapult investing in the emerging
technologies which will provide the most efficient connectivity options
for the future, the UK is taking its first steps towards fully connected and
integrated smart communications throughout its cities.

maintenance or repair work is necessary,
before greater problems develop. Any changes
in the structure of the bridge would likely be
minimal, so if the sensor is regularly
transmitting, it would not make much difference
if some data packets were lost in this process,
Karney suggested.

Security 
The fourth and final aspect of developing
sensor networks for a smart city is security.
Naturally, a network which relies on connectivity
between devices to operate can become a
target for cyber-attacks, particularly in cases
where critical infrastructure is affected, such as
energy grids or water supply systems. For this
reason, Karney elaborated, it is necessary to
develop technologies which encrypt signals at
both the network radio level and the application
level, to ensure data remains secure.

Rapid expansion, real solutions
Because connectivity has expanded rapidly
through the development of the internet and
mobile telecommunications devices, there are
a number of viable options for connecting
sensors and other IoT devices in a smart city,
which are necessary to use in combination with
each other to ensure that devices run as
efficiently as possible.

Part of the work of Digital Catapult is to explore
these solutions and ensure that the UK’s cities
equip themselves for the type of connectivity

Smart sensors and
transmitters could be

embedded in
construction materials

and used to gather
data about the

condition of buildings 
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wealthy. However, the city as looked at from an
IoT perspective is producing new answers.
Those answers don’t really fit or gel with these
traditional investment questions.” 

Those people investing in property do not care
about connectivity and the IoT, he added,
because from a traditional investment
perspective these capabilities do not add value
to their buildings. “Property at the moment is a
very hierarchical organisation. We have
something that we might refer to as the client,
which is a combination of the big investment
companies and developers. They then respond
to a customer, usually an employer or someone
like that, who will buy or lease large amounts
of space from them. Then we have the
consumer, which is everybody who has to work,
live, learn, socialise or anything else in those
spaces. I use the word ‘consumer’ because
they do not have any direct connection to the
client. They might be obliged to consume that
space because of their employer, or because
they want to go in there and drink the coffee
that that place sells.”

Consumers and connectivity 
The challenge here is that consumers and
clients are not necessarily on the same page
when it comes to how these new technologies
will shape future development. “I think there’s
a degree of disparity in meaning,” he said. “It’s
what the property industry wants, which is the
reason we even have physically built cities
today, versus what the IoT might promise in
regard to people and their connectivity.”

Because of this shift in focus towards consumer
needs in the IoT sphere, the hierarchy of the
property market is increasingly being upended.
Fletcher explained: “Your connected IoT devices
make you relevant as an individual in ways that
have never happened before. The question is,
if that is what’s happening in the world of IoT,
and that’s how it’s gaining traction, how are we
going to bring about that to the property
market? … No investor in property is going to

Providing a private sector, technology-based perspective at the
Smart Cities UK event was Paul Fletcher, a former architect turned
consultant with through..., an organisation which specialises in

methods of embedding new technological capabilities into building
designs from the outset. He spoke about the relationship between
technology developers and the solutions they can offer for greater
connectivity in future cities, the challenges posed by the investors building
these cities, and the concerns that the disruptive innovations might entail.

Fletcher opened by establishing his working definition for smart cities,
highlighting the fact that in a lot of sectors the terminology remains
ambiguous. As the internet of things (IoT) becomes a framework through
which local authorities are viewing the development of their cities, it is
necessary to clarify this vision with accurate nomenclature, he explained:
“I want to offer a quick definition of smart cities. The smart city is
buildings plus the internet of things. It’s all connected, which means the
internet of things plus people. It’s a simple definition, but I think it hard
to argue against.” While many may label their projects ‘smart’ in the
pursuit of trends, it is only relevant to consumers that will ultimately
determine the value of a project, he continued: “In that world, you can
be irrelevant – business as usual. Or you can be momentary and
compete for the moment, following trends and reacting to behaviours.
You’ll badge everything you do as smart cities, you’ll say your buildings
are connected and say lots of wonderful things, but are you ever being
relevant? Because that is all that matters.”

Working, living, learning
The importance of the consumer in this transaction is the most notable
paradigm shift that IoT capabilities will offer to the property industry,
Fletcher argued. “Cities, as far as the buildings that make them, exist as
an answer to a very traditional investment question. No such thing exists,
certainly here in the UK, as people who invest in property not being

Investing in IoT

Attending the Smart Cities UK event in London, PEN heard from the CEO of
through…, Paul Fletcher, who discussed the property industry’s reluctance to

embrace connectivity
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Driven by disruption
Given the current state of affairs in this area, the property industry seems
in some cases to be directly at odds with what consumers want from
connected experiences, but thanks to the hierarchical structure of the
market, the consumer does not have the power to directly affect the
spaces they are consuming. “Property investment is actually getting in
the way,” Fletcher argued. “I’ve had people tell me – and I’m still hearing
from people – that there have been large, global, mobile IoT providers
saying that the built environment is killing what they can do. It gets in
the way. I’m not just talking about simple stuff like WiFi reception or 4G
capability [in certain areas]. I’m talking way beyond that, to all sorts of
levels of our connectivity with the physical space we’re in 
… Increasingly, the questions being asked by property investors don’t
match the answers that IoT is bringing.”

Despite this mismatch, change is inevitable, and Fletcher warned that
the property industry should prepare for the positive disruptive potential
of new technologies or face negative consequences. While disruption
may be inevitable given the speed and volume of innovation in IoT
capabilities, there are ways in which organisations can collaborate to
ensure that this disruption occurs in a positive and mutually beneficial
way – but what actions can the property industry take to prepare itself?

Fletcher has two basic recommendations that address the core elements
of design: “They need to think different, to root out unnecessary
questions; and do different, to find relevant answers.” This, he suggested,
should be built into the design process as early as the brief, and become
a fundamental part of the construction of new buildings. Clearly, the
disruption caused by IoT technologies will cause not only local authorities
but also property developers to rethink their activities from the ground
up, to accommodate the technologies of the future.

want their guaranteed long-term investment to
be upset, but if we don’t, nothing will change.”

Fletcher then offered an explanation of why, in
his view, these IoT capabilities matter enough
to consumers to have a notable impact on
property investors: “Connectivity is the key
thing. The only real reason for IoT, I would
argue, is the necessity of greater and greater
connectivity.… These answers are growing all
the time in relevance to us, because they mean
something to us. My Apple Watch tells me
information that is relevant to me and I’m able
to customise it. The other IoT-type devices that
I’ve got become part of my life because they
give me meaning. It’s probably the single most
important thing that connects us with the
physical objects we have interaction with,
because we apportion meaning to them.”

Seeking to create meaning and meaningful
experiences, Fletcher insisted, is the ultimate
goal that could ensure that the buildings which
comprise future smart cities are maximally
efficient and offer value to their consumers. He
elaborated: “Smart cities should be all about
meaningful experiences. To develop the
technology, we’ve got great engineers who will
bring lots of solutions, but if those solutions
don’t bring meaningful experiences, they’re
kind of irrelevant.”

“Smart cities should
be all about
meaningful

experiences,” Fletcher
said. “We’ve got great

engineers who will
bring lots of solutions,

but if those solutions
don't bring meaningful

experiences, they're
kind of irrelevant.” 
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it turned out the wider public was not especially
happy about smart meters – even though they
could be a useful tool – because they were
seen as another way of monitoring their use of
energy and other resources. People couldn’t
understand why a utility company might want
them to reduce their consumption, and so they
immediately assumed that the company
wanted to understand more about their
behaviour to make a profit out of their data.

The MK:Smart project has that top-down
element – to reflect the requirements of the
industrial stakeholders, the academic
stakeholders, and the council – but from as
early as the planning stages, we felt very
strongly that we needed a way for the wider
population to actually influence proceedings.

We did a number of things to achieve that. The
first year of the project was primarily focused on
a series of around a dozen workshops in Milton
Keynes on a variety of different aspects – quality
of life, energy, water, transport, sustainability,
privacy and others – and anyone who was
interested could come along. This allowed us to
collect a huge amount of data from people about
the way they perceive their problems.

Beyond this, we set up what we called a citizen
innovation lab. There is a website called OurMK
(https://ourmk.org) where citizens can go to
propose and support projects, and there is a
mechanism by which the best projects get
funded and are implemented. This is great
because it means that not all of the work of the
project is designed by us. It allows us to have a
number of activities that are designed
completely bottom-up by people accessing the
website, proposing their idea, and receiving
support from others. 

We have now had 13 projects which have been
funded through the OurMK website. They are
quite small projects, and we have a maximum

For some cities, smart innovations and solutions are seen as

attractive additions to their existing infrastructures, but in

many areas they are increasingly necessary to manage

population growth in a sustainable way and are viewed as

fundamental elements of economic expansion and planning for

the future. The UK town of Milton Keynes celebrates 50 years of

its founding this year and, having seen rapid growth in its short

history (which does not look set to slow in the coming years), is

reliant on its smart city programme to manage this evolution.

In recognition of this need for smart solutions to the challenges of
expansion, the town has established MK:Smart, an initiative led by The
Open University which acts as a guiding principle for developments being
made in Milton Keynes. Divided into working groups reflecting areas which
will pose key challenges – such as transport, energy and water – the
project acts a framework for innovation and for ensuring that Milton Keynes
can grow without sacrificing the high quality of life offered to its citizens.

Professor Enrico Motta, the director of MK:Smart, spoke to PEN to outline
the role that the citizens of Milton Keynes continue to play in the project,
the role of nationwide smart networks and ecosystems in delivering
solutions, and the initiative’s vision for the town in 2050.

To what extent are your projects driven by citizen

engagement? Are there opportunities for citizens to

contribute solutions?

One thing that we’re very proud of in the MK:Smart project is the number
of activities we do around citizen engagement or, as we prefer to call it,
‘citizen innovation’. A lot of smart city initiatives in the past have been a
little bit too top-down. For example, with the introduction of smart meters,
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Citizen innovation

Professor Enrico Motta, director of the MK:Smart project, discusses how the
initiative engages and involves citizens in projects to improve Milton Keynes
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project. I think it’s something that differentiates MK:Smart from a lot of
other initiatives.

What role should cities play in the overall network of
smart innovation, and how does Milton Keynes fit 
into this?
Every participant in the network has a crucial role to play – international
organisations, individual countries, and cities – and, of course, it’s difficult
to be a smart city if you’re part of a country that is not smart. It may
sound like a cliché, but we’re all interconnected. There is a lot you can
do in your property, in your neighbourhood and in your city, but if your
country does not implement intelligent policies to support this, it becomes
more difficult. Infrastructure is a good example: you can improve
transport and mobility in the city, but if you are just an oasis in the context
of a really inadequate transport infrastructure, there’s only so much you
can do, and this applies also to energy and other areas.

In the UK, communication infrastructure is an instructive example. The
most recent report, from November 2016, put the UK at 54th in the world
in terms of 4G internet coverage, below many poorer countries. If the
communications infrastructure is that bad across the country, there’s
only so much you can do to exploit that in the city context.

The great thing about Milton Keynes is that it’s a ‘city of the future’. We’re
lucky that we have a very progressive council that sees the smart city
agenda as not just an interesting add-on but a key plank of its strategy.
It’s something that’s organic to the DNA of Milton Keynes as a city of the
future. Of course, Milton Keynes is a very privileged place; it has the
fastest growing economy in the UK, and it’s the number one for job
creation, for population growth, and for housing growth.

award of £5,000 (~€5,840) for two reasons:
the first is because we want to go for volume
rather than focusing these resources on just
two or three projects; and the second is that,
typically, projects proposed by members of the
public are reasonably low-tech, so they don’t
tend to require a lot of money.

On the website, you can see that there are
some really great ideas that have gone all the
way to implementation. In the future, if we are
able to sustain this initiative, we would probably
look at funding a broader spectrum of projects,
including some that are more ambitious, but for
now these projects tend to be very local and
low- to medium-tech.

The nice thing is they essentially reflect the
priorities of the citizens at a much more micro
level. An £18m project like MK:Smart tends to
focus on the macro level, so these activities are
complementary and create an interesting
discussion. We realised that there were some
micro-level issues that we really needed to take
care of, so it’s been an initiative which has had
a lot of impact, not just at the local level but in
the wider strategy. 

It’s something that we’re really proud of and I
think it’s one of the great achievements of the
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competitors receive nothing; to a certain extent
this contradicts the idea of co-operating.

On the other hand, there have been international
initiatives which gather cities and mayors to 
co-operate or agree on joint targets. In Milton
Keynes, we interact with a lot of other UK cities,
including Bristol, Cambridge, Liverpool,
Manchester and Glasgow. Some of these talks
are high level, while others are about sharing
technologies, results and knowhow; for
example, we’ve had discussions with Bristol and
Cambridge specifically about how technologies
which have been developed in Milton Keynes
can be deployed in other contexts.

So, from our point of view, we are happy with the
level of communication we’ve had. At the same
time, it might be useful to have a better approach
at a national level to encourage and provide a
framework for co-operation between cities.

Along with becoming carbon

neutral by 2050, what are the

MK:Smart project’s goals 

moving forwards?

Last year, a commission was appointed called MK
Futures 2050, and its job was to develop a vision
for what Milton Keynes will look like over the next
30 years. As I said, Milton Keynes is a young and
optimistic town, with a progressive council that
looks at these strategies for growth as a key
element of its work. The commission produced a
report which I think offers a great vision that will
allow Milton Keynes to continue growing into one
of the most high-tech cities in the UK.

Milton Keynes is one of the new towns built by
the UK government in the 1960s to relieve a
housing crisis in London. It was designed by a
bunch of planners in a very top-down way, but

If we take, for example, efforts to reduce global warming, the targets in
Milton Keynes are actually higher than the UK government’s targets, and
we are on course to achieve them. The town aims to reduce emissions
by 40% by 2020, while the national target is 26% overall. The UK is on
track to achieve that target, but Milton Keynes has already achieved 28%
and is on course to reach its target by 2020. Ultimately, we hope to be
carbon neutral by 2050. I think that’s a great example in the context of
the progressive agenda at the national level, which allows a town or city
to be much more ambitious in addressing problems like global warming
and introducing new innovations.

At the same time, we live in an historical moment in which funds for both
local and national infrastructure have been slashed dramatically in the
UK – council funding is down and the National Health Service is having
big problems. Our citizens don’t want to live in a place where they have
amazing and futuristic autonomous vehicles that can travel easily around
without congestion, but at the same time they have to wait three months
for a hospital appointment. That is a point at which the smart country
and smart city begin to clash, and while Milton Keynes Council doesn’t
run the NHS, health is a key element of smart cities and this needs to be
taken into account.

How closely is Milton Keynes working with other towns

and cities to share examples of best practice and to

build and reinforce this smart network?

Necessarily, any city needs to focus on its own issues, and those issues
are not necessarily the same between cities. Relatively speaking, Milton
Keynes is a rich town, and so the issues are different to those in areas
of the country which are deprived. That being said, I certainly would like
to see much more sharing and co-operation, but I think it is difficult
because of the differences between the national and local agendas.

The other issue is that when the government has a flagship smart city
project, they like to run competitions; a number of cities compete, one
city wins, and typically they receive all the funding while the other
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mechanism, which means they don’t spend too much time waiting to be
recharged. We also have a very good network of charging points for
electric cars, and the network is becoming even better thanks to some
new investment.

We’re also going to have autonomous vehicles: autonomous pods will travel
from Milton Keynes train station to the shopping area. It’s part of that vision
of using technology to make the city a place where you can live very well,
enjoy the green areas, and have essentially carbon-neutral growth.

Another crucial thing is that there is also more and more of an interest
in growth to be driven by the high-tech sector. Because of our
geographical position, Milton Keynes is a big logistics centre. We have
big depots here for companies such as Amazon, John Lewis and
Waitrose. From the council’s point of view, they also want such
combination of geography and excellent infrastructure to attract a highly
skilled workforce, e.g. to found innovative start-ups in the town. Making
the place much more attractive to these people means that there is a
big focus on culture in the strategy, and there are also plans for the
creation of a new university which will focus on IT.

This vision is very exciting, but at the same time it’s not a daydream. I
think it’s something that is very achievable. Milton Keynes has always
been a city of the future, and it’s been at the forefront of a lot of
developments in the UK. It’s still growing, and the expectation is that it
will be even more successful in the future.

some of the choices they made are great from
the perspective of creating a good quality of life
for citizens. The roads are designed on a grid,
meaning that they travel almost from north to
south or east to west. It was designed to
accommodate the motor car, which we are now
trying to move away from, but it means that
until recently there has never been any real
congestion because you could get easily from
anywhere in the town to anywhere else.

Alongside that, there were two other crucial
decisions that these planners made: the first
was that they built a cycle network, which is
largely separate from the road, and the second
was that they included a lot of green space.
Even though the town was built almost 50 years
ago, there has always been this vision of a city
of the future, where you can cycle anywhere,
drive anywhere, and enjoy green spaces. This
gives people who live in Milton Keynes a very
high quality of life.

The vision of the MK Futures 2050 commission
and the MK:Smart initiative is to upgrade and
update this vision for 2050. The original vision
was that everyone would have a car and go
anywhere by car, but we’ve moved away from
that and towards smart mobility, the vision that
anyone can go anywhere but not using their
own car, and if they do it will be an electric car.
We have electric buses already in Milton
Keynes with a very innovative charging
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will require the most radical change to support
population growth in the city – there are groups
which reflect the diverse possibilities and needs
of a smart city.

One working group, for example, focuses on
citizen engagement, which is crucial if smart
city innovations are to work for the people who
live in those cities. Another group concentrates
on working with local schools and education
institutions to develop a series of online
courses, educating people in various fields,
which will allow them to develop future smart
city innovations.

The working group which most closely bridges
public and private sector interests is one
concerned with enterprise opportunities, which
Sharma picked out as the area in which he
works. “We have the smart city project in Milton
Keynes, and we’ve got a big data hub. That’s
great, but can we utilise this to build a new
cluster for innovative thinking around smart
cities? Can we go to technology SMEs and tell
them that the new vertical market is not life
sciences or renewable energy but cities? Cities
are growing, all sorts of issues are occurring,
and local authorities don’t have the cash to take
responsibility for these issues, so there’s an
opportunity for SMEs and would-be
entrepreneurs here.”

Smart problem solving
Circling around to some of the specific projects
MK:Smart is using to solve problems – and also
some of the opportunities for SMEs and
entrepreneurs to develop their own
technological solutions – Sharma provided a
number of key examples: “One of the big
challenges we have in Milton Keynes is that
during and around lunchtime periods, there’s
real pressure in terms of parking and car park
spaces.” In tackling this, Sharma suggested
that restaurants could use data to determine
which times were busier and which were
quieter, and then use apps to “alert would-be

The Smart Cities UK event offered a number of examples of towns
and cities where smart projects are already well under way and
creating a real impact on the lives of citizens. One example is Milton

Keynes, where the MK:Smart project has provided a framework for 
smart innovations. The project, which is approaching the end of its 
three-and-a-half-year run (January 2014 to July 2017), serves as a
forum for public and private partners to collaborate on innovative smart
projects in Milton Keynes. Speaking at the Smart Cities UK event, Rajinder
Sharma, the project’s commercial manager, detailed the novel solutions
the project has delivered to the town so far, and how MK:Smart responds
with innovative answers to the everyday questions faced by its citizens.

Sharma began by explaining the town’s place in the UK, and why its
geographical location and current infrastructural challenges make it an
ideal place to locate novel smart city projects: “Milton Keynes is located
midway between Birmingham and London, and also midway between
Oxford and Cambridge; it is celebrating its 50th birthday this year and
we’ve already got a population of 277,000, and it’s estimated that by 2026
the population will grow by another 25%. This is going to put real pressure
on key areas of infrastructure, particularly energy, water and transport.”

This, Sharma said, is why the MK:Smart initiative is required to drive
forward vital smart innovations in the town. The project receives funding
from both public and private sector bodies as an organisation which 
co-ordinates communication and collaboration between the two. Sharma
said: “We needed to make the project much more expansive and
extensive to allow different communities to engage and respond, to build
assets and infrastructure that could power Milton Keynes for a long time
after 2017.”

Collaborative stakeholding
Sharma continued to highlight the variety of stakeholders in the project,
offering a more detailed breakdown of the management and funding
structure of the MK:Smart project: “About 50% of the funding comes
from the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE), which
is the central government fund for research and development in
universities and higher education. The other 50% comes from a
consortium of organisations which not only funds but runs the project.
That includes BT, Eon, Samsung and Huawei; the Open University,
University Campus Milton Keynes and the University of Cambridge; and,
from the public sector, organisations like the Satellite Catapult, the
Transport Catapult, and Milton Keynes Council.”

To satisfy the needs of these stakeholders, a decision was made that the
MK:Smart project would divide its responsibilities into eight distinct
working groups. Alongside energy, water and transport – the sectors that
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A future framework

Rajinder Sharma of the MK:Smart project discussed the framework for innovation
the initiative has created in the UK town of Milton Keynes
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Delivering data
There are plans, however, to include a sixth stream of data which is

dependent on the relationships between the MK:Smart initiative and its

private sector consortium, as well as its ability to draw more private sector

companies into partnerships. Sharma, due to his industrial, rather than

academic, background therefore feels he has a personal stake in

fostering these relationships: “My own background is in the business

and technology world, and I really believe there’s an opportunity here to

exchange big data. A lot of companies hold a lot of data, and they want

to sell that data. Others want to buy that data, and we think we can use

our data hub. BT in particular, as one of our key partners, is looking at

this model.”

Returning to the bigger picture, Sharma identified big data as the driving

concept behind the entire MK:Smart initiative. All of the projects, he

suggested, are driven by the data hub, and rely heavily on this data to

drive change: “This is ultimately a data science project. We now produce

more data in 48 hours than we ever have from the dawn of humanity to

the beginning of the 21st Century. It’s not just the data hub that’s exciting,

but the activity that will take place around the hub: things like hackathons

or ‘ask the experts’ sessions where technology experts, academics and

businesses can come together and look at some of the serious

challenges that cities are facing to develop new solutions. There are also

short courses in big data for smart cities, how to build applications, and

a web portal that will have a lot of information.

“We’re also working with students. We are seeing an increasing number

of technology companies emanating from universities, and this is a real

opportunity for students to collaborate with start-ups and SMEs to help

them develop products and applications.”

In the varied goals and priorities of its working groups, the MK:Smart project

is creating a cross-sectoral space for innovation that will develop a host of

new technologies in Milton Keynes. Clearly, the breadth of such an approach

could benefit all cities as they attempt to bring about similar progress.

customers that fish and chips is 50% of the
price at 3pm than it is at 12:30pm, helping to
reduce some of that congestion”. There are
other potential solutions being explored, he
continued: “Could citizens book their parking
space before they drive into the town centre?
These are the types of challenges we have, but
they also represent opportunities for
entrepreneurs to build applications”, which
could contribute towards solving them.

One of the fundamental developments which is
informing many of the other innovations in
Milton Keynes is the creation of a data hub that
will both gather information and serve as a
control hub for smart networks. “The MK Data
Hub will store lots of data relevant to the town’s
systems,” Sharma explained. “We’re putting
lots of datasets into the data hub, and we’re
giving access to it to our work packages, to
entrepreneurs and would-be entrepreneurs –
but the whole exercise could become useless
if those people aren’t able to use that data. One
of the reasons I’m working at the university for
this project is to work with businesses on how
they can actually transform that raw data into
rich data.”

The hub is capable of processing an enormous
amount of data, as Sharma highlighted when
he detailed the five sources of data which are
feeding into the hub for the initial stages of the
project. “These include open data, data from
infrastructure, and data from sensor networks,”
he said. “BT, one of our partners within the
MK:Smart consortium, recently rolled out LoRa
technology and LoRa gateways across Milton
Keynes. Now we have different types of
networks and devices across the city which we
will be able not only to interconnect but to build
applications on.” 

The fourth stream, Sharma continued, is
satellite data: “The Satellite Catapult is an
important stakeholder in the project, and
satellite data can tell us a lot about things that
are happening down here. For example, public
authorities are increasingly using satellite
imagery to see where there are unplanned
conservatories being built.” This is cheaper and
more efficient for local authorities, he explained,
than “sending a man in a van to try to work out
who’s built something illegally”. The final data
stream is “data crowdsourced from social
media and specialised apps”.
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Neil’s article is a timely public opening to a
highly relevant discussion in the US where
science, technology and innovation policies
have traditionally been driven by the corporate
sector and (natural) sciences and technology.
However, we argue that this discussion is
relevant here in Europe and globally.

Europe’s role
One may argue that the expectations relating
to Europe’s contribution to human and social
development are even higher; Europe has a
science, research and innovation policy and
consequent funding for solving societal
challenges through RDI (research, development
and innovation, Horizon 2020, Third Pillar),
corporate RDI (Second Pillar), and science and
technology (First Pillar). By definition, Europe
should be better positioned to address in a
balanced way the major societal challenges of
our time, many of them caused by
overemphasising the role of finance and
technology in globalisation. That is why
European commissioner Carlos Moedas3 is
opening Europe towards a wider perception of
science, research and innovation policies,
including open and citizen science, which is
welcomed in the RDI community. 

Furthermore, we propose that we should go a
couple of steps further and aim at open and
citizen innovations that incorporate all-inclusive
and participative RDI where people, developer
communities, social networks, academia, cities,
and public agencies take the initiative and even
the driver’s seat in collaborations with firms and
technologies in solving societal challenges. 

This implies that cities open their own RDI
functions and invest in related infrastructural,
organisational and funding solutions. They also
need to develop related skills and capabilities.
Universities should reinterpret their perception
and portfolio of sciences to include open and
citizen sciences and related innovations. This is
a major change in an ongoing ’trajectory’ within

WEmay start with some reflections about the role of
social sciences and humanities in overall societal
development. Irwin Neil1 questions in his article in

The New York Times why only a few social scientists are the advisors of
policy makers, and why all such positions are held either by economists
or business people and natural scientists related to technology
development? Why do policy makers seem to be interested only in GNP
growth, inflation rates, productivity and employment, taxation, public
spending and fiscal policies, and not in their social and human impacts
on people’s lives such as lost identities and health, lack of work,
economic uncertainty, growing tendencies of discrimination, inequality
and their diminishing hopes for the future, as well as their deteriorating
trust towards the political system and institutions? Why are we not really
addressing the social and human issues related to economic or
technological development, even though they may produce uneven value
and wealth creation, loss of jobs and future prospects, especially in the
case of the working and middle classes?  

The New York Times article further argues that we have a tendency to
interpret societal challenges as economic problems or crises;
consequently, we shy away and deny seeing the underlying social
problems and crises. However, Michèle Lamont,2 a Harvard sociologist
and president of the American Sociological Association, argues that
economics is only a piece of a broader societal problem. Lamont
discusses ways in which context matters in that economists have a
tendency to see reality through economic lenses and recognise the
economic problems, while technology providers see reality as
technological problems or opportunities.
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Residential RDI

Seija Kulkki writes about the need for cities to use sociology to inform inclusive and
participative RDI functions
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The next bold steps
As Europe already has participative RDI networks (with experience in
and knowledge of collaborative and open innovation ecosystems with
cities, citizens and regions), we propose that Europe takes the next
bold step with participative, open and citizen science and innovation,
as Finland, for example, already has as a part of its scientific,
technological and economic policies. To start with, Europe may gather
the experiences of its RDI networks, such as the European Network of
Living Laboratories (ENoLL), innovative regions, smart cities, future
cities and others whom have developed approaches and methodologies
of human-centric public engagement. 

However, we may need a major transfer of resources and capabilities
towards city-driven, citizen-driven, media-driven or science-driven 
all-inclusive and collaborative RDI around societal challenges. This
participative and all-inclusive RDI process may imply over time a new
potential as a major transformative process within societies – perhaps
even as a core process for societal transformation or preparing the
related issues for public policy making for such a transformation. This
may demonstrate how to substantiate the role and nature of 
human-centric participative democracy. This means that with the 
co-creation, processes of knowledge creation and innovation may
become the core processes of societal transformation, and we can finally
deliver the promise of a knowledge society after investing mainly in the
digital technologies of an information society.
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universities; we have seen social sciences and
humanities lose their position in the competition
with natural sciences and technology. However,
this also means that we interpret the content of
social sciences and humanities to include open
and citizen science and innovations, and even
large-scale experimentation for piloting and
validating new solutions for societal challenges
with citizens and other stakeholders.
Universities themselves may need to become
participative in social and economic
development, and learn to apply and develop
participative methodologies, means of action
research that is transformative by nature, and
the methodologies of societal challenges-driven
research designs and processes. Universities –
perhaps with cities and regions – may even
need to invest in new and interactive digital
platform-based RDI infrastructures for
interaction with citizens on a large scale for data
collection, pattern building and even for the
discussion of RDI outcomes. Perhaps we even
need to interpret the role of the media; it may
participate in the interactive co-creation 
with citizens. 

However, we argue that this type of strategic
and visionary RDI leadership for the inclusive
transformation of our societies and economies
is what is expected from Europe.

The next industrial revolution 
This is more than timely and imperative as the
World Economic Forum4 proposes that the next
industrial revolution builds on and benefits from
digital platforms, but deals specifically with the
information of human beings. The World
Economic Forum also proposes that the new
development phase will be created on top of
digital platforms, and in a way that the
technology is used to relate directly to quality
of life and to human beings themselves. The
prognosis is that the new development may
integrate physical, digital and biological spheres
of life as it builds on, develops and integrates
digital technologies with findings of social and
human sciences, as well as with neuroscience,
bioinformatics, gene editing, medicine, medical,
wellbeing, health analytics and other branches
of sciences wherein the human information
connection may be created with the globally
interactive and complex digital platform
technologies. The World Economic Forum
foresees that this transformation will be unlike
anything humankind has experienced before. 
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along these streets are the installation of solar

panels to provide a renewable energy source

to homes, the introduction of smart lighting, and

a number of other ideas sourced largely from

the residents of the streets themselves.

In addition, nine real estate companies and

housing co-operatives which own property

along Iso Roobertinkatu have agreed to monitor

the emissions of their buildings on the street

from 2015 to 2017; the street’s carbon

footprint was calculated at the beginning of the

monitoring period and will be calculated once

more at the end, as an accurate measure of the

carbon footprint of a single road over a 

two-year span. It is hoped that this data will

encourage residents of the street to consider

and reduce their carbon emissions.

At this point in the lifespan of the Six City

Strategy, there have already been numerous

examples of successful collaboration and 

co-operation between the cities participating in

the framework initiative, but the lion’s share of

the funding is still available, and even greater

innovations and solutions may yet be developed.

IN2014, Finland’s Ministry of Employment and the Economy
developed an overarching framework called the Six City
Strategy, which acts as a co-operation strategy between

the country’s six largest cities: Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa, Tampere, Turku
and Oulu. Combined, these cities are home to around 30% of Finland’s
population, and so this strategy, which transforms cities in environments
in which to develop new innovations, is considered to be of great national
significance. Across its six-year span, the project will offer a budget of
around €100m, divided among three focus areas: open innovation
platforms, open data, and open participation.

One of the tenets of the strategy is for cities to open their data stores,
making them compatible and publishing them as open data through
shared channels; in this way, each city can benefit from shared
experience and make better use of resources by not repeating research. 

Another factor – which the Finnish government hopes will attract
investment and stimulate economic development – is the creation of
easy-to-use multi-channel and multi-operator service models and
systems to facilitate the establishment of new businesses. The aim is to
allow these companies to benefit from the open data created by their
citizens by situating themselves in the cities they serve.

Pioneering sustainable solutions
Between 2014 and 2016, the six cities launched 26 co-operative
projects with a combined budget of around €45m, which reflect some
of the fundamental principles outlined by the framework. One such
project is SOHJOA, which is trialling autonomous buses in Helsinki, Espoo
and Tampere, in partnership with Aalto University, Tampere University of
Technology, and Liikennevirasto, the Finnish transport agency. These
electric buses were launched in Helsinki’s Hernesaari area in July 2016,
before expanding to Espoo in August and Tampere in November of that
year, and can transport up to nine people at any one time. The project
intends to provide a sustainable and alternative mode of last mile
transport around each of these cities – autonomous vehicles could lead
to improved road safety and lower congestion, and electricity offers a
renewable source of energy with reduced carbon emissions. The project’s
managers hope to expand their trials this year.

A second project with a more specific and targeted climate focus is
Ilmastokatu, or Climate Streets, which is taking place in Helsinki and
Vantaa. These cities have designated specific streets – Iso Roobertinkatu
in Helsinki and Tikkuraitti and Asematie in Vantaa – to act as test areas
for solutions to cut greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption
levels in urban environments. Among the initiatives being undertaken

Finnovations

Finland’s Six City Strategy is a framework for co-operation, collaboration and
innovation in the country’s six largest cities
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The Helsinki Region Environmental Services Authority (HSY)
uses a computerised, GPS-based system to gain faster
information transfer and better control of the unexpected

situations inherent in waste collection services. The system provides
an online connection between the driver and HSY headquarters as
well as the GPS locations of the truck and collection points, making
communication faster and more reliable. As the collection points
are displayed on an online map, the routes can be driven by
someone unfamiliar with them, providing flexibility in such cases as,
for example, trucks breaking down or driver unavailability. The system
also allows the driver to optimise the route, taking traffic and weather
conditions into account. As well as giving the driver control over their
work, this also translates to better logistics and associated savings
in both costs and pollution.

While there are numerous benefits to the driver, the system also
reduces work at the office by eliminating the need to manually check
if all collection points were serviced. The system also provides real-time
data about all the trucks en route. Information regarding abnormalities
at collection points reaches the head office directly. Notes and
comments from drivers are sorted by urgency and importance, which
allows the most pressing situations to be dealt with first. In addition,
an incentive system created for the contractors ensures very high
performance of the waste collection service. This, in turn, leads to
happier customers. Other benefits to the customer include an
enhanced reliability of waste pick-up, a more informed customer
service and better statistics providing a quantified basis for billing.

The journey to smart waste collection 
The development of smart waste collection began with data
collection in the Helsinki region in 1994 and has progressed over
the years. A GPS positioning system and electronic maps were
added in 1997, with wireless data transfer featuring for the first time
in 2002. The current system was taken into full-scale use in 2006.

Currently, HSY is studying the feasibility of electric-powered trucks
in waste collection. The benefits of electric trucks include reduced
particulate emissions and noise, which are especially important in
urban areas. Greenhouse gas emissions can also be reduced
dramatically, depending on the means of electricity production. 

There is currently no mass production of electric waste collection
trucks, but some pilot projects have been carried out in France1 and
New Zealand.2 The Nordic climate, however, brings new challenges
into the picture that would require local testing. If pilot trucks were
to be taken into use in the Helsinki region, the information transfer
system could be used to collect data on vehicle performance, and
collaboration with potential car manufacturers is to be explored next. 

References
1 SUEZ eMag, article published on 7 May 2012: http://www.emag.suez-

environnement.com/en/fully-electric-trucks-courbevoie-2921

2 Waste Management NZ web page, published on 

8 September 2016: https://www.wastemanagement.co.nz/blog/news

/our-move-to-electric-trucks

The Helsinki Region Environmental Services Authority explains how
smart waste collection benefits all

Wise waste
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see huge ships upon which are stacked
thousands of coloured containers. You can see
them on the port, of course, and also at the
beach. After unloading, the containers are
placed on the gigantic platforms of the
commercial port, following a method of
organisation and a scale that is comparable to
a real city. So there was a sort of game as we
aimed at importing this type of construction into
the urban area of Le Havre. The A Docks
residence, located on the border of the
southern districts of Le Havre and the active
port, introduces a poetic dialogue between the
city and its port.

The second major container-based project in
Le Havre is the le Tetris concert hall, which was
built by Papa’s Production. The context is very
different. The concert room is located in a
former military fort in the centre of Le Havre –
a monumental construction of brick from the
mid-19th Century which served to defend the
city. The site lost its military vocation in the
1970s and was ceded to the city of Le Havre.
Various cultural activities have taken place there
since then: the municipal archives, the reserves
of the Museum of Natural History, and many
cultural associations inspired by the visual arts,
music, dance, etc.

However, for nearly 40 years, the site had
never really changed its physiognomy in
relation to its original vocation, maintaining its
rather austere image. As part of the le Tetris
concert hall project we wanted a building that
was very powerful from an architectural point
of view in order to contrast with the military
identity of the fort and to mark the shift of the
site towards a cultural, more lively, more free
direction. From this point of view, the maritime
container seemed interesting since it was
anachronistic in a former military location. We
have thus created a cubic composition of
containers stacked in the style of the fort while
respecting the original plan of the site. The

T
he port of Le Havre, France, is pioneering the use of maritime
containers for construction. On 30 August 2010, the city
inaugurated the A Docks residence, wherein dozens of

containers were stacked and transformed into studio apartments for
the city’s students, reflecting the port’s maritime and industrial
heritage. This re-imagining of the use of shipping containers has also
been extended to the cultural sector, with ‘le Tetris’, a colourful live
music venue incorporating the containers in similar way, opening in
the port in September 2013.

Vincent Duteurtre is the Le Havre-based architect and co-designer
behind le Tetris. PEN caught up with him in Brussels to discuss the
inspirations driving the ideas, the benefits gained for the city, and the
challenges involved in using containers as functional living spaces.

How did the idea of using containers in construction
and architecture come about?
Student housing was the first such initiative implemented in Le Havre.
The project was managed by the Regional Center for University and
School Works (CROUS), whose main task is to build and manage student
housing. Alberto Cattani, the architect of the project, agreed with the
CROUS to propose a new type of student residence made using maritime
containers. The interest and difficulty of using the containers lay within
the standardisation of their dimensions, representing a fixed dimensional
constraint that we had to deal with, but this module also allowed us to
consider production modes of rational and efficient construction. It is
about reducing the cost of construction on the one hand and, on the
other, reducing the manufacturing time. When a building is prefabricated,
its in situ installation can be done quite quickly, which represents both a
technical and a financial interest.

Le Havre is one of the largest commercial harbours in Europe and the
leading French port in terms of shipping container traffic. These metal
boxes are therefore fully part of our urban landscape. Every day, citizens
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have been studied and tested with specialised consulting firms such as
the Centre Technique Industriel de la Construction Métallique (CTICM).
The final solution in achieving this, which was validated by the control
offices, was to cast concrete inside the corner posts of each container
as the fire resistance of concrete is much more effective than that of
metal. The two Le Havre projects are therefore on distinct constructive
systems that demonstrate all the potentialities of the container in
adapting to the constraints of construction.

The shipping container comes from the world of logistics. It is a metal
box, optimised in its design to be durable, sustainable, lightweight and
economically valuable. For the architects, these characteristics make it
an interesting building material that can also be recycled from the
maritime world and into the urban world. The walls of the containers are
made of very thin but ribbed metal sheets, increasing their robustness,
and they are protected by a high quality paint capable of withstanding
the aggressive marine atmosphere. On the boats, the containers are
mishandled, subjected to waves and sprays, and manipulated by cranes
and gantries. Imported into an urban environment, the containers are
less likely to be treated in such a way, and so are able to withstand a
dozen years without maintenance or problems.

On energy performance, a sea container is not interesting in its raw form.
It is a non-insulated metal case, very prone to the greenhouse effect. To
use it in construction, it is therefore necessary to isolate it: either from
the outside by adding a finishing material that protects the maritime
aesthetics of the container, or from the inside with all the conventional
insulation solutions, but losing precious centimetres in the overall volume
of the container. It is not an efficient process, but it can be easily adapted
by working on the walls.

A priori, it is therefore not the most satisfactory mode in terms of ecology.
The speed of execution and the low cost of construction are nevertheless
a form of efficiency that can have a positive environmental impact. The
constructions are in fact produced with a more rigorous methodology,
as are the quantities of materials used, making the energy balance of
each construction more favourable.

contrast between the city’s history, the port and
the underground cultural dynamics of Le Havre
is borne out by the artists who now invest in
the site.

What have the projects afforded
when it comes to sustainability in
the city? Is there evidence of better
energy efficiency, for example?
The construction system of the two projects is
quite different, which is important to note. For
the student residence, the designers used a
metal structure of beams and posts in which
the containers are connected, although
independently of each other. This option was
chosen for aesthetic reasons as well as for
technical reasons relating to fire safety. On the
boats, the containers are stacked on top of
each other on seven levels. Designed to carry
goods, they are able to withstand very high
overloads to the order of 30 tonnes each, or
180 tonnes for the lowest once they are
stacked. Nevertheless, if the metal of which
they are made is subjected to fire, it loses its
resistance and the stack can collapse like a
castle of cards. In order to alleviate this fragility
in the event of a fire, Cattani wished to make a
structure that is independent of the containers
and fire-resistant, guaranteeing the stability of
the whole.

At le Tetris, we took another aesthetic option,
that of the actual stacking of boxes, as on
container terminals or ships. It was therefore
necessary to find a technical solution which
would guarantee the stability of the premises
in case of fire. Several reinforcement solutions
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four containers of 40 feet each would acquire
a living space of 100m² for a total cost of about
€150,000, which is very competitive. With
containers, you can also make appendices at
home, such as terraces, balconies, awnings or
swimming pools.

What is needed to increase the profitability of
these projects, however, is to move from the
experimental to the industrialised stage; the
greater the number of projects in the series,
the better the profitability for the company and
the final customer. The projects in Le Havre
have paved the way for other applications
which will necessarily be more profitable than
the first operations.

As an architect I have realised a restaurant
project on the beach of Le Havre which must
be dismantled at the end of the season and for
which modular container construction has
found its full meaning and profitability. Nearby,
a rescue centre is being built from white
containers with a terrace and a look-out point
intended for the monitoring of swimmers. These
are small applications and the demountable
features are perfectly suited to container
construction, carried out at low cost and with
contemporary aesthetics that have acquired the
support of the population.

How does converting containers
into accommodation compare with
newly built traditional housing?
In terms of individual housing, I think there is a
great interest in using the container in
economic, aesthetic and architectural terms, 
in comparison to the architecturally poor 
single-family dwellings.

On the other hand, container construction is
constrained by its standardised dimensions,
which make it impossible to consider all shapes
for constructions. Also, in order to meet the new
thermal standards, we are obliged to have very
large insulation thicknesses which limit the
versatility of the containers.

In what way does the project
engage with other cities?
The A Docks residence and le Tetris projects
have had important media spin-offs because of
their avant-garde character in France. These
are sites widely visited by lovers of architecture
who come to discover the City of Le Havre.

Are shipping containers the accommodation of the
future, and could they be used in solving housing
crises, homelessness, etc.?
I do not think the container is a solution that can be applied en masse.
On the other hand, in some cases of emergency or constrained budgets,
this type of construction can be suitable. In addition, the module of the
container has the capacity to adapt to diverse uses.

For example, in the concert hall, we have attached several containers and
then cut out their side walls in order to create sufficiently large spaces. In
this case, the basic module adapts to the programme, but induces
overcharges and adaptation delays that make the constructive principle
more complex and less competitive. It nevertheless can be made to be
preserved by aesthetic choice and, on the balance sheet, the cost of this
type of construction remains equivalent to traditional buildings.

For temporary, festive or relocation construction, the use of the container
can be relevant; on the basis of a standardised module, it is indeed
possible to quickly produce, to embark and arrange the containers on a
boat, and to equip a city with a massive housing need in a limited time.
This can therefore be an extremely useful solution in the context of 
large-scale emergency relocations.

The use of the container in housing actually originated in China in the
1990s and was exported to Europe some 20 years ago – initially to the
UK and the Netherlands and more recently to France. Many companies
have embarked on this alternative over the past five years, some in Le
Havre. They can produce locally but can also export their knowhow, some
of which has even come about as a result of natural disasters.

Is building in this way, then, 
both a sound and economically viable investment? 
Yes, as long as the container is not transformed too much or used in a
rather crude manner. To take the example of a single-family house: using
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More than anywhere else there is a legitimacy for container-building in

Le Havre – a sort of affiliation between city planning, the port, industry,

and the rationality of container construction.

Do you plan to use containers for other purposes in the
next few years?
Why not on temporary constructions, around leisure or events? We have,

for example, considered the construction of hangars for a sports event.

With two walls of containers stacked on three levels and covered with a

light metal frame, we could also get a low-cost boat hangar built very

quickly. For this type of temporary project, it is even possible to use

second-hand containers that can be put back into the shipping system

after the event.

As part of its 500th anniversary, the City of Le Havre and its local

partners will be organising numerous cultural and leisure initiatives in

2017 around the theme ‘Un été au Havre’ (‘A summer in Le Havre’). As

an identity element of the city, the container will be honoured through

the work of Vincent Ganivet, who will raise a large parabolic arch made

of multi-coloured containers positioned between the city and the port

as a symbol – an urban artwork – along the monumental axis of the

Rue de Paris.

Moreover, the professional architects, engineers
and builders who intervened on these projects
had the opportunity to put their knowhow into
practice in other operations. One that I can
mention is the pedestrian facilities along the
Seine and set up in 2013 by the City of Paris,
with small playgrounds, exhibition spaces,
restaurants and guinguettes in containers.
Personally, I have been regularly asked to think
about projects in containers, both for the
constructive and economic interest of the
system and for the contemporary and
fashionable image it carries (hangar projects,
housing, event kiosks, urban sculptures, etc.).

Could an entire neighbourhood, or
even a city, be established using
containers only?
That could really be possible. We must recall
the experience of the 1960s and 1970s when
the principles of the industrialisation of housing
construction were pushed too far. Without 
going back to those extremes, which have
impoverished the architectural and urban
design of this period, we could consider
returning to processes close to industrialisation
but on a smaller scale.

With the economic crisis and the need to
rationalise construction costs, the container can
be an interesting alternative. About 80% of
future dwellings can be produced in a factory
using an industrialised process. They would
then be taken to the site, laid upon the
foundations and connected to networks that
have been prepared beforehand. Once out of
the factories, the dwellings could be operational
within a few days. 

Is Le Havre a champion city of such
functional constructions?
Yes, and for several reasons. First, because Le
Havre is a commercial port built according to
the projects of major planners targeting the
performance of the port, and second, because
of the intervention of the architect Auguste
Perret, who rebuilt Le Havre city centre in the
1950s. Perret worked in the spirit of
rationalisation in the city and concrete building
systems, and introduced the principle of
prefabrication in construction. The inscription
of Le Havre on the World Heritage List in 2005
enshrines its exemplary function of architecture
to the French.
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What makes a city smart? Ideas abound, but the key
ingredients can be summed up as liveability, workability
and sustainability. A liveable city provides its users with

a healthy, safe and comfortable environment, and what the Smart
Cities Council calls a ‘digital infrastructure that makes city services
instantly and conveniently available’; a workable city offers
infrastructure that attracts high-quality employers; and, perhaps
most important of all, a sustainable city delivers these benefits
without making future generations worse off.

With populations growing, urbanisation accelerating and natural
resources dwindling, cities have no choice but to get smarter. In the
realm of building and construction, their challenge is twofold; new
projects need to be designed and implemented intelligently, whilst
existing structures must be retrofitted and maintained to keep up
with evolving regulations and user needs. 

In Europe, the building and construction sector consumes a
substantial share of the resources needed to keep a city running.
The European Commission estimates that over their complete
lifecycle buildings in Europe account for half of all materials
extracted and energy consumed, as well a third of all waste created
and water used.1

These figures cannot be impacted overnight. If, starting today, every
new building was designed to be net-zero energy, for example, it
would still take several decades before the change appreciably

lowers buildings’ overall energy consumption. Smart cities need to
evolve at a much faster pace.

The chief reason for the buildings and construction sector’s high
resource consumption is its reliance on materials that take large
amounts of energy and water to produce. A prime example is
cement, which the US Energy Information Administration describes
as the most energy-intensive manufacturing industry.2

Smart chemistry helps cities conserve resources at every stage of
the construction lifecycle by increasing the efficiency and ‘shelf life’
of existing buildings and reducing the materials needed to construct
new ones. Dow has set its innovation sights on improving the quality
and durability of retrofitting and maintenance, as well as new builds.
Its broad technology platform allows designers and builders to boost
efficiency, functionality and sustainability by drawing on a wide range
of technology platforms and solutions.

This profile presents examples of how these and other technologies
are already making cities more liveable, workable and sustainable,
and where Dow’s innovation power can help shape the future of
smart cities.

Controlled breathing
According to the European Commission, heating and cooling in
buildings and industry accounts for half of the EU’s energy
consumption.3 In addition to investing in a renewable energy supply,
a smart city seeks to reduce energy demand. Climate and season
play a large role in how much heating or cooling a building requires
– as do the materials of which the building, especially its roofing
and exterior wall insulation, is made.

To achieve optimal thermal regulation with minimal inputs, intelligent
building materials regulate how a building breathes to maintain a
comfortable interior temperature. Specified in a growing number of
regulations, external thermal insulation composites systems (ETICS),
for example, can cut buildings’ energy consumption by 50%4 by
keeping heat indoors in winter and outdoors in summer. They can
also be added to existing structures, greatly accelerating the
conversion of energy wasting to energy-efficient building stock.

ETICS typically consist of six prefabricated components – an
adhesive, thermal insulation, anchors, a basecoat, reinforcement
and a topcoat – that are applied directly to the building façade
during construction or retrofitting. When integrated into these
components, Dow’s construction chemistries enhance ETICS’ energy

Dow Building & Construction helps cities build smarter, with
innovations that enable the use of sustainable materials while

delivering energy efficiency, comfort and performance

Build a smarter future
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efficiency and performance characteristics, such as weatherability
and vapour permeability. In addition, the acrylic-, silicone-based and
liquid-applied barriers in its LIQUIDARMOR™ range can be used in
the field to fill seams and gaps in exterior building insulation.

Dow’s liquid-applied barriers are compatible with a wide range of
building materials, including insulation, wood and gypsum, and are
suitable for many application methods and conditions, such as
temperatures as low as -28.9°C. Like Dow’s STYROFOAM™ Brand
Extruded Polystyrene (XPS) technology, which can help save more
than 30 times the energy it embodies, they appeal as much for their
versatility as for their contribution to energy efficiency, durability and
moisture resistance. Such solutions are a result of Dow’s continuous
innovation efforts and intimate collaboration with specifiers and
applicators in markets around the world.

Some like it cool
Most roof surfaces convert direct sunlight to heat, making them a
prime target of efforts to reduce buildings’ energy use for air
conditioning, as well as to increase occupants’ comfort and
productivity – both high priorities for smart cities. Applying a reflective
roof coating can dramatically reduce internal temperatures whilst
extending the roof’s lifetime.

To help meet growing demand for energy-efficient ‘cool roofs’, Dow
supplies a variety of roof coating binders based on acrylic and
acrylic polyurethane emulsion polymer dispersions. Applicable on
diverse substrates, these binders reflect solar radiation and
release absorbed heat from the roof surface whilst increasing
durability through high elasticity, reliable adhesion, durability, UV

resistance and dirt pick-up resistance – reducing the building’s
energy use.

Computer simulations of interior conditions in specific buildings in
Europe, the Middle East and Africa point to the large potential energy
savings and gains in thermal comfort afforded by cool roof
technology. Taking account of building type, number of occupants
and air filtration, among other factors, a simulation of conditions in
a gymnasium with a 567m2 roof in Johannesburg, South Africa,
indicates that, relative to an uncoated roof, a roof treated with the
technology would lower the average temperature by 4°C and the
peak temperature by 17°C. This difference would be readily
detected by people inside and so reduce the amount of air
conditioning required.

Real-world case studies back up the simulation data. In a case
study of two schools without air conditioning in Athens, Greece, for
instance, cool roofing lowered roof temperature by more than 20°C
relative to a bitumen roof, translating into a school room
temperature reduction of 2.2°C and a thermal comfort increase
of more than 20%.

In buildings where children learn, as in buildings where adults work,
thermal comfort is not a luxury but an enabler of individual
productivity and social progress. According to a 2008 research
survey titled ‘Primary Schools: The Built Environment’,5 through their
effects on conditions such as temperature and humidity, heating
and air conditioning can impact children’s learning, with detrimental
effects starting at temperatures above 23.3°C.
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Behavioural and public health researchers have identified desirable
indoor temperature and humidity ranges for different times of the
year and different types of activity. Construction materials, supported
by intelligent chemistry, can contribute importantly to keeping
interiors within recommended ranges.

Virtuous circle
For a smart city’s infrastructure and industry, it is as essential to
supply water as energy in a reliable, sustainable way. Increasingly,
the public and private sectors are partnering to increase fresh water
availability whilst reducing energy and production costs. Solutions
such as reusing waste water, desalinating seawater and creating
closed-loop water systems all widen citizens’ access to safe, clean
water. They also improve companies’ financial performance and,
with it, local tax revenues and employment.

Freshwater is slightly lighter than saltwater, so it tends to float on
top. Situated near sea level, the city of Terneuzen in the Netherlands
faces a constant threat of saltwater intrusion into its shallow
aquifers. Since the 1990s, the city has collaborated with its
municipal water board, the water company Evides and Dow’s
production site in Terneuzen on a water management initiative that
has yielded notable water savings.

To keep its freshwater fresh, in 2010 the city’s waste water treatment
plant was equipped with a membrane bioreactor which relies on
technology from Dow Water & Process Solutions to reduce fouling
potential and facilitate cleaning. The bioreactor boosted the
municipal plant’s treatment capacity by 20% and greatly improved
the quality of effluent sent to the Evides facility.

In an innovative waste water recycling programme, Terneuzen and
its private partners now reuse each litre of the community’s treated
waste water twice. Each day Dow’s plant accepts 10,000m3 of
municipal household waste water, has it purified by Evides, and
uses it to generate steam and feed its manufacturing plants. The
set-up has reduced the plant’s energy use by a staggering 95%
relative to conventional seawater desalination for the same use –
the equivalent of reducing its carbon dioxide emissions by 60,000
tonnes each year. A similar project is underway at Dow’s plant in
Tarragona, Spain.

Terneuzen’s water recycling programme is just one example of how
stakeholders in cities can team up to create circular economies and
scale up innovative ideas.

Built to last
Cellulose ether (CE) is hardly a household word, but without it modern
dry mortar building materials, which are used to bind construction
blocks such as bricks or concrete blocks and to fill gaps between
them, would be unthinkable. CE plays a key role in mortar application
and building durability by increasing mortar’s water retention, setting,
air entrainment, workability and strength after curing – making brick
and concrete construction more sustainable.

Today’s high standards of building durability rest on step-by-step
innovations in drymix mortar performance that began with Dow’s
introduction of CE in the 1960s. As drymix mortars spread around
the world, the list of technology requirements grew, reflecting local
differences in climate conditions, raw materials, application customs
and market sub-segments.

To keep up with these requirements and take building performance
to the next level, Dow has focused on enhancing its branded product
line WALOCEL™ cellulose ether. With the recent addition of
technology that supports the formulation of gypsum-based building
products, which are favoured particularly in Europe, it now offers a
portfolio of 14 grades to deliver the features gypsum manufacturers
have been seeking for various applications.

Together with the food sector, construction produces the most waste
of any industry, the majority of which ends up in landfills. 
Gypsum-based construction is no exception, with most waste from
demolition being used for deposit, rather than recycled for dry
mortar. Many manufacturers are eager to challenge this status quo.
So Dow has begun exploring the feasibility of recycling gypsum for
new production in collaboration with a European customer that
produces finished gypsum solutions and performance additives. An
efficient recycling process for gypsum would be a major advance in
integrating the construction industry into the circular economy that
helps smart cities thrive.

Grey to green
As well as minimising the amount of construction materials it
consumes, a smart city cares about the nature of those materials. Are
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they renewable and/or recyclable? What direct and indirect emissions
do they cause? Do they compromise the safety of the workers who
apply them, or of the building’s users during or after application?

Targeted technologies can directly impact the answers to such
questions, altering at a stroke the sustainability calculus for key
materials. Take wood; a highly renewable material in many parts of
the world – including northern and eastern Europe – where trees
grow both abundantly and quickly. For fire safety reasons, many
building codes forbid the use of wood in housing construction,
forcing the use of less flammable and less environmentally
sustainable materials such as brick and mortar in its stead.

Many Dow innovations aim to circumvent such unappealing 
trade-offs. For instance, its fire retardants for wood building
applications can give whole regions the opportunity to shift to
renewable raw materials for construction. It has also developed
waterborne alternatives to solvent-based additives in a host of
applications, from sealants and binders for insulation to coatings
used in road markings and industrial flooring. These water-based
technologies deliver high performance whilst lowering volatile organic
compound (VOC) emissions, a particularly critical consideration for
materials used in a building’s interior.

Green Campus, an exciting project in Sichuan, China, demonstrates
a host of solutions that are making the construction sector both
greener and safer. In collaboration with China National Sports
Group and the Samaranch Sports Development Foundation, Dow
provided the materials and knowhow to refurbish the playgrounds
and sports facilities of a secondary school in a low-income area of
the province. 

Before the refurbishment, the school’s recreational area was 
run-down, unsafe and dispiriting, with bare concrete grounds and
self-made iron-welded equipment. Today it is a showcase of
sustainable solutions drawn from across Dow’s portfolio, including
waterborne coatings that will ensure the running track, basketball
court, roof and flooring last for years to come.

The Green Campus project proves that sustainability can go hand
in hand with functionality and aesthetics, drawing an enthusiastic
response from students, staff and public officials alike. Owing to the
superior safety profile of the products applied, the school was also
able to reopen sooner than if traditional additives had been used,
saving all stakeholders valuable time.

Brainy buildings
As smart as many cities have already become, there is still a long way
to go – and plenty of room for visionary ideas to become revolutionary
realities. Most urgently, 1.2 billion people have lacked decent,
affordable housing as of 2012,6 a figure that will only rise as cities
multiply in number and grow in size. It behoves smart cities not only
to follow but also to foster the kind of step-change innovations required
to produce new housing affordably and sustainably.

A particularly promising approach pursued by Dow is the use of 3D
printers that make it possible to print houses overnight. Printing

technologies also have the potential to help buildings harness more
renewable energy by offering a cost-effective way to produce solar
cells for façades as well as roofs. In a collaboration aimed at making
buildings self-sustaining, Dow is already exploring heat-transfer
materials that may allow buildings to heat and cool themselves by
capturing heat and slow-releasing it over time. 

As cities’ digital infrastructure grows in coverage and sophistication,
so too will the opportunities to link buildings to intelligent systems
and the internet of things. Building on its extensive platform of 
silicon-based technologies, Dow is testing materials that, among other
things, can work with building automation systems to optimise
resource utilisation based on real-time changes in environmental and
occupancy conditions. In partnership with customers, it is also
designing dynamic glass solutions, innovative LED materials for
expressive lighting, and crystal-clear structural bonding sealants which
will make buildings more attractive, comfortable and energy efficient. 

Whilst the challenges to cities’ liveability and sustainability are
daunting, solving them will benefit their workability too. Smart cities’
twin tasks in the building and construction sector – creating large
stocks of new housing on the one hand and retrofitting existing
structures on the other – will generate plenty of high-quality
employment for designers, engineers and skilled craftspeople, as well
as lower-skilled jobs that are well rooted in local economies.

The future will offer smart cities myriad opportunities, among them
monitoring infrastructure and buildings in real time with the aid of
responsive materials. Considering current innovations in responsive
materials and the digitalisation of buildings, the construction sector
is well placed to help cities make the most of these opportunities.

References
1 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eussd/buildings.htm 

2 https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=11911

3 https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-efficiency/heating-and-cooling
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5 http://cprtrust.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/research-survey-6-
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6 http://www.mckinsey.com/global-themes/urbanization/tackling-the-worlds-
affordable-housing-challenge
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investment trust British Land, in association
with WORKTECH Academy, and found that
smart innovations have the potential to
revolutionise how businesses occupy and
utilise their office spaces.

Fundamentally, a smart office is not dissimilar
to a smart city; it involves internet-enabled
technology which gathers data on worker
behaviour and the processes that are being
undertaken in the office, with all of its key
operating systems under the control of a central
hub that manages and enhances the user
experience. Ultimately, this could greatly
improve productivity, utilise office space more
efficiently, and reduce the impact that these
buildings have on the environment.

Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, US, have pioneered research in a
field dubbed ‘social physics’, which analyses
data from smartphones and wearable sensors
to track where people go, who they meet, and
even the tone of such interactions. While such
technologies have raised serious privacy
concerns, there are nevertheless a number of
potential applications when it comes to
improving productivity among a workforce.

To allow this monitoring to work as effectively as
possible, sensors and the networks through
which they communicate may need to be
introduced as an element of the design and
construction of buildings themselves – not only
to embed technology but to ensure that it is
possible. For example, building design and the
selection of construction materials must begin to
be structured around ensuring that strong Wi-Fi
signals are available. However, this relationship
can be symbiotic; data about heating could be
used to identify building materials which are
more efficient, limiting waste energy and making
businesses more sustainable. 

Therefore, there is a vital need for the
construction industry to engage with smart
technologies and play a role in implementing
these solutions in the cities they are building.

T
he worldwide homes and buildings industry is expected to reach
USD 1,150bn (~€1,060bn) in 2017, and part of this growth is due
to the technological advancements that are playing an increasing

role in our everyday lives. Capabilities such as internet of things (IoT)
technologies and data gathering sensors must be taken into account in
planning construction projects for the future, and the sooner such
developments are embraced, the easier it will be for companies to
demonstrate their smart potential and attract home buyers. 

The connected homes market
According to new research, the market growth caused by these
transformational technologies has been most rapid in the connected
homes and LED lighting sectors; in addition, this has driven new
expansion in building automation, as well as traditional building sectors
such as heating ventilation, air conditioning, and others.

The research was undertaken by growth consulting company Frost &
Sullivan, which identified a number of key areas under its Homes and
Buildings Growth Partnership Service programme that could offer
opportunities for market expansion in smart construction. The specific
areas of the connected homes market which will see the most significant
expansion are smart door locks, smart thermostats and personalised
mobile health services; though these areas represent entirely separate
sectors – security, heating and health, respectively – they are united by
the benefits they can offer consumers when paired with connective
technology. This market alone, the report suggests, could grow beyond
$150bn internationally.

How can construction companies take advantage of this potential market
growth? Frost & Sullivan’s energy and environment senior research
analyst, Anirudh Bhaskaran, offered his advice on how to ensure
companies are able to stay ahead of the emerging technological trends:
“To seize a significant growth opportunity, hardware manufacturers must
develop products that are compatible with both wired and wireless
protocol, while software manufacturers must develop vendor-agnostic,
secured, open-source platforms that make all hardware work on a single
platform, irrespective of the manufacturer.”

Such interoperability will help these companies attract customers, he
said, and allow them to stand out from other construction companies
providing similar services: “The homes and buildings industry is crowded
with both proprietary and open communication protocols, creating
challenges related to interoperability and data security. The future industry
is moving rapidly toward wireless communication protocols due to
scalability and flexibility.”

Smart offices
Meanwhile, a report into the need for smart technology to be
incorporated into office buildings was published in March by real estate

Appetite for construction

PEN analyses recent reports which predict the role of smart technologies and the IoT in
construction in the near future
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facilitated by the creation of the single online
identity for each patient. In addition, by
proposing a deadline of 30 September for
selecting the verification it will use, the NHS has
ensured it will be forced to make fast progress
in choosing the new mechanism.

The service is still exploring options to
determine which solution will offer the most
accurate and secure functionality for patients,
but hopes to streamline the current system and
offer a single set of log-in details for patients
across all services. In a statement, NHS Digital
said: ‘We are exploring a number of strategic
options for authentication and identity
verification for digital health services, including
consideration of existing services such as
Patient Online and GOV.UK Verify. We are taking
an incremental approach and we will be
publishing updates as we progress through 
this work.’

Protecting patient data
GOV.UK Verify is one of the online services
being considered by the NHS to provide its
single point of verification for patients. The
Verify service was developed by the
Government Digital Service (GDS) to provide a
similar single-point verification system for the
breadth of its online services, and in 2016 the
NHS undertook some work to link Verify with
the NHS’s personal demographic service, which
contains a master database of UK patients and
their details.

However, while this might indicate that Verify is
the natural choice for the NHS for its online
verification service – as this would allow it to
synchronise its system with that of other
government departments – concerns have
been raised that the system does not have the
necessary security precautions in place to
effectively protect patient data. 

ASmore businesses become digital and more services are

provided online, opportunities for fraud have become

more commonplace, and therefore a need has emerged

for more secure forms of online identity verification. In Europe, a number

of novel solutions are currently being explored which could combat fraud

and change how people interact with businesses online.

Health security
In the UK, the National Health Service (NHS) has announced its aim to

offer a single, secure identity verification mechanism to allow members

of the public to access online health and care services by the end 

of September. 

In a recent board paper, NHS Digital outlined its plans for its personalised

health and care 2020 programme, and announced commitments to a

number of measures related to its online interaction with patients. These

include widening digital participation by helping communities develop

the skills they need to access online health and care services, and

introducing free Wi-Fi access in hospitals and other points of care, but

the report also suggests that this new online verification function will be

a key priority for the organisation.

The two primary aims relating to online verification and data security are

to provide a ‘single, secure identity for each member of the public, across

all health and care services’, as well as ‘creating a single point of public

access to online information and service interactions’, which will be
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Michael Sittek of IDnow – the company which participated in developing

the new legislation – explained how the new rules were developed and

the benefits that they will hopefully offer to Germany’s financial services

industry: “We’re delighted that the new circular tightens the security of

video identification even further, without compromising user-friendliness.

BaFin, BSI (Federal Office for Information Security), other participating

ministries and authorities, as well as financial institutions and identity

providers, collaborated constructively to further improve a forward-looking

online identification method. This will consolidate Germany as a financial

hotspot and, moreover, act as a role model for Europe.” 

In addition, by tightening security around the use of the technology,

Germany could offer the technology to government bodies and other

authorities which require personal identity verification for access 

to services. 

Among the new rules is a condition that video identification must make

possible the inspection of at least three of four of the typical security

features utilised in identity documents: these are holograms,

personalisation technology, material and security printing. This also

means that identity documents with fewer than three of these security

features are ineligible for the process. Furthermore, identity experts must

now confirm the purpose of the identification before undertaking the

verification process in an effort to prevent phishing, social engineering

and other fraudulent uses.

The law also introduces mandatory end-to-end encryption to ensure that

communication between the user and the identity expert is secure and

cannot be interfered with, and an additional step in the process wherein

users must move or partially obscure the identity document, to

demonstrate that computer-enabled manipulation of the image is not

taking place. 

Ultimately, the combination of convenience and security offered by video

identity verification could see its role broaden around Europe, and

Germany is taking its place as a global leader in regulating the technology

so that it remains viable for use.

The UK’s Health and Social Care Information

Centre (HSCIC), in conjunction with the

Liverpool Clinical Commissioning Group (where

the Verify system was under trial), raised

concerns that the service was not secure

enough to protect the necessary volumes of

patient data. Speaking to Computer Weekly,

Rob Shaw, the director of operations at HSCIC,

said that the solution may actually require a

mixture of solutions: “There are certain

transactions where Verify is not quite there in

terms of the level of security we’ll need in terms

of the health services. We’re pretty sure that we

need something more – we’ll end up with a

hybrid of different things. So, while Verify is

good enough for a lot of things, we’re likely to

take it to the next level in terms of security.”

HSCIC and the GDS have been working in

collaboration with the NHS since 2016 to try to

improve the level of security in the Verify

service, and to ensure that the service remains

a potential option for the health service’s single

identity verification mechanism.

Video identification
In Germany, meanwhile, new rules have been

published which more tightly regulate the role

of facial recognition and video identification

technology in both fraud prevention and law

enforcement. The new guidelines were

developed by BaFin, Germany’s Federal

Financial Supervisory Authority, in partnership

with identity verification company IDnow and a

number of other relevant authorities, and seek

to make online video identity verification

services more secure and therefore less

vulnerable to fraud.

Germany pioneered the use of video verification

by creating a legal framework for its use in

2014, allowing companies, public sector

services and people to confirm their identities

online in a faster and more convenient way than

other available methods. Since then, the

technology has become popular in the financial

services industry but has been made more

secure in recent legislation to ensure that it

remains a viable option.
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With artificial intelligence (AI) tools becoming
accessible to the masses, it has also become
easier to conduct fraud over the phone or
through a real-time video conversation. 
AI-powered tools can learn a specific voice,
gestures, handwriting, facial expressions and
even character and replicate it at a given time.

Being ahead
It becomes clear that there is a need for
smarter technology and co-operation beyond
local authorities. With the advent of facial
detection tools, it is now possible to apply this
to identity verification as details of the
presented document and a photo of the owner
can be compared via facial comparison
algorithms to ensure ownership. As most
devices used to access the web also have 
built-in cameras, businesses can capture video
during the process of the customer taking
photos of their document to also have a
dynamic view of the document which provides
a more reliable opportunity to detect any
irregularities with the security elements or the
customer’s background. It is also crucial for
identity verification systems to have access to
governmental databases to ensure the validity
of the document and legal capacity of the
owner. Fully asynchronous data checks are
more suited for operations with lower risk. For
higher risk customers, a real-time video
interview with a trained specialist can be
integrated into the process.  

All in all, even though currently employed
methods of combatting online fraud are lacking
in efficiency and reliability, it can be improved
by using smarter technologies and building
trust between businesses and the government.

Within the developing world of technology, online transactions
and handling of sensitive personal data in the virtual space,
online fraud remains a big risk factor in damaging business

revenue and disrupting society. Judging by the increase of online fraud
in recent years, and the apparent ease by which data can be
manipulated, identity verification systems must aim to take more steps
to ensure the validity of the data being received. Businesses currently
rely on information that they can gather from public records, databases
and banks via automation, but often fail to include a more up-to-date
approach to identity verification.

Numbers don’t lie
Online businesses are the most vulnerable to fraud as 60% of card fraud
in Europe is associated with online payments. Furthermore, the cost of
online fraud is estimated to be 0.3-3% of total revenue. There has been
an alarming trend in new account creation fraud. In 2016, more than
10% of European account registrations were being rejected as
fraudulent, which amounts to an unsettling increase of 123% since
2015. As international companies are experiencing increased data
breaches, stolen data is being sourced online on the dark web and then
used to register new accounts. In the United Kingdom alone the total
cost of online fraud for 2015 was estimated at £11bn (~€13bn).

World of digital alterations
In the 21st Century, with its cutting-edge technology, people are
expecting hassle-free access to services in the comfort of their homes,
and many businesses and financial institutions have adjusted their
systems to minimise the time and need for a face-to-face interaction. It
is now possible to send photos of your ID to make money transactions,
confirm your age for a purchase or even take a smaller loan. By making
the system more user friendly, however, companies have raised the risk
of being scammed. Even though new security measures have been
installed for online identification, they are not always able to catch up
with the skilful use of photo editing tools. 

Awed by fraud 

Julia Ront of Veriff OÜ discusses the high percentage of internet fraud and the role of
online identity verification in fraud prevention
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Knowing your customer (KYC) and fraud prevention are crucial
parts of almost any business, but still every business wants
to satisfy the needs of their customers – and what the

customer wants is an easy, quick and secure identity verification
solution that could ideally be used at home or in the workplace.
However, we are currently living in the era where photo and video
editing software has become more accessible, so it is becoming
harder to distinguish whether the person is who they claim to be.
By digitally manipulating photos, handwriting, voices, and even 
real-time gestures, wrongdoers are able to use stolen identities
(dead or alive) in order to conduct financial fraud. If we look at the
EU statistics on how many millions of euros companies are losing
per year due to stolen personal information alone, it is clear that
the current customer authentication methods are not keeping up
with the growing need for a smarter technology. Veriff offers a new
solution that is helping businesses to minimise the risk of identity
fraud but maintain the hassle-free benefits for the customer.

The competitive edge
Veriff has invented a new way of verifying a person’s identity online
using their device’s camera and microphone. While being integrated
into the vendor’s website, the solution is fairly unnoticeable to the
end user but remains highly secure and easy to use. The customer
just needs to take photos of their document(s) and a portrait photo.
During the high-end video verification our system reads the data from
the document to check its validity, while our face comparison
algorithms analyse the person’s identity. Together with Veriff, customers
no longer need to come to the office for face to face identification,
getting the same service from the comfort of their home.

Our main competitive advantage is the use of governmental data to
verify the legal capacity of a client and the validity of different
documents (ID-cards, passports, living permits, driving licences,
etc.). Another advantage is the fact that through technical innovation

we have managed to make our product more secure by combining
all the technological tools available (facial recognition, device ID,
optical character recognition, etc.).

Trust is everything
Trust is very important to us and we are working hard on building
bridges with local authorities, as well as databases and governments
outside of Estonia. Veriff is already trusted by the Estonian Ministry
of Internal Affairs, the Ministry of Finance and the Finance Inspection
for providing secure online identification for finance institutions and
to have access to the population register in Estonia. Veriff is one of
the first companies to gain access to the population register and to
work on identity verification with the government. The service meets
the requirements of the new redaction of the Money Laundering and
Terrorist Financing Prevention Act (MLTFPA).

By combining the technology and co-operation with the government
Veriff offers a unique business solution for financial institutions, the
sharing economy, e-commerce and many more.

Julia Ront, a verification specialist at Veriff, discusses ways in which
new identity verification solutions are revolutionising the way people

use everyday services

Veriff: the new online sheriff
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with policy makers in Brussels and to serve as
a forum for the industry to co-operate. We are
also active in the field of research and
innovation when it comes to district heating and
cooling networks, and the wider energy system.
Our role is really to advocate for the part district
energy can play in contributing to the pursuit of
Europe’s wider climate and energy ambitions.

How do you feel about the progress
that’s been made so far in
implementing sustainable heating
and cooling in Europe?
Objectively, the current situation as regards
heating and cooling supply in most EU member
states is a bit of a disaster, particularly with the
problem of climate change in mind. Heating
and cooling account for more than half of the
energy we use, yet the sector is still completely
dominated by fossil fuels. Belgium is a good
example, because nearly all of the country’s
heating and cooling needs are met through the
burning of either oil or gas in boilers. This is
totally incompatible with the idea of an energy
system that produces a low level of greenhouse
gas emissions.

I think Europe began to recognise the need to
properly address European heating and cooling
for the first time last year. It is clear that the
current situation is unsustainable, and so we
need to talk about shifting to a model based on

When it comes to the EU’s ambitious climate change
targets, efforts are already being taken to ensure the
bloc will be able to significantly reduce its greenhouse

gas emissions before 2050. Nevertheless, some sectors which
contribute large amounts of CO2 to the atmosphere in the past have
been somewhat overlooked in the transition towards more
sustainable energy sources.

One such sector is cooling and heating, an industry which still relies
heavily on traditional oil and gas burning to generate heat. While there
are alternative, more sustainable options available for the sector – and
district heating and cooling in particular can be an effective driver of
change – progress has been slow thanks to the lack of a supporting
framework from the European Commission.

Paul Voss is the managing director of Euroheat & Power, an organisation
which represents the European district heating and cooling industry. He
spoke to PEN about the ways in which the commission’s recent clean
energy package could begin to address the sustainability challenges
facing the heating and cooling sector in Europe, and the role district
heating and cooling could play in meeting the EU’s environmental targets.

What is Euroheat & Power’s role in Europe’s district
heating and cooling sector?
Euroheat is the European representative organisation for the district
heating and cooling sector in Europe, which means our role is to engage
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mentioned before. In Europe, industries such as steel production or power
production generate a lot of excess heat which is wasted – it is dissipated
into air or water. Instead, we could capture that heat and use it to heat
buildings, rather than burning oil or gas. For the first time, the Renewable
Energy Directive emphasises that this is a valuable resource that we
need to make use of; because of this, we’re hopeful that in the next
decade waste heat recovery will become a much more regular practice. 

What steps should the European Commission take in
the next decade to ensure that the EU can meet its
targets before 2050?
I think the most important thing is that by 2030 we’re on a very clear
path. 2030 is not the end goal, but it’s an important milestone. In terms
of concrete actions, I’d like to see a situation where we are no longer
installing fossil fuel heating devices by 2030.

2050 is the real destination, and Europe has committed to
decarbonisation of 80-95% compared to 1990 levels in its long-term
goals for that year. That’s not incremental change, but a dramatic shift
to a new model. It’s hard to say whether that will happen. We either take
this climate change problem seriously, or we don’t, and if we take it
seriously then we have a responsibility to do something radical. We have
to stop burning oil, gas and coal, and if that happens there will be
tremendous growth in the field of sustainable heating and cooling. 2050
used to sound like the distant future, but it’s really only 30 years away.
In terms of planning and infrastructure, that’s not long at all. We need to
start now.

Has this lack of recognition by the European
Commission been the biggest obstacle to making more
progress in this sector before now?
The basic problem is fairly simple. Until recently, there was talk about
renewable and sustainable energy, but people really just meant
renewable electricity. People would talk about wind farms and solar
panels, but the question of the heating sector was often ignored. The
problem is, it’s half of the energy we use. 

heating and cooling from renewable and other
low carbon sources. For example, we need to
discuss a model which uses recovered heat –
that is, heat which is recovered from industrial
and other heat-generating processes (for
example, the cooling of data centres) and can
be used instead of burning fossil fuels. This
could be a key energy source in the future, and
we need to learn to make use of it.

How far could the EU’s framework
go towards addressing this?
This is a new field of policy making for the EU.
There really wasn’t a framework for heating and
cooling until quite recently, but this is changing.
The clean energy package that the commission
published on 30 November represents the first
effort to build a framework around sustainable
heating and cooling.

The key feature within that is the new
Renewable Energy Directive, which includes
measures designed to encourage a shift to a
more sustainable heating and cooling model.
Now, I think it’s just a matter of time and
concentrated political will. It’s still at a very early
stage, but we’re really encouraged to see this
explicit recognition of the need for more
sustainable heating and cooling from the
European Commission, along with the support
from the European Parliament and the Council
of the European Union. We think that
sustainable district heating and cooling is
starting to be recognised as one of the solutions
that could help deliver the environmental goals
the EU is looking to achieve.

Article 23 of the Renewable Energy Directive is
a key section which discusses the need to
increase the share of renewables in heating
and cooling. A leaked version of the proposal,
which was released a few weeks before the
directive was officially adopted, created an
obligation for member states to increase the
share of renewables in heating and cooling. We
regret that this text was made less emphatic in
the version that was later officially published by
the commission, but it nevertheless represents
a first step in the creation of a framework for
dramatically increasing the role of renewable
energies in the heating and cooling sector,
working to achieve Europe’s long-term
greenhouse gas emission goals.

The other thing that is important about the text
is that, for the first time, it highlights the
potential of recovering waste heat, as I
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What role do local authorities and
other stakeholders play?
I think the most important thing is to develop

what I would call ‘joined up governance’ because

this problem can’t be solved at just one level.

From our perspective as a European organisation

based in Brussels, good policy at the European

level is essential, but it’s not enough on its own.

The legislation needs to be transposed into

national law, and that also involves local

authorities and city governments because the

heating sector is very local by nature.

I’m actually quite optimistic because a lot of

cities are moving very quickly, and we’re in

constant dialogue with some cities that are

developing district heating networks or would

like to develop this capability. Often, we find that

local actors are a step ahead of their national

and European counterparts because, for them,

these are not abstract problems, they are real

and familiar. A local mayor understands well his

responsibility to heat the buildings in his

constituency, whereas from the European level

it can be harder to see.

This problem has now been recognised, but we have another problem.

Ultimately, the goal is to cut CO2 emissions in the energy system, but in

the heating sector today, there still isn’t an EU regulatory mechanism –

for example, a CO2 tax – that discourages market players from burning

fossil fuels. Most of the heating and cooling sector is outside the scope

of the emissions trading system (ETS), and most countries in Europe

don’t have a carbon tax. In cities around Scandinavia, district heating is

the norm, and it works because the tax framework in those countries is

designed in such a way as to make the burning of oil or gas for heat

prohibitively expensive.

Unfortunately, it hasn’t been possible to agree on a carbon tax at a

European level, and the ETS price for carbon is very low, sometimes

lower than €5 per tonne. It’s as simple as this: if you put a prohibitive

price on CO2 emissions in the heating sector, you would see change.

The challenge here is that different countries have their own views on,

for example, the carbon tax. Denmark and Sweden are examples of

countries which have been successful, but their approach won’t work

for all countries. It comes with all of the problems of decision making at

a European level, and trying to find compromise is not always easy.

Nevertheless, we need to do something about it, because dealing with

climate change is an imperative and a responsibility. 
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Russia and the Middle East, and at the same time we have resources in
our communities which we could use. So the transition offers an
economic benefit; beyond that, damage to the environment is costly and
anything we can do to limit that damage is valuable.

There is also the strategic question of supply security. Being less
dependent on imported energy would make Europe stronger. As the
transition happens, the older businesses – those of coal, oil and gas
– are going to die out, so we need to find new ways to keep people
employed in clean technologies and clean energy. District heating in
particular is a sector where Europe retains a real global leadership;
nobody is better than Europe in this sector, so that presents an
opportunity to export our technology and our knowledge to the rest of
the world. That will bring more money back to Europe and keep
citizens working.

There is also a European-funded project called
Celsius, which is a network of over 50 member
cities promoting co-operation between local
authorities to develop sustainable district
heating network solutions for cities, taking
advantage of recovered waste heat and other
renewable sources.

We work a lot with the Celsius project and with
the Covenant of Mayors. Our job is to be
something of a link between the private sector
industry and public bodies. We also co-operate
with local authorities and umbrella organisations,
because there is a lot of interest on both sides:
the private sector wants to sell its products and
solutions, and the public sector needs the
knowledge that these companies can offer.

What are the benefits of
transitioning towards a sustainable
district heating network beyond its
potential positive impact on 
climate change?
In Europe, we import almost all of the oil and
gas we use from other parts of the world; we
spend billions on buying oil and gas from
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NODA Intelligent Systems discusses the contributions of district
heating and cooling systems to smart cities

Energising smart cities

Around 66% of the Earth’s population will live in cities in
2050, while in 1950 this figure was just 30%.1 This trend
in human settlement has the challenge of adhering to the

COP21 agreement, adopted in December 2015 in Paris, France, by
195 members of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change.
This mainly consists of providing a framework for combatting global
warming, with the key objective of limiting the rise in global
temperature to below 2°C. In that sense, cities will need to improve
their efficiency in resource consumption and use of urban services. 

One particular strategy, adopted by many cities around the world,
in facing this challenge is to evolve into smart cities. A smart city 
is an urban development vision that integrates connectivity 
between infrastructures, facilities and citizens by means of 
data-driven solutions to manage the needs of urban areas. The main
objective of smart cities is the use of ICT to improve the quality of
life of citizens and to provide real-time responses to challenges.2

We know it as ‘digitalisation’.

Empowering citizens
The smart city is a broad concept that aims to empower citizens to
interact with their environment, to create a community between cities
and public government, to promote fun activities, to improve mobility
and security, to foster tourism, to provide health services, and to
contribute to developing low-income sectors, amongst others.
However, there are some detractors regarding the benefits of the
smart city concept, those who argue that smart technologies could
be used in a way that infringes upon people’s privacy, for example.3

Despite this wide concept of a smart city, one specific challenge
that they face is in managing the increase of population, global
warming, the rise of resource demand, and the need for security in
energy supply. In that sense:
n Transport has to be decarbonised, improving urban flows

using sensors and communication and reducing the
emissions of vehicles;

n Energy refurbishment of existing buildings has maximum priority,
including building structure and heating and cooling supply
facilities. Buildings account for over one-third of total final energy
consumption and are an equally important source of CO2

emissions; and

n Infrastructures of energy supply, power grids and district heating
and cooling (DHC) networks must be cost-effective, sustainable
energy systems where fossils fuels can be massively replaced
for solutions with a lower carbon impact.

To be more concrete, this article focuses on how district energy or
DHC networks, as intrinsic to smart cities, are crucial infrastructures
for the decarbonisation of cities by means of generating new
business opportunities and economic growth.

Urban development
In comparison with individual systems on each building or
apartment, DHC systems have several advantages that create
cost-effective solutions to developing urban areas and minimising
carbon emissions:
n High-capacity chillers or boilers placed in centralised 

facilities perform with better efficiency than individual small
capacity systems;
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n Waste heat recovery can be implemented in central plants. For
instance, taking advantage of co-generation plants, waste heat
from solid urban waste treatment plants or industrial parks, data
centres, malls or public transport stations;

n Use of renewable energy sources (RES) by means of highly
efficient technologies such as biomass, biofuel, solar thermal
energy or geothermal energy, which can be used to reach 100%
RES coverage; and

n Thermal storage systems can be implemented in DHC in a more
efficient way and with a higher capacity than in individual
systems. In the same way, heating and cooling networks are
virtual storage systems themselves. Innovative district heating
and cooling network controllers, such as NODA Smart Heat Grid,
will increase the use of waste heat and RES, as well as boosting
energy efficiency at the district level. Real application of these
solutions is demonstrated in the Horizon 2020 projects STORM
(http://storm-dhc.eu/) and FHP (http://fhp-h2020.eu/).

In a distributed energy system, where the penetration of renewables
into the grid is very high (expected to grow by 30% from 2014 to
20204), DHC infrastructures can be used as thermal storage to
move the thermal energy production by heat pumps, electrically
driven, shifting demand over time. In that sense, heating or cooling
can be generated by efficient heat pumps driven by photovoltaic or
wind farms when renewable resources are available.

Other suitable technology to reach 100% RES in DHC is the
combination of biomass and solar thermal energy. Biomass boilers
reduce their efficiency in summertime, when demand is only
required for domestic hot water and not for heating. In this season,
biomass boilers can stop most of the time and the energy can be
obtained completely from the solar thermal field. 

Nowadays networks are designed to minimise losses. They include
high-performance insulation with optimised piping flow to reduce
frictional losses. Besides that, they are designed to use lower
temperatures to reduce heat loss. This feature is suitable for
refurbished or new, nearly net-zero energy buildings with low
heating/cooling loads.5

Breaking with tradition
Traditionally, some DHCs base their business models on selling as
much energy as possible. However, as a result of the oil crisis in the
1970s, or energy efficiency policies, they are now a key component
for reaching low carbon societies, and DHC businesses in several
countries are evolving towards highly efficient technologies. In that
sense, the added value of business is based on the optimisation of
plant operation and the accurate maintenance and proper design
to fit the energy demand while avoiding oversizing plants and pipes.

In that sense, online access to smart cities buildings will contribute
to developing an optimal design of DHC infrastructures in order to
maximise energy efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Knowing social patterns and behaviours relating to energy use,

together with the availability of renewable energy, will drive an energy
management suitable to cover citizens’ needs with the lowest impact
to the environment.

To sum up, district heating and cooling systems are cost-effective
solutions that contribute to developing sustainable energy cities with
low carbon emissions. These infrastructures reuse waste heat and
increase the penetration of RES in urban environments. Centralised
energy management with customer interaction by means of
intelligent digital solutions in a smart city is a great combination in
optimising energy use and enhancing the creation of decarbonised
urban places.
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to time-based rates or other forms of financial
incentives. DR programs are being used by
some electric system planners and operators,
using mainly the flexibility provided by industrial
buildings connected to a high voltage grid, as
a resource option for balancing supply and
demand. The new challenge is to unlock the
very high potential of DR in the distribution grid
where the main sources of flexibility are the
residential and tertiary buildings, representing
70% of the total DR potential, as shown in 
Fig. 1. Enabling DR potential of residential and
tertiary buildings will result in a more active role
of the distribution system operator (DSO) and
will pave the way to new services at the local
level. To achieve this objective several barriers
must be overcome:
n ICT DR-enabling infrastructure: Enable

bidirectional communication between
buildings and grid stakeholders through
interoperable solutions for monitoring and
controlling buildings’ assets;

n Smart optimisation capabilities: Introduce
innovative optimisation frameworks 
able to effectively control a portfolio of 
delocalised assets;

n End user engagement: Building owners
must be actively stimulated to participate in
DR programs; 

n Secure data handling: Need to ensure the
security of the sensitive data that is
transferred between grid actors and

This article is meant for all stakeholders involved in supporting a
better, greener world and curious about how smart cities can play
an important role in this. The future energy system will be one with

a high penetration of green energy (renewables) and this on a geo-spatial
and heterogeneously distributed manner. Additionally, the consumption
patterns will change and increase in energy consumption significantly
by means of assets like heat pumps and electric vehicles (EVs). 

It is widely recognised that increasing flexibility is key for the reliable
operation of future power systems with very high penetration levels of
variable renewable energy sources (VRES). Adding high amounts of
impacting loads like EVs and heat pumps will even increase the need
for flexibility to minimise instabilities and, at worst, blackouts. 

What is flexibility?

Flexibility is the ability of a power system to maintain continuous service
in the face of rapid and large swings in supply or demand. Traditionally,
flexibility is provided in power systems almost entirely by controlling the
supply side. In systems with increasing shares of VRES, additional
flexibility is needed to maintain system reliability as the variations in
supply and demand grow to levels far beyond what is seen today. VRES
reduce the flexibility resources in the system by displacing traditional
supply side flexibility providers while simultaneously increasing the need
for flexibility due to their inherent stochastic nature. Loads like EVs and
heat pumps create even more instability on the demand side in
combination with average low correlation with some VRES sources. This
creates a massive ‘flexibility gap’ that will need to be covered by new
flexibility options. Fig. 2 shows an illustration of the opening of the
flexibility gap in future electricity markets and how different options will
need to take shares of the new flexibility demand. 

Unlocking demand response potential

The most significant source of flexibility in a future scenario with high
penetration of VRES is demand response (DR), which provides an
opportunity for consumers to play a significant role in the operation of
the electric grid by reducing or shifting their electricity usage in response
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The aforementioned barriers can and should all be included in shaping

the smart cities of the future, as this is the only way to achieve the BHAGs

a lot of cities have. 

The ‘internet of energy’ 
Drawing on the parallel with communication networks, the author’s view

is that these goals can be met on a cost-effective, scalable and resilient

manner in a novel distributed architecture. The current central-driven

energy networks can remain from a copper-base connection point of view

but need to evolve towards the intelligent backbone of a real internet-like

architecture. The smart cities of the future will become major proxy points

in this internet of energy architecture and each building or group of assets

can be seen as intelligent routing points on that future architecture.  

The full intelligent building stock will then be able to unlock tremendous

values by means of the ubiquitous and heterogeneous set of sensor data

and fine-granular device controllability. The merge with the internet of

things is also an inevitability that allows the different devices and

buildings to communicate with each other and optimise with self-learning

algorithms. The human inhabitants will only need to define their comfort

boundaries (or are even learned automatically), and the full optimisation

can then take place on the ‘machine level’ based on the internet-like

architecture. A mixed optimisation to support a maximal, cost-effective,

green energy system can be a primary aggregated smart city level

optimisation goal. 

Finally, as the cherry on the cake, a rich set of new economic values can

then be utilised by different service providers just as it has with the internet.

protection from cyber-threats, as well as
allowing for maximal privacy protection of
the participants;

n Business models: Business as usual of the
grid operators (the fit and forget approach)
is no longer viable. Innovative business
models and services must be offered to the
actors of the distribution grid to stimulate
their participation; and

n Regulatory framework: Currently, there are
no clear rules to set a DR market at
distribution grid level. Fair payments, penalties
and standard procedures are needed.

Smart cities in future energy systems
The above lengthy introduction sets the context
for the author’s view on the role of smart cities
in future energy systems. 

More and more cities are driving towards
regional pockets of intelligence, and in this goal
the synergy with the energy networks is crucial
as energy is the foundation of any community. 

The VRES and EVs – as well as further
electrification – are taking place at the city level
and can easily be seen by BHAG (‘big hairy
audacious goals’) cities, which have to become
CO2 neutral on average during the period
2030-2050. 

In the Netherlands there are already different,
relatively small cities (average population
100,000 inhabitants) with very high
penetrations of EVs causing problems in certain
parts of the energy networks. Other regions
have seen similar energy network problems
with the addition of solar panels on every roof
of smart ‘net zero on the meter’ homes,
requiring high investments in the distribution
network to handle this significant variability in
demand and supply.  

As can be seen in Fig. 1, tertiary and residential
buildings are key sources of flexibility and, since
a significant part of these types reside in cities,
it is imperative that the smart cities of the future
incorporate and enforce or highly encourage
diverse current and future technical solutions
to unlock this flexibility in their building stock.
The mentioned EVs and heat pumps can be
treated as important additional sources of
flexibility if they are taken up in these holistic
technical solutions. 
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as wastewater treatment plants are just a few
examples of what could happen in case of a
cyber-attack. Given the reliance of modern
economies on cyber infrastructures, ensuring
their security has become the main priority of
governments and companies as this may have
implications for the protection of economies
and businesses alike. 

EU-level frameworks to counter
cyber threats 
Currently, the European Commission is
preparing a strategy on cybersecurity for the
entire energy sector to reinforce and
complement the implementation of a directive
on the security of network and information
systems (NIS) at the energy sector level. This
action also intends to foster synergies
between the Energy Union and the Digital
Single Market (DSM) agenda. 

Andrus Ansip, the vice-president for the DSM,
said this year that cybersecurity is of major
importance. He specified that Europe’s digital
economy will only bring benefits to its citizens
if they can be sure of its security. Meanwhile,
Carlos Moedas, the commissioner for
research, science and innovation, added that
citizens need confidence in the DSM and the
opportunities offered by digital technologies
for better services and innovation. Citizens
need to feel confident that their privacy is
protected when they do business online, to
enable growth and new business, and at the
same time ensure that fundamental rights and
values are protected. 

In this sense, the European Commission has
mandated the Energy Expert Cyber Security
Platform (EECSP) to address the challenges in
the energy sector and propose a strategic
framework to overcome the threats and the
areas of risk management. 

AS
cyber threats are getting increasingly sophisticated,
cybersecurity is high on the European energy sector’s
agenda. Finding itself in the midst of a digital

revolution, the energy companies are looking to preserve the availability
and integrity of their networks and infrastructure. In order to avoid loss
of data, blackouts and invasion of privacy, as well as protect their
integrity, companies – and especially network operators – have to
better understand the number of facets of the cybersecurity landscape.
As society’s dependence on digital technologies and digital
infrastructure continues to grow, the energy sector must strengthen
its cybersecurity strategy, define specific requirements to put that into
practice and develop new competencies. 

Cybersecurity in the mainstream 
Evidence shows that cyber threats and their impacts are increasing
worldwide, and with the growing interdependency between systems
and telecom networks, vulnerability can be exploited by criminals. An
example would be the incident that happened in Ukraine in December
2015, when at least eight energy distribution companies were
attacked. The incident resulted in power failures that affected 225,000
customers; although the attack was not technically sophisticated, it
took months of planning. This shows how knowledgeable hackers are
becoming in regards to network operational systems. However, Ukraine
is not an isolated case. Turkey and Israel have also experienced similar
cyber-attacks in the past two years. 

For the energy sector, a blackout can result in direct and indirect
impacts. Business shutdowns, food spoilage, damage to electronic
data and equipment, the inability to operate life-support systems in
hospitals and the loss of functionality of critical infrastructures such
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strategy based on risk assessment schemes, including breach
detection and response capability, to minimise the damage. Moreover,
compliant companies should also naturally raise awareness,
particularly among middle- and top-level management. 

As regulated entities that deal with critical infrastructures, distribution
system operators (DSOs) are also encouraged to develop competencies
connected with cybersecurity in their core business and adopt
advanced technologies and mature procedures in order to give a
suitable response to any incoming threats. 

Finally, information sharing is key to tackling cyber-attacks. All the
documentation and reports generated at the end of a cyber-attack
should be aggregated and used not only for legal purposes but also
for training and information sharing with other relevant European
partners and stakeholders, such as local national cybersecurity
centres (NCSC), the National/Governmental Computer Emergency
Response Teams (CERT), the European Union Agency for Network and
Information Security (ENISA), energy regulators, and data protection
authorities, etc. 

All this combined enables organisations to prevent and be better
prepared for future incidents. Generally, national and international flows
of information and best practice among energy firms play a key role 
in cybersecurity.

Moreover, in July 2016, the European
Commission and the European Cyber Security
Organisation (ECSO) signed the first European
public private partnership on cybersecurity. By
2020, it is expected to generate €1.8bn in
investments. This partnership will not only
improve the capacity and ability to fight 
cyber-attacks, but will also make Europe’s
cybersecurity sector more competitive against
a growing digital economy.  

With the release of the clean energy package
at the end of 2016, the European Commission
took another strong stance in advocating the
smartening of European grids and homes.
However, as grids get smarter and customers
become more connected, the network also
becomes more vulnerable and security
requirements more challenging.

What more could we do? 
With cybersecurity policy at a turning point,
the EU and member states should first strive
to achieve a cybersecurity culture. This can
be realised only with the support of European
and national authorities, and by making
cybersecurity a top priority at the highest level
of management, facilitating its inclusion in the
company’s strategy and enabling proper
investment to allow sufficient resources and
awareness at all levels. Companies should
also become aware that cybersecurity is not
only a technical matter but also an
operational and organisational one. In other
words, it is not enough for a company to
protect its infrastructure, but it should develop
processes and train employees with a
cybersecurity-oriented mindset. 

In order to protect customers and have a
better and faster response to cyber-attacks,
all companies – network operators in
particular – should have a defined process
about how to act. Intrusion detection systems
and processes are the cornerstone of
cybersecurity when it comes to network
operators. Such processes should consist of
cybersecurity incident prevention and
protection, incident mitigation and response,
recovery and ex post incident investigation
and improvement.

To achieve cybersecurity across the electrical
grid throughout Europe, network operators
should have a well-structured cybersecurity
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decommission phase (ENISA 2014).
Manufacturers and asset owners should
adopt an holistic approach to the security
and privacy problems. This can be achieved
by not just enabling the security and privacy
requirements on a single device, e.g. the
smart meter, but ensuring that the
underlying processes are managed in a
secure and trusted way across the whole
energy supply chain; 

n Several energy utilities are pursuing
business opportunities from the smart grid;
thus, they should secure the quality of 
the products they buy by adopting 
clear procurement guidelines. Including
cybersecurity in the procurement process
can ensure that those purchasing and
supplying energy delivery systems consider
cybersecurity from the design phase of
system development;

n Especially with regard to privacy, all parties
involved in the energy supply and
consumption chain should ensure that 
the provisions of the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) are properly
implemented, in particular those relating to
data protection by design and default, as
well as the right of end users for
transparency and data portability. Privacy
enhancing technologies (PETs), including
techniques supporting anonymisation,
pseudonymisation and encryption, can be
of great use in this respect; and

n Finally, it is crucial for the success of every
security programme that public and private
entities exchange information on
cybersecurity incidents in order to better
understand a constantly changing
environment. Asset owners could potentially
share with public authorities their input on
mitigating emerging risks, threats and
vulnerabilities, while public stakeholders
could provide information on aspects
relating to the status of smart grid
cybersecurity on a ‘need to know basis’.

The role of government
Governments have to work together with the
private sector and ensure the trustworthiness
of the whole energy supply chain, including the

D
ue to increasingly connected infrastructures, smart elements
such as intelligent pipelines, smart meters, smart oilfields and
IoT solutions are considered the carriers of increased cyber

threats to the energy sector. As recent history has shown, attackers can
target the means of production (the Stuxnet case) as well as the
distribution networks (the Ukraine power grid attack case).

Security and privacy issues have attracted more attention as the adoption
of smart grid technologies has progressed beyond the ‘traditional’ energy
consumption models. In some countries such as the US and the
Netherlands, smart grid deployments have been delayed due to security
and privacy concerns.

Due to the poor integration of security and privacy requirements at the design
phase of such systems, there have been instances of smart grid
implementations in Europe where the necessary features have not been
adequately considered and/or obsolete technical security measures are used.

Collaboration is the key to the solution
The introduction of smart grids requires a lot of different capabilities and
expertise on policies, regulation, technology, privacy, cybersecurity, power
systems and economy. Resource-intensive changes and new projects in
the electricity grids will have a long duration and will impact society,
industry and government for decades, with the involvement of a lot of
different public and private stakeholders. According to the ENISA 2012
report on smart grid security, there are several challenges which inhibit
the successful rollout of smart grids such as: 
n The lack of a common definition of the smart grid concept; 

n The need for cost reduction and fraud prevention; 

n Ensuring the security of the grid and the privacy of the consumers; 

n The need to increase consumer acceptance via awareness raising
and education; 

n The non-satisfactory level of smart meter acceptance/rollout;

n The necessity of an end-to-end security approach at all levels of
communication, from the lowest levels (meters, physical, etc.) to the
upper ones (application systems, integration with corporate systems,
value-added services, etc.) and all along the smart grid value chain;

n The fact that in many cases security and privacy have been
considered as an overlay more than an integral part of the design
phase; and

n The new cyber risks introduced by the end user property (e.g.
demand-response and home-based energy sources) and the more
intensive use of the internet and other public networks in the modern
power grids (ENISA 2016).

To face these problems different stakeholders should strengthen
collaboration and take particular actions:
n Vendors should ensure that security and privacy features follow smart

grid devices for their whole lifecycle, from the design to the
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these infrastructures. Most of the big EU energy companies operate across
borders, and for that reason we need to create a harmonised operational
environment for them to support the competition. 

The coming Network and Information Security (NIS) Directive can also
help in homogenising the different national security approaches by setting
a minimum common level playing field for all the essential energy service
providers across the EU. The NIS Directive puts the obligation on each
member state to adopt a national NIS strategy, designate one or more
national competent authorities, designate a national single point of
contact, and designate one or more computer security incident response
teams. ENISA is mentioned several times, and its main role is to support
both the European Commission and member states with the
implementation of this directive. Apart from this, ENISA has published
several reports on issues relevant to the security of smart grids from
certification to industrial control systems (ICS) supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) security and the certification of the
cybersecurity skills of ICS SCADA professionals. 

As already mentioned, the GDPR provides a strengthened framework for
the protection of personal data, which is applicable to all sectors. The
specific privacy requirements of the energy sector need to be analysed
and addressed within the existing legislative framework, identifying key
solutions that can support the objectives of the sector without
compromising consumers’ personal data. ENISA has been exploring the
role and potential of data protection by design and privacy enhancing
technologies in the context of GDPR (and beyond) for several years.
Hence, ENISA is in an excellent position to support all involved
stakeholders in making the right decisions in that respect (energy
industry, end users and regulatory authorities). 

Last but not least, ENISA welcomes the commission’s initiative to develop
an EU energy cybersecurity strategy and constantly participates in the
process (EECSP 2017) by providing advice and expertise to both the
commission and the members of the expert group.
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certification of security expert skills, the
certification of process and systems, and the
testing of products, as well.

Addressing cybersecurity in the smart grid is a
must for any government and, as such, there
should be a clear definition of this responsibility.
Clear identification and definition of the role, as
well as relations between various entities 
(public and private), should be assigned: 
mandate, regulation, supervision, advisory and
implementation, as a minimum. The identification
of the different roles, connections and relations
between all stakeholders and interested parties
should be the first stage to be followed as it is
an important element of all collaborative work
and of any chain of command.

To prevent the risk of overlaps, co-operation
platforms have to be set up to facilitate the
dialogue at intergovernmental level. The
establishment of appropriate co-ordination
mechanisms might ensure consistency and
coherence to national strategies and policies.

Furthermore, governments may consider
developing and implementing an integrated and
holistic national risk management process
before any smart grid implementation
programme. The outcomes of this risk
assessment should be taken into account in the
design phase of smart grids.

A security framework involves the implementation
of various security measures (ENISA 2012b) which
bring a good deal of expenses to governments as
well as asset owners. In order to firstly set realistic
requirements and then achieve successful and
useful results and outcomes, the governments
should identify, analyse and then evaluate the cost
of the cybersecurity measures to be implemented.

ENISA efforts
Security of energy supply has become a major
issue in Europe over the past decade, and we
have to act now. There are several activities
under development, and we should make sure
that security and privacy issues are well
addressed from the very beginning.

Existing EU security of supply (SoS) legislation
only partially addresses the issue of security;
thus, specific cybersecurity provisions should
be included in the coming legislation on
electricity SoS in 2017.

Security of energy supply across the EU largely
depends on how efficiently energy flows across
borders, which in turn requires not only
compatible infrastructures but the abandonment
of fragmented approaches in the security of
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In fact, he highlighted that the UK government’s
National Infrastructure Commission (NIC) made
similar recommendations concerning the
complexity and opacity of the UK’s regulations
around energy storage. The NIC suggested that
the UK should review the regulatory and legal
status of energy storage in an effort to remove
‘outdated’ barriers and enable storage ‘to
compete fairly with generation’ across
electricity markets. Further, it said, network
owners should be incentivised by the Office of
Gas and Electricity Markets (OFGEM) to use
storage as a means of improving capacity.

Zavody continued to highlight some specific
areas which have caused concern for the ESN,
and which it would like to see reformed in order
to help electricity storage compete with other
forms of energy. For example, the rules around
consumption levies are still unclear: “It’s a 
no-brainer that consumption levies shouldn’t
be charged at storage and then again for the
end customer,” Zavody said.

Coupled with this, he argued, there needs to be
a mechanism for calculating how much energy
is being wasted: “It’s important that we quantify
how energy is being spilled on the distribution
networks. On the transmission networks, we
have constraint payments, but on the
distribution networks we don’t. That’s no reason
why we shouldn’t have distribution companies
totting up how much energy is being spilled.”

What role for OFGEM?  
Some of the responsibility for making these
decisions, Zavody said, should lie with OFGEM,
which provides a regulatory framework for the
energy storage market in the country. However,
current regulations may be insufficient to
encourage further uptake of technologies and
may in some cases offer barriers for some
companies to consider.

For this reason, Zavody asked OFGEM to make
efforts to ensure that there is continuity in its
review process and for more rigorous targets to

AT
the Energy Storage Summit in London, UK, on 28
February, speakers discussed the myriad challenges
associated with creating and developing smart grids for

energy solutions in smart cities. One of the most pressing issues in
making use of smart and renewable energies for cities is that of storage.
Because renewable sources such as offshore and onshore wind, tidal
and solar are subject to fluctuations in generation, energy must be stored
to balance supply with demand and ensure that sufficient renewable
energy is available at all times. However, Zoltan Zavody, a policy associate
at the Electricity Storage Network (ESN) – an industry group for
companies and organisations representing all areas of the energy storage
sector – argued that current market conditions mean that uptake has
been, and will continue to be, very limited until a number of key changes
are made.

Falling behind? 
He opened his presentation by discussing a strategy which the group
originally published in 2014 that identified seven key priority areas which
would help to develop electricity storage as a viable option for the future.
In 2017, only three of these targets have been achieved, leading to
concern that the UK is falling behind capacity forecasts and will be unable
to manage rising demand. 

ESN called on the UK government to found an office for electricity storage,
develop a dedicated strategy, and support demonstration and innovation
projects, all of which have been achieved in the last three years. However,
the government has not set a specific strategy, introduced measures to
reform the electricity storage market, or given the technology the equivalent
support that it has offered to other sustainable energies. ESN also called for
a simplification of regulations and licences, an area in which Zavody
suggested that some progress has been made, although further clarification
and simplification may prove necessary sooner rather than later.
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short-term storage – those technologies which can balance energy over
a period of a few hours – there is still insufficient uptake in medium-
and long-duration storage, which will be necessary before electricity
storage can fulfil its potential in renewable energy. Therefore, Zavody
argued, more support is needed in this area: “At the moment, the storage
market is taking off on the short-duration energy balancing, at the
frequency response end of things; but where are the solutions on energy
arbitrage and balancing over a period of several days or even a week?”

In Zavody’s view, better energy balancing over a long duration will allow
the long-term shift towards electricity storage in the energy market that
ESN wants to see. Currently, systems are equipped to deal with the
inevitable short-term fluctuations in demand – for example, a surge in
demand for heat on a cold winter day, when there is no wind to generate
electricity – but over a long period, new solutions are needed. A further
concern is that there are many questions around which actors within the
sector should take responsibility for driving this increase in capacity. Zavody
said: “For that energy balancing of many hours or many days, who will
invest in the storage to make that happen? The system operation is a
residual balancer at the moment and will balance the final 2% of the
market, but what about when we’re talking about 25% curtailment? Is that
for the system operator to store and then release at a later date? Or is it
for the supplier to make sure they have enough to meet demand by
investing in a storage facility and procuring storage services? Do the
suppliers have the incentive and foresight to make that kind of investment?”

Ultimately, Zavody suggested that it should be the responsibility of
government regulators to create a framework which sets a clear direction
for innovation in this arena, as well as to incentivise energy suppliers to
invest in storage facilities. In particular, he said, clarification is necessary to
establish the structure of the storage supply chain if the technology is to
take its place among other renewable energies as a smart solution for cities.

be implemented to drive development: “At the
last count, we saw that there were three reviews,
and we have a bit of concern around continuity.
There is the ‘universe and everything’ charging
review, the embedded benefits review and the
targeted charging review, which also looks at
storage. We’re concerned that there is not
enough continuity between these reviews, and
there’s a danger that one review will stop before
the next one starts. That’s a plea to OFGEM to
set out how those reviews will have continuity,
and we’re hoping that in its plan we will see a
commitment to a robust timescale there.”

As to OFGEM’s role in innovation, Zavody said
that the organisation should update some of its
regulatory stances to allow it to adopt a more
proactive role in innovation and encourage
growth in the energy storage industry in the UK:
“OFGEM’s regulatory stance could go further:
it should be about generating momentum for
transformation and not just resolving barriers
but actually showing some vision and
leadership, and making sure that the industry
is moving at pace towards change.” 

Whose responsibility? 
This type of support for innovation is particularly
necessary at a crucial juncture for the electricity
storage sector, particularly in light of questions
about where the responsibility lies for managing
storage and balancing the available energy with
demand while also satisfying customers.
Specifically, while there is a surge in uptake for
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Analysing gases dissolved in the power transformer’s insulation
oil is recognised as the most useful and powerful tool for early
detection and diagnosis of incipient faults in transformers.1

Due to intensive stressing and their advanced average age, more and
more transformers are being equipped with online dissolved gases
analysis (DGA) monitoring systems.2 This article compares solutions
for performing transformer monitoring and presents a new concept
that integrates the advantages of different technologies.

Solutions for transformer monitoring
Diverse solutions for transformer monitoring have been in
development since the 1970s. They address different approaches
and vary significantly from each other regarding the cost of the
system as well as installation and maintenance procedures. In
general, the various solutions from different suppliers can be
summarised into three groups: single-gas sensors, multi-gas
systems and transformer monitoring and management systems.

The first solutions for online transformer monitoring were based on
single-gas-in-oil sensors. The major advantage is relatively low
material costs, with some solutions using the advantage of the
natural oil circulation within the power transformer instead of pumps
and tubes to create a forced oil circulation.

Depending on their measurement principle, most sensors only
measure hydrogen or a combined total value known as total
dissolved combustible gases. Additionally, some of these devices
also indicate moisture in oil. Applications are limited and the
measurement uncertainty must be considered rather high. 
Single-gas sensors are accepted as ideal solutions in the field of
early warning detection. Multi-gas systems can be seen as on-site
laboratories performing intensive care applications and fault
analysis. The main advantage of such solutions is the capability to
analyse more than just one individual gas. Multi-gas systems focus
primarily on hydrocarbon combinations, and the test results of
individual fault gases performed with multi-gas systems can be
considered more accurate than single-gas sensors.2

That said, the relatively high costs of such systems, plus additional
efforts in installation and regular maintenance, have limits on the
commercial success and practicability of such on-site laboratories.
Solutions based on gas chromatography methods require regular
calibration and consumables in the form of carrier gases. Other
solutions based on infra-red spectroscopy are disadvantaged in that
the most important gas, hydrogen, cannot be measured more
accurately, as with standard gas-in-oil sensors. 

The major difference of transformer monitoring and management
systems (TMMS) is that systems do not have integrated sensors or
measurement functions but make use of external sensors for a

variety of transformer characteristics. External sensors are either
already available on the transformer or installed together with the
installation of the TMMS. The major disadvantage of TMMS is
therefore the relatively high costs for the set-up of the system. In
addition, if DGA is required, the costs of either single- or multi-gas
systems will add up to the costs of the TMMS itself.

The HYDROCAL solution
MTE AG developed the HYDROCAL online DGA product range,
maximising a number of advantages from different solutions of
transformer monitoring concepts whilst minimising the disadvantages.
HYDROCAL devices are based on well-proven methods for gas
extraction and oil circulation, and use an innovative sensor technology
to achieve better performance compared with conventional solutions.
The following key advantages characterise all HYDROCAL devices:
n Permanent rather than situational monitoring;

n Early warning of anomalies;

n Life extension of transformers;

n Modular system approach;

n Easy and fast installation on transformer without interruption 
in operation;

n Less maintenance and reduced on-site inspections; and

n No use of carrier gases.

MTE has an installed base of more than 5,000 HYDROCAL devices
worldwide. Find out more about our innovative concept at www.mte.ch.
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the value of transport assets and the perception
of travel time, employment conditions and the
management of traffic flows.”

Visions and innovations
Many of the innovations that are leading to this
vision of 2050 originated or are being
developed in Europe, and the commissioner
emphasised that the EU must take on a leading
role in shaping and implementing this
prospective future. She implored European
leaders and institutions to adopt an active role
in driving change: “My message for today is
that I am convinced that Europe needs to lead
and shape this future, rather than only follow
what other centres are inventing. It’s so
important that we engage on a global level and
start with the big picture.”

In service of this big picture, there are several
initiatives at the EU level supporting globally
focused efforts. The European Commission,
Bulc explained, is “very strongly engaged on the
G7 level, where a special group is now
addressing the global challenges and standards
for emerging mobility solutions. At the same
time, we’re also collaborating very closely with
the United Nations Economic Commission for
Europe to drive standardisation and the
regulatory frameworks for connected and
automated mobility at an international level.”

Highlighting the specific areas in which the
commission is working to facilitate change, she
continued: “We’re working with issues
associated with the transformation very closely:
liability, the co-ordination of research and
innovation, and the technical standardisation to
accelerate the full deployment of digital
solutions.” The varied and cross-sectoral nature
of these challenges are the reasons why it is
vital for such a diverse intersection of
stakeholders to collaborate in developing
solutions. “It’s absolutely necessary that 

T
he first European Conference on Connected and Automated Driving
was held in Brussels, Belgium, on 3-4 April 2017, and addressed
a breadth of the possibilities and challenges created by the

transition towards sustainable, smart and autonomous vehicles. The
event was well attended by stakeholders in the mobility sector, and was
introduced by the European commissioner for transport, Violeta Bulc,
who offered her vision of city transport in 2050 and outlined the
measures she hopes to implement on the European level to bring about
this future. She welcomed the establishment of the conference, which
represented co-operation between three commissioners, three
directorates-general, and many relevant bodies around European
transport; an alignment of priorities and a combination of efforts reflect
an encouraging demonstration of progress, she said, towards smarter
transport across the continent.

Bulc began by explaining that the changes facing today’s transport sector
represent an almost unprecedented paradigm shift which will forever
alter the dynamics of mobility: “Transport is undergoing a massive
transformation. I believe we can compare it to the steam engine, and
how that changed and reshaped the way we understand transport …
This transformation is changing not only the technology itself but the
concept of mobility, which is much more than just technology.”

The concept of mobility, as Bulc described it, encompasses the ripple
effect that the introduction of fully automated vehicles will cause not only
to the transport industry but also to the everyday lives of Europeans.
“We’re talking about a different way of booking journeys, [changes to]

Future transport

European Commissioner Violeta Bulc gave vision for transport in 2050 at the
Conference on Connected and Automated Driving in April
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growing. In the period of 2014-2015, we co-financed €70m of projects
through the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development’s
Sustainable Energy Financing Facilities; but in 2016, this co-funding was
€140m of the final investment that was generated, which is double. This
will continue to grow.”

Viable environments
Another challenge is creating an environment for innovation and 
co-operation, which will facilitate the type of collaborative projects that
will bring about the commission’s vision of mobility in 2050. Bulc outlined
her assessment of the challenges the commission has yet to overcome:
“We have to ensure that the rules we set and the projects we fund have
an impact on the ground, which for the commission is really the ultimate
goal. We have to design processes which are much more open and
inclusive, and allow the emergence of new ideas. Things are happening
so fast that we need new ways of capturing this emergence, and
responding to it.”

How does the commission plan to develop rules and guidelines that
synchronise the priorities of stakeholders across the sector? Bulc
suggested that motivating action and sourcing input from these
stakeholders is the only way to ensure successful collaboration: “I’m
convinced that only by building a broad consensus around all relevant
players on the global, European, national and local levels will we be able
to make the most out of new technologies. Technologies alone are
worthless; only when we use them to address our needs, [do] they take
on meaning.”

Such consensus is necessary to establish in three key areas, she
continued. European stakeholders need to develop a clarity of purpose,
a specific plan for the developments they wish to see, and unity in the
methods they will employ to achieve these goals. When it comes to
purpose, Bulc was clear on the reasons why connected, sustainable and
automated vehicles must be pursued: “Every year, 25,500 people die on
European roads; more than 70 per day. There is €100bn per year in

vice-president [Andrus] Ansip and
commissioners [Elżbieta] Bieńkowska, [Carlos]
Moedas and I work as a close team and act as
a proactive force. Member states and industry
experts expect us to do so because it was very
clearly stated in the Declaration of Amsterdam
that was adopted last year.”

The Declaration of Amsterdam was signed on
14 April by the transport ministers of all 28 EU
member states and outlines the agreements on
the necessary steps for the development of
autonomous vehicle technology. To enable the
widespread uptake of self-driving cars in all
member states, close co-operation is vital to
ensure not just technical standardisation 
but cross-compatibility among all member
states: this collaboration could also accelerate
the development of such vehicles by minimising
repetition of work, and the declaration suggests
that it could establish a framework for 
co-operation in the fields of a shared 
economy, decarbonisation and the transition 
towards a zero-emissions society, and the
circular economy.

While securing commitments from these 
high-level stakeholders to work together has
laid the foundations for innovation, securing
funding in the next crucial step. Thankfully, Bulc
emphasised that work in this area is already
underway: “With technology evolving so fast,
we also need financing. We already have some
encouraging investments, and I will share some
figures to show how dramatically this is
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the European Commission has expressed
concern – and which it is working to address –
is the integration of autonomous vehicles with
non-automated vehicles. During testing,
automated vehicles have proved much safer
than ordinary vehicles – in fact, almost every
single accident involving an autonomous car
has been caused by a human driver in another
vehicle. Clearly, this poses a challenge.

“If we want these vehicles to co-exist,” Bulc
said, “we need to start thinking about
retrofitting the [non-automated] cars, because
they will need to communicate with smart
vehicles.” This, she continued, would allow for
more flexibility in the rollout of autonomous
cars, and would be more viable than attempting
to replace all manually controlled cars with
automated cars within a very short timeframe.
“Why don’t we invite them to co-operate with
us? Since we’re talking about digital, this
should not be too hard. I really hope this will be
one of our directions.”

As well as the cars themselves, there are other
elements of infrastructure which will need to be
updated to effectively manage the transition
towards a fully automated fleet. Further, in
Bulc’s vision, it is not just road transport which
will become autonomous. This brought the
commissioner to her final point of consensus;
that is, the methods by which large-scale
automation in the transport sector will be
achieved: “We need to think about how to bring
different modes of transport together, because
this kind of automation is happening
everywhere, not only on the road. Open
standards for each layer should ensure that
solutions are interoperable horizontally and
vertically, so that the [modes] can build on and
support each other. We need to ensure open
access to data and standardise interfaces to 
boost innovation and avoid the creation 
of monopolies.”

Ultimately, the commissioner said, when fostering
the development of these new innovations,
stakeholders should not lose sight of the fact that
new technologies must not exist in a vacuum but
as a solution to the specific problems Europeans
face every day. “It’s about a perception shift,” Bulc
concluded, “and people’s needs being addressed
with digital solutions.”

socioeconomic costs associated with that. Transport is responsible for a
quarter of the EU’s greenhouse gas emissions, and road transport
contributes 70% of that. By some estimates, traffic congestion costs the
EU €1m per day … These are huge numbers, and it’s time we focused
our great technologies towards delivering social good.”

It is clear that these technologies can offer solutions to these problems.
As to the second key area of consensus – the need for a vision of how
these technologies will fit together and impact the lives of Europeans in
the future – the commissioner detailed her own aspirations for how
Europe might look in 2050, as today’s emerging innovations impact the
transport sector: “Let’s imagine 2050. If we’re driven by vision, we can
achieve a lot of things.” One element of Bulc’s picture of 2050 is that all
member states have endorsed ‘Vision Zero’ for road safety – a
multinational commitment to a road transport system with no fatalities
or serious injuries.

Ethical infrastructures
Other factors in the commissioner’s vision of 2050 include “the elderly
and those with disabilities fully engaged in social life, because they’re
independent in their mobility, using driverless cars to move from point A
to point B. CO2 emissions from transport are on a firm path towards zero,
which dramatically improves the air quality in our major cities and brings
down allergies and other health conditions people are fighting now.
Connected and automated driving is fully integrated in sustainable 
mobility planning.”

Not only will automated transport have a direct impact on those areas
over the next 30 years, she continued, but innovations will have a broader
societal impact. By 2050, “we will have added a completely new logistics
chain that brings urban closer to rural, and have an excellent supply of
fresh fruits, vegetables and meat on a daily basis. Employment in
transport will be gender balanced, to which digital solutions will greatly
contribute. Digital mobility solutions will be a trademark of EU industry,
where manufacturers and service providers lead globally in many fields.”

Each of the specific goals for the future that Bulc outlined in her speech is
rooted in projects which are already being developed or undertaken, either
at a European level or by local authorities. However, for these projects to
result in the commissioner’s vision, specific targets and strong leadership
are needed by European institutions. Bulc is adamant that while these goals
might seem somewhat idealistic from a contemporary perspective, they
are achievable: “I am convinced Europe can get there thanks to our values,
our experience with modern and complex processes and our proactive,
bottom-up approach, with a clear vision of where this should lead. After
all, the vision that I presented to you implies not only technological change
but a very different organisation of mobility, and therefore of our society.
We will need to move away from a car-centric, capacity-driven mobility
system to a much more demand-driven, fully integrated mobility system
that puts people and the environment at its centre.”

Returning to the present day, autonomous vehicle technology continues
to make leaps in progress, but even once the technology is ready for
implementation, there remain barriers to wider uptake. An area in which 
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million cars sold every year, which will grow to

100 million cars by 2020 – but is it

sustainable? I don’t think so. You need to keep

people safe, and people are not safe in the

paradigm that we have now. Second, we are

too dependent on fossil fuels. Of the 80 million

vehicles sold worldwide, almost every one

depends on fossil fuels.” 

Obstacles and opportunities 
Moedas feels that the answers to these

problems are simple in principle, if not yet in

practical terms: “Autonomous and connected

driving will solve the first part of the problem,

which is safety. Electric vehicles will solve the

second part.” Thankfully, the commissioner

continued, uptake of both is expected to soar

over the next decade, which will make a notable

impact on both of these challenges: “The

predictions of analysts are quite striking. 25%

of cars will be electric by 2030, and 15% of the

cars will be fully autonomous.”

The problem of road safety is certainly

significant, and the possibility that autonomous

cars could significantly reduce serious road

accidents means that concerted efforts must

be made to ensure that the infrastructure is

built to make self-driving vehicles viable. “There

were 25,500 deaths on the road last year,”

Moedas lamented. “That’s more than 70 every

single day, and for every road death four more

people are permanently disabled.” Not 

only are these deaths largely preventable, 

but autonomous cars could be the best

technological option available to prevent them.

“If you look at Google’s self-driving cars, since

2009 they have driven more than three million

kilometres. They can recognise the hand

signals of traffic police and think at a speed that

no human could ever match. They have been

Europe is currently at the forefront of developments in smart and

sustainable transport, but with global actors accelerating efforts

in this direction – in terms of both technology and legislation –

the EU must address a number of barriers to ensure that it continues to

make progress and fulfils its role as a world leader. At the European

Conference on Connected and Automated Driving, held on 3-4 April 2017

in Brussels, Belgium, European commissioner for research, science and

innovation Carlos Moedas expounded his view of these challenges and

his plan to create an innovation environment which makes progress in

Europe possible. 

Disruptive driving
Speaking at the opening of the conference, Moedas described his

meeting two years prior with businessman Carlos Ghosn, who has

chaired a number of international car manufacturers and who gave the

commissioner two ideas which came to shape his thinking about

innovation in the transport sector: “He said that auto makers once

competed to unveil the most attractive and appealing car. Today, that’s

just a necessary condition, but it’s not sufficient; today, the competition

is about the introduction of new, breakthrough technologies … Second,

he told me that there will be unprecedented changes in a ‘disruptive

triangle’ with autonomous driving, connected cars and electric vehicles.”

This disruption will be driven by two factors, he continued: growth and

sustainability. In addition, each of these factors complicates and creates

challenges for the other, and so additional solutions will need to be

pursued. “You have an industry that is growing. There are more than 80
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The transport transition

At the Conference on Connected and Automated Driving, European Commissioner
Carlos Moedas discussed the transition towards automation 
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elevator operators. Today there is a negativism about jobs and technology.

We will create jobs that we don’t see yet.”

The final challenge created by the widespread implementation of

autonomous cars would be the need for comprehensive regulation. This

requires strong co-operation between numerous stakeholders, and

synchronising the individual priorities of these actors presents its own

unique barriers. Moedas suggested that consultation between the

European Commission, relevant stakeholders and the general public is

a way to circumvent some of these barriers: “I’m a techno-optimist, but

even so, automated and connected driving will not happen on its own.

We need to provide the right framework to stimulate progress. Car

manufacturers are in a worldwide race towards automation, including

new entrants from the global ICT industry. Europe needs to win this race,

and it’s not only for us, it’s for you and the industries to set the technical

and business standards. The regulation of the future will not be created

just by politicians; it’ll be created by all of us together.”

The role of the European Commission 
For the European Commission’s part, Moedas listed three concrete

actions that are being taken to begin making progress in this area. “The

first is sharing information,” Moedas said. “We created a project called

Comparative Intelligent Transport System, or C-ITS. It’s a platform where

users and traffic managers share information to co-ordinate their actions.”

As well as this platform for collaboration, the commission has facilitated

conversation between relevant stakeholders, as Moedas continued: “The

second is that we brought together the telecoms and automotive

industries on roundtable talks. These roundtables have already resulted

in a commitment from those industries to start trials of 5G technologies

for connected and automated driving.”

In order to provide guidance and direction for the collaboration within

these frameworks, the commission’s third action was to create the GEAR

2030 high level group, involving representatives of the European

Commission, member states and industry. This type of alliance is

especially crucial, Moedas argued, when viewed in light of the limits to

the European Commission’s power. “Sometimes people think that the

European Commission has more power than it does. We need the

member states to deal with us … and I’m very pleased that member

states are committed to working closely on this.”

In conclusion, Moedas said he views the commission’s role as providing

support, which will allow Europe’s automotive industry to lead the

transition. “We’re the cheerleaders for the future of what [the industry

is] doing,” he said. The commission’s collaborative platforms are now

fully engaged in providing direction and guidance for the development

of autonomous vehicles, and in creating the political and social

environment in which the emerging technology might thrive.

involved in 17 crashes, but zero of these have

been their fault.” 

In addition to increased safety, there are

environmental and other benefits to automated

cars, benefits which mean Moedas has

become a strong advocate for greater uptake

and development. “It’s not just about safety …

Improved traffic flow and efficiency will mean

less congestion and less pollution. Passengers

will also have more comfort as travel time will

become time for work or relaxation. Self-driving

cars can also give the elderly and disabled 

their independence.”

The triple challenge of automation 
However, this brings its own unique set of

challenges which must be overcome. “I think

we have three major challenges,” Moedas

warned. “Those are technology, jobs and

regulation. Unlike the Mars Rover, cars need to

navigate the complex worlds of cities, passing

inches away from people. So far, automatic

robotic systems have either been small and not

dangerous, or if they are dangerous, they’re

kept far away from people. We must

understand that giving up control of a machine

that could injure or kill is still very new.”

The second challenge is jobs. Automation and

robotics are often seen as threats to jobs, but

Moedas insisted that handing responsibility for

certain tasks to robots would not mean fewer

jobs, only different opportunities: “Millions of

Europeans work in transport, as truck drivers,

bus drivers, taxi drivers and others. The idea of

all these people becoming unemployed is

frightening to me, but as a person who really

loves science – and I’m not talking here as a

commissioner – I don’t think that will happen.”

He continued: “We have a political choice to

make in terms of artificial intelligence. We do

not want machines to replace us – we want

them to make us better at our jobs. Automation

increases productivity, which increases

demand, and creates different jobs … When

you look at the US census and the list of

occupations in the 1950s, there were around

270 occupations. Only one of those has been

eliminated because of automation, which is
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working on several issues related to technical
regulations and standards.

We are committed to sustainable development
and the use of natural gas in all its forms in the
transportation sector. Natural gas represents a
‘family of fuels’, from compressed to liquefied
natural gas (CNG, LNG), including all the bio and
synthetic options in place to support an
environmentally friendly transportation sector
from the small city car to the long haulage
truck. In addition to the road transport sector,
we see a growing interest in the maritime
sector, which is interested in clean solutions for
lowering sulphur emissions and navigating the
low-emissions zones such as coastal and 
port areas.

What advantages can natural and

biogas bring in decarbonising the

transport sector?
The decarbonisation of the transportation sector
will result from matching a set of solutions with
technological progress. On top of the
technological evolution, the use of natural gas,
as a low-carbon fuel, results in an immediate
reduction of CO2 tailpipe emissions (up to 23%
compared with gasoline and 15% compared
with diesel). CO2 has to be considered across
the entire process, however, and numbers
change dramatically when we consider
biomethane and synthetic methane. From the
so-called ‘well to wheel’ perspective, reduction
is in the range of 80-90% with biomethane,
and up to 95% with synthetic methane.

The great advantage is that today’s natural
gas engines are ready to fully run with
renewable biomethane.

Today, production is mainly based on biomethane
issued from anaerobic digestion from waste
residues (e.g. municipal organic wastes,
agricultural residues and animal manure), and the
potential of production is estimated to largely
cover the need of the transportation sector. It is a
clever approach to locally produce a clean fuel
from waste material, whilst participating in
reducing cost from waste disposal and producing

Natural gas is seen by many as a potential solution to
achieving wholesale decarbonisation for a sustainable
environment, especially in vital services such as the

transportation sector. Fuel stations, for example, are currently being
equipped to serve the growing number of cleaner energy vehicles
across Europe, but the decarbonisation issue is far more complex
than that. Indeed, a much wider range of potential solutions are now
thought to be necessary to meet both the short- and long-term
decarbonisation targets.

Andrea Gerini is secretary general at the Natural & bio Gas Vehicle
Association (NGVA) – which engages in dialogue with authorities at
all levels to promote natural gas as an automotive fuel. Here, he
discusses the main challenges in natural gas implementation with
regard to the financial and political support required, as well as the
legislative frameworks, infrastructure and incentives necessary to
bring cleaner fuels to the mainstream.

What variety of stakeholders are involved with the NGVA?
The association today represents the aggregation point from about 140
stakeholders at the European level. Its mission is the promotion of natural
gas in the transport sector, and the transfer of its headquarters to Brussels,
Belgium, in 2010 was functional to its advocacy and lobbying activities
towards the European institutions. The presence of companies belonging
to different sectors of the supply chain (extraction, distribution, components,
manufacturers) is a great strength for a strategic overview, in a context
where mechanical technology (engines and vehicles, plant components,
compressors, storage systems, measurement systems) lives in close contact
with energy.

NGVA can build different actions of dialogue with institutions from a strong
base of technical skills, which is in fact another fundamental pillar of NGVA
Europe. Within its structure, NGVA Europe has different dedicated groups
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Andrea Gerini, secretary general at NGVA Europe, argues the case for using
natural gas as a primary fuel for Europe
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On the vehicle side, the current discussion about the future CO2

regulation for post-2020 should not only take into account CO2 from
tailpipe measurements but also consider the global well to wheel
approach mechanism (e.g. CO2 credits) and the benefits of renewable
methane, which would create a positive demand for a wider use of
natural gas technologies that are ready to run 100% renewable.

Regarding air quality issues, the Clean Vehicle Directive and the Green
Public Procurement process specifically take into consideration natural
gas solutions based on their environmental properties, and consider the
maturity and reliability of the technologies that could support an ambitious
market penetration in the next few years. 

Would a competitive or a complementary approach
with other eco-friendly solutions, such as electric
vehicles, be more or less likely?
The mobility and road transport sectors are very complex, with more than
1.3 billion vehicles circulating worldwide today. No solution will be in place
to match such a complex system replacing one-for-one the current
monopoly from oil-derived fuels.

Each solution will find a way to answer to the expectations from this system,
according to the environmental benefits, maturity and affordability of the
technologies. Likewise, each solution will also find the capacity to answer
to the customer expectations and to match the specific mission profile of
each vehicle.

Unfortunately, we often give weight to some wrong assumptions, confusing
GHG emissions with local pollutants and considering zero emissions
solutions that require, anyway, the use of fossil fuels. Electromobility will
certainly be part of the transportation system, but the equation
‘decarbonisation = electrification’ is just a slogan and not the reality. We
have to attentively consider the entire GHG emissions considering that the
EU energy mix supporting the electricity production is still based on the use
of coal and fossil fuels, and only one-third from nuclear and renewables. In
parallel, energy density and costs of the batteries are still affecting a wider
application of these technologies, mitigating the overall impact in terms of
environmental effect.

The NGVA supports a fair and open debate in which solutions are considered
according to their different characteristics; the close relationship between
the energy and transport sectors will offer the opportunity for interactions
and synergies. Power-to-gas plants, for example, are already a perfect
example of a flexible energy carrier production system that will be in
measure to tune the production of electricity and methane, and we will also
be able to see, in the future, a hybrid powertrain with ultra-efficient and
clean combustion engines fuelled by natural gas.

high-quality by-products such as bio-fertilisers –
a really good example for the circular economy.

On the other hand, the production of synthetic
methane based on the use of green hydrogen
from renewable electricity and residual CO2 from
industrial processes is a perfect way to provide a
flexible energy storage system to compensate for
the fluctuations of renewable electricity
production. In both cases, of course, the
renewable methane produced can be used in
dedicated fleets or injected into the natural gas
grid, which is of course the solution for an
increasing use of such fuels.

The European Commission has
given much support to electric
vehicles. Is there a lack of
equivalent support for 
biogas vehicles?
The most dangerous risk in the current scenario
is believing that only one silver bullet will solve
and support the future transportation sector,
which is still largely dependent on the use of
conventional liquid fuel and in which a 100%
switch to electric mobility is unrealistic.

Support must be issued according to a
technology-neutral approach, where the focal
element is the result of the technology but not the
technology itself. Under these perspectives,
biomethane and synthetic methane are in
measure to provide a huge contribution to the
decarbonisation of the transportation system,
from well to wheel, matching a quasi-zero
emissions level in terms of local pollutants.
Despite continuous progress in the emissions
standard, air quality in urban areas is still a serious
issue. Particulate-free combustion processes and
very low NOx and ozone emissions perfectly
promote the need to provide clean solutions –
starting today.

For these reasons, EU institutions should maintain
an open framework in order to consider natural
gas and renewable methane among the more
effective solutions to mobility and transport.

How can a greater uptake 
be incentivised?
From a practical point of view there are several
actions that could support a faster uptake of this
market. The development of the infrastructure, for
example, is a key element, and it will be important
to monitor the national implementation plans from
EU member states with regards to the DAFI
(Directive on Alternative Fuel Infrastructure), which
provides the criteria to set up new stations for
both CNG and LNG.
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CNG Fuels is the UK’s leading operator of compressed natural
gas (CNG) refuelling infrastructure and provider of compressed
biomethane (bio-CNG) to meet customers’ energy needs for

transport. As the only UK company approved for dispensing renewable
and sustainable biomethane, which is distributed through the UK gas
grid, we develop, own and operate bio-CNG refuelling infrastructure
and are currently rolling out a UK-wide network of reliable and
convenient refuelling facilities to service customers’ vehicle fleets and
their off-grid energy needs. Our bio-CNG is biomethane, which is 100%
sourced from waste, independently verified and approved by 
the Department for Transport’s (DfT) Renewable Transport Fuel
Obligation (RTFO).

What is renewable biomethane fuel?
CNG Fuels only dispenses 100% renewable biomethane to its
customer. It is made from a waste feedstock (i.e. food waste) that
is approved under the RTFO scheme and generates renewable
transport fuel certificates. Customers will be issued with a certificate
stating that they have purchased sustainable, renewable fuel, which
can be claimed in yearly corporate accounts. 

Using biomethane approved by the DfT’s RTFO unit can create
significant GHG emissions savings for the UK towards emissions
targets in 2020, 2030 and beyond. Our renewable biomethane is
distributed through gas pipelines to refuelling stations owned and
operated by CNG Fuels where it is compressed into fuel. It is 
35-45% cheaper than diesel and emits 65-85% less CO2 on a 
well-to-wheel basis. This offers fleet operators the opportunity to cut
costs and report dramatic reductions in carbon emissions.

There are two more significant benefits worth mentioning from
utilising biomethane as a transport fuel, one being that there is a
proven noise reduction benefit of around 50% compared to running
diesel vehicles, which is a major bonus for inner-city delivery fleets
tasked with reducing their noise pollution levels, and the other being
that drivers of these gas vehicles often prefer them to driving a diesel
vehicle. This is due to the reduction in noise and vibration when
driving, meaning they come back from their shift less tired, and the
fact that the refuelling process is extremely simple, with no diesel
smell from spillage and no safety equipment being required when
refuelling, as is often seen with other forms of fuel such as LNG.

Biomethane is the only sustainable and renewable fuel for heavy
vehicle applications that can be mass-adopted right now, with a
business case that makes economic sense to both the fleet operator
and the infrastructure provider.

Where can HGV fleets currently refuel?
The UK network of public access CNG stations is currently limited,
but this is changing quickly. Our public access station rollout will

provide customers with refuelling infrastructure that is convenient
and reliable. These stations are located near the UK’s gas grid
infrastructure and close to major transport routes. These gas 
grid-connected ‘mother stations’ can supply gas via trailer, direct to
customer’s depot-based ‘daughter stations’.

We operate the UK’s two largest capacity public access CNG
stations, including the UK’s first CNG refuelling station connected
to the high pressure natural gas grid. These stations are located in
Leyland, Lancashire, and Crewe, Cheshire. They have the combined
capacity to dispense more than 40,000,000kg/year of biomethane
to vehicles and are equipped with dedicated CNG trailer loading
bays, which allow high-capacity CNG trailers (4,000+ kg) to be filled
in a couple of hours.

CNG Fuels intends to develop at least four public access mother
stations per year going forward, covering the UK’s busiest HGV traffic
locations. These stations will all be developed with CNG trailer
loading bays, which can supply off-grid public and private daughter

UK-based clean energy company CNG Fuels Ltd explains its role in
improving HGV transport

Renewable fuel for the 
HGV sector
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stations. Through this concept, CNG Fuels intends to drive both the
value proposition for fleets and the adoption of gas throughout the
UK, whilst offering a multitude of solutions depending on the
customers’ needs:

Daughter stations can:
n Be located on or off depot, depending on the space available

and the proximity to required routes;

n Be private or public access, trading off-demand and convenience
against sharing volume commitments and lowering fuel costs;

n Vary in capacity depending on space and fleet size where
infrastructure is better amortised over a larger committed volume
to reduce overall fuel costs; and

n Be located up to 150 miles from the mother station, as a shorter
distance lowers the cost of haulage.

We are in advanced discussions for more stations located on and
off the natural gas grid, so there will be more news of stations under
development throughout 2017 and beyond.

What vehicles are currently available in the UK?
Within the UK there is a multitude of dedicated gas vehicle options
available. The majority of original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)
have now moved into the sector and developed various vehicle
options and specifications, depending on customer requirements
regarding public transport, refuse vehicles, HGVs or LGVs.

Natural gas vehicle (NGV) technology has advanced from the initial
‘dual-fuel’ vehicles, which used a mixture of gas and diesel, to
dedicated 100% gas-powered vehicles. CNG Fuels has been
collaborationg with various industry stakeholders to ensure that the
correct technology, with the correct range and specifications, is
delivered to the UK market.

The most recent notable announcement from one of our customers
was that UK supermarket Waitrose introduced Europe’s most
advanced fleet of CNG-powered trucks with a range of up to 500
miles (February 2017). Waitrose will use game-changing technology
developed jointly with Scania and Agility Fuel Solutions, the leading
CNG fuel systems and cylinders company in North America. They
are the first in Europe to use twin 26-inch diameter carbon fibre
fuel tanks which store gas at 250 bar of pressure to increase range

from around 300 miles to as much as 500. This increased range
will help overcome concerns about the distance that CNG-powered
lorries are able to cover before refuelling and make it easier for fleet
operators to switch to renewable biomethane, as the case to do so
has now become even more compelling.

The John Lewis Partnership, with Waitrose, currently operates 12
dedicated CNG trucks and, based on their experience of these NGVs,
biomethane fuel helps save more than 35% compared to diesel on
a pence per mile basis comparison. This has equated to a saving of
around £19,000 (~€22,000) per dedicated truck per year – a
staggering fuel cost reduction.

Available grants/funding for biomethane switch
Fuel duty for gaseous fuels such as biomethane and natural gas
has been fixed by the UK government until 2024. The fuel duty level
is less than that of diesel, providing an incentive to run dedicated
CNG vehicles. However, the initial cost of a dedicated CNG vehicle
is substantially higher than an equivalent diesel vehicle.

Currently, there are no available grant schemes in the UK that offer
financial support towards the additional cost of CNG vehicles. If a
scheme similar to that currently in place for plug-in electric vehicles
were introduced, the uptake of large commercial vehicles that run
on a renewable and sustainable biomethane fuel would accelerate,
with significant benefits for urban air quality and GHG emissions.

Can governments do more to support the switch to biomethane?
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electromobility technologies in Europe while
assisting local authorities in tackling challenges
such as low air quality, increased traffic and
congestion, and the impact of air pollution on
public health, etc. Members also see the
economic development advantages of these
fuels. Regions that are or were important oil and
gas areas now see the advantages of
promoting hydrogen, as the skills of the oil and
gas industry are transferable.  

With their activities, HyER’s members contribute
positively to the reduction of CO2 emissions as
well as economic growth and employment in
their regions and across Europe. 

The association is led by elected members,
including the current president, Councillor
Barney Crockett of Aberdeen City Council, UK.1

HyER believes that the technology is ready and
now needs a political push to facilitate its use
and promote moves to commercialisation. 

HyER co-operates with key decision makers at
the EU level (European Commission, Fuel Cells
and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking, Hydrogen
Europe, etc.) and assists members in
developing their hydrogen and electromobility
activities. With its members, HyER is active in
several European co-operation projects by
participating in the dissemination of the results
of the projects. One of its main objectives is to
facilitate project development by assisting its
members in forming partnerships and applying
for European funding. 

HyER is involved in two fuel cell bus projects to
improve the operational efficiency in that sector,
as well as in a project trialling fuel cell
combined heat and power (CHP) in domestic
premises, the largest electric freight vehicle in
urban areas in Europe, and a project developing
e-mobility strategies in urban areas.  

Through its experience with key European
stakeholders and local authorities, HyER seeks

Hydrogen, Fuel Cells and Electro-mobility in European Regions
(HyER) is a Brussels-based network of European cities and
regions. The association currently has 15 members in ten

countries, covering the main regions active in the fuel cells and
electromobility sector. Formerly known as HyRaMP, it was established in
collaboration with the European Commission in 2008 with the main aim
of helping European cities and regions develop their hydrogen and fuel
cell activities. A few years later, electromobility was added to the scope
of the association. 

Electromobility in Europe today 
Electromobility is understood by the European Commission and the
industry to include both battery electric vehicles and fuel cell (hydrogen)
vehicles as these are the only alternative fuel vehicles that produce zero
tailpipe emissions. HyER believes that applications can combine both
technologies rather than regard them as separate. With members that
have used electric vehicles with fuel cell range extenders, some HyER
members see the advantage of electric vehicles in an urban environment
and fuel cell vehicles in more rural locations.

Electric car sales are increasing in Europe, as are the numbers of makes
of vehicles on the market. Fuel cell cars are relatively new to the European
market, yet both battery electric buses and fuel cell electric buses are
increasing in numbers. EU projects are looking at larger electric freight
vehicles in urban areas, and hydrogen fuel cells offer a real option for long
distance freight. At present, electric cars are much more common than
fuel cell cars, which have just been introduced to the European market.
Electric buses and fuel cell buses are in operation in European cities, the
aim being to demonstrate that, in terms of operational efficiency, they can
compete with diesel buses. This has been achieved and HyER looks
forward to progress towards commercialisation.

Hydrogen can also be a viable option for decarbonising train lines and
for maritime applications such as ferries, some of which have
combinations of lithium electric batteries and other alternative fuels. 

HyER’s activities also cover the energy sector – from energy production
(integration of renewables thanks to hydrogen production) to storage
(hydrogen and batteries) and use (transport and stationary applications).
HyER is technology-neutral in that it considers that both technologies
offer complementary transport and energy solutions.

What does HyER do? 
HyER acts on behalf of its members in representing the interests of
European cities and regions active in the field of hydrogen, fuel cells and
electromobility. Our aim is to facilitate the uptake of fuel cell and
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zones and the banning of diesel engines. This is something that a city
can do quickly but the EU would find much more difficult. 

Political leadership is needed to develop 
the technologies 
We believe that cities and regions should be at the heart of the transition
to low-emission transport and energy. However, implementing these
zero-emission solutions remains a political decision rather than a purely
economic decision due to extra costs. However, cities and regions 
are developing policies and policy levers that promote the use of 
low-emission vehicles. There is growing public support for these
measures, as can be seen in the debate about the low-emission zones
in the London mayoral election of last year. 

A political push is still needed from politicians on the local level to bring
these technologies to market. HyER members and local and regional
authorities are major procurers of cars and vans. They will therefore have
an important role to play in the post-2020 strategy for lorries, buses and
coaches. As first users, cities and regions can play a significant role in
developing markets, as well as a strong role in the acceptance of these
technologies, by ensuring their smooth introduction in the transport and
energy systems. 

Significant financial contributions are already being made by cities and
regions to develop these technologies. However, support from the
European Commission to implement the different policies is needed. 

Furthermore, strong collaboration and the exchange of knowledge and
experience between cities and regions in Europe is essential to
accelerating the deploymnent of these technologies and the greening of
the transport and energy sectors. HyER is fostering that collaboration by
bringing local authorities, the industry and the European Commission
together to discuss solutions. 

Joining HyER
Representatives of a city or a region willing to develop low-carbon
transport and energy activities are invited to join HyER. The more
members in the association, the stronger the cities’ and regions’ voices
will be in shaping future transport and energy policies, and in creating a
demand for fuel cell and electromobility technologies.

More can be learnt about HyER’s activities and news at www.hyer.eu or
by contacting the secretariat at http://hyer.eu/contact-us/ 

1 See issue 21 of Pan European Networks: Government for an interview with HyER
president Councillor Barney Crockett on the work under way in Aberdeen to develop
hydrogen as an alternative fuel.

to develop fact-based policy recommendations
to European cities and regions, and co-operates
with the European Commission (DG Move, RTD,
Energy) to develop the policy frameworks
necessary for the development of clean
transport and energy policies in Europe. By
engaging directly with policy makers, HyER
ensures that cities and regions get all the
support they need to develop their hydrogen
and electromobility activities.   

HyER has a representative role in Brussels and
represents its members in such organisations
as the Sustainable Transport Forum and the
working group reviewing the Green Public
Procurement Directive. HyER has also
organised a number of events in Brussels to
promote hydrogen fuel cells and electromobility.
In these events, HyER highlights the key role
played by cities and regions.

Why do we need the association of
cities and regions?
Hydrogen fuel cells and electromobility
technologies, as well as their related
infrastructures, are still expensive today. There
is a market gap – meaning that the uptake of
the technologies is still very slow. Likewise, the
offer is still somewhat lacking as there is almost
no offer on some classes of vehicles from
European manufacturers. This is an issue which
needs to be tackled rapidly. It is also essential
that manufacturers continuously improve 
the performance of their products as public
authorities need to be able to rely on 
low-emission vehicles.

On the other hand, cities and regions in Europe
face many common challenges – among the
most pressing being climate change and air
pollution. Regulations and policies on the
European, national and local level are pushing
for urban areas to reduce CO2 emissions, as
well as NOX and particulates from the transport
and energy sectors. Cities and regions are
directly impacted by these policies as they are
the ones that need to implement the solutions.
If targets are to be met, the decarbonisation of
the transport and energy sectors needs to be
accelerated. Battery electric and fuel cell
electric vehicles are the only two technologies
offering zero-emission solutions.

Cities like London (UK) Amsterdam (the
Netherlands) and Paris (France) are taking
action with the introduction of low-emission
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Which projects have been
implemented to make the mobility
eco-friendly?
Making a city eco-friendly does not rely on a
single project but is a global issue.

The first thing we did was introduce eco-taxes,
so-called ‘congestion and pollution charges’.
Milan is the only city across Europe in which
there are two sorts of charge. Besides the
congestion charge, as there is in London, UK,
we decided to implement a pollution charge,
which was introduced after we held a
referendum alongside the 2011 municipal
elections. The citizens asked for such a tax,
which is very important to us. While citizens in
some European cities caused this sort of tax to
collapse, the Milanesi had the will to improve
quality of life.

All the revenue acquired from these taxes over
the last few years (which reached around
€30m) was invested in bicycle sharing, in
increasing the bike lanes, and in setting up
priority lanes for buses. We also increased the
metro attendance frequencies by 10-15%
since their implementation. Car frequency has
significantly decreased over recent months and
years. Indeed, two weeks after we introduced
the latest rules on energy, 7,000 fewer cars
were circulating in the city centre.

Milan has 1.5 million inhabitants, but many
more people are used to coming on a daily
basis for professional reasons. Even these
workers now understand it is better and easier
to come by train, leaving the car outside the city.
Compared to 2011, car frequency has
decreased by 31% and road accidents by 26%,
which is a significant figure. When there is an
accident, there is indeed a cost to the
community in terms of insurance, time, queues,
etc. At the same time, there has been an
increase of 12% in public transportation
attendance, and 17% for the metro, which is a
major success.

Since 13 February 2016, we have set up other
rules that will combine both charges. By 2018,

Italy’s second city and capital of the Lombardy region, Milan has
been developing smart solutions to reach sharing mobility over
the past ten years, as a result significantly reducing traffic and

pollution in the city centre by including local shareholders and
involving different partners in a step-by-step strategy. 

Climate change consultant and Sharing Cities project manager at
the Municipality of Milan Department for Economic Innovation,
Smart City and University for DG Urban, Piero Pelizzaro has several
years of experience in climate change policies. Here, he explains
to PEN what the city’s actions have been in this long-term strategy,
as well as some of the results so far.

What were the origins of sharing mobility in Milan?
The city of Milan, together with the national government, brought the
idea of sharing mobility almost ten years ago, as there was a need for
more bikes to be used in the city centre. The idea did not come as such,
but was part of a bigger environmental issue regarding air pollution in
the city centres, especially in Milan.

Different options were available. The best alternative we identified at that
moment was the increase of public transportation (tram and metro), as
well as fostering a cycling society.

The national government decided to support us, and we planned a 
long-term strategy. It used to be a Milan perspective, as we had the
competency to deal with mobility in our city. We are, however, thinking
about expanding this strategy to neighbouring municipalities, which is
the next step of the project.
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to PEN the city’s implementation of a smart mobility strategy and the results so far
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last winter, we had 90 full days without rain – from November to January
– and there was a significant increase of pollutants in the city of Milan,
which came from mobility or buildings. That’s when we need to act to
make the environment better.

However, nitrogen oxides have decreased by 18%, carbon dioxides by
35% and ammonia by 42% over the last five years. Those are important,
significant and unbelievable numbers from certain perspectives. The
decrease in pollutants can also be linked to the decrease of diseases,
including some cancers. To know the real effects of our measures, these
figures should be linked to other data.

Recently, we have been studying sharing mobility with regard to work and
family, which is about daily life and how we can make parents’ lives easier
as they need to take their children to school and go to work. We can help
families to be closer to their children, which is yet another societal benefit
that matters. Sharing mobility is not only about a mobility revolution, it is
a major issue to improve everyday life and create social benefits in terms
of families, relationships and friendships. This is an intangible value, but
it improves quality of life. 

In what ways were private partners involved?
There are a couple of interesting points to raise with regard to the private
involvement in sharing mobility. On the one hand, bike sharing is a public
service, but it is managed by ATM and run by Clear Channel, which is a
private company. Clear Channel decided to invest in bike sharing as it
has seen it as an opportunity to advertise on bicycle stations.

On car sharing, six private operators have been involved. The city of
Milan, having invested no money in this, created the conditions for them
to come and invest by saying: “We need this service, we offer you free
car parks, and we will support you. You can run your business on your
own and decide which price you would like to have, but try to keep it
acceptable.” We now have six operators on-board, two of which use
100% electric vehicles and the others eco-friendly vehicles.

only electric vehicles will be allowed to enter
the city centre – even hybrid car drivers will be
required to pay.

When it comes to eco-friendly measures, there
is always a transitional period. You cannot just
decide to implement rules and exclude people
in a revolutionary way. It might work in other
cities, but we preferred acting step by step. We
think that if we offer alternatives, we can keep
people satisfied.

How much did the city invest in

smart mobility? 
Regarding the money we have invested, the
revenues that came from the pollution and
congestion charges – that is €30m – were
reinvested, as I have said. Azienda Trasporti
Milanesi (ATM – our public transport service)
has also launched a €400m investment in a
hybrid or natural gas bus fleet. Altogether, the
community has invested about €600m in the
last few years to improve the quality of our
public transportation service.

What results do you expect, and

have you seen some already?
I’ll start with the environmental aspects as they
are a very hot topic in the media. If you know
the Po Valley, which is the region of Turin and
Milan where the main cities are located, you will
be aware of the environmental issues there. It
is a curious area of Europe, because there is
no wind and all the pollutants remain. Over the
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We would like to reach a walkable city. Before
reaching that level, however, we need a
transitional period. As a country, Italy likes cars
and driving, so it takes time.

We need to support the electric revolution. Yet,
at the same time, we need to make the bike
lines safer and to improve the safety of cyclists.
It is not that safe yet.

We hope to increase the numbers of bikes, and
we would like more than an additional 1,000
bikes in the next six months. London has
26,000 bikes for eight million inhabitants; Milan
has 15,000 bikes for 1.5 million inhabitants.
We are more developed than London in this
regard, then, but it is not over yet.

We also need to improve the connectivity with
the neighbouring municipalities and the whole
urban area. By connecting the urban area with
the city centre, we can build a knowledge
infrastructure and improve access to the people
living outside the city centre. If the lowest-
educated and poorest people can get access
to knowledge, to the beauty of the city, then
they can become more eco-friendly. I think we
are on our way to doing this. Inclusive,
innovative and social sharing mobility will be
our next step.

In what ways is Milan sharing this
experience? 
We were invited to Lecce a few weeks ago to
present our mobility approach to other Italian
cities: we are learning from them and they are
learning from us. Due to the lack of local
resources, it is important to share practices to
improve mobility and to fight air pollution, and
working together is the only way. Air pollution
is not a local problem but a vast issue, and we
all need to work together to face this challenge.

What about citizen involvement?
This is a very interesting point. We were criticised in the media for months
and months as we were not able to provide the citizens with enough bikes
to meet the demand. From January 2016 to January 2017, however, the
number of bikes increased by 20%. The community then asked to get
more of this sort of service, as it understands that there is a need for more
bikes, and was still asking for sharing mobility during the last elections,
wherein both political sides (Forza Italia and Partito Democratico) agreed.
It is very good that both of them promoted sharing mobility.

As the citizens are really engaged, we decided to go further. In the coming
months we will launch a digital social market, with an incentive scheme
to promote a more sustainable approach to mobility. Incentives are not
about giving money – we do not aim to give money – although we are
discussing a discount scheme to support local shops. As far as you can
improve sustainable mobility, you will receive a reward and get a discount
on purchasing a bicycle, helping to rebuild the bike economy.

If your neighbour does something, you will probably have the will to do the
same. We then aim at encouraging the will to get involved in sustainable
mobility, and the referendum in 2011 showed it was successful.

How do new technologies play a role in this regard?
New technologies are of course involved, as are the people. What we
need to do is try to keep the technological outsiders on-board; we need
to engage more older people, to introduce them to sustainable mobility.

We are now working on mobility as a service and would like to set up a
unique platform for mobility. Instead of having different platforms, there
would be a unique platform where the operators are all together to make
journeys easier by purchasing a single ticket to use for different public
transport and operators. This would foster sustainable transport as one
would not need to buy four tickets or to visit four different platforms.

Are further efforts still required? Do you aim at
implementing future projects in order to comply with a
green/smart strategy, for example?
I think we need to make a lot of additional efforts. This is only the
beginning. The figures are good, but we still have too many cars, too
many pollutants.

Piero Pelizzaro
Sharing Cities Project Manager  
Milan Municipality
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connected to the internet, known as smart
devices or the internet of things (IoT). Enabling
the interconnection of objects and people
through communication networks will have a
huge impact on our day-to-day lives. Combining
consumer products, durable goods or cars with
internet connectivity and powerful data analytic
capabilities will trigger improvements for the
economy, as well as for consumers and society
in general.

Put another way, the European Commission’s
action plan for the deployment of 5G indeed
sounds tempting for European citizens: it would
certainly entail benefits not only for industry but
also for society due to the digitalisation of
sectors such as e-health, transport, logistics,
energy, public safety, media, entertainment or
smart cities. Imagine the impact interconnected
networks would have on cities, and on smart
cities with roads designed to sense traffic and
send alerts for vehicle emergencies.

Setting out an infrastructure for high-speed
internet access for providers of public services
such as hospitals and administrations, schools,
universities and research centres is a move in
the right direction in terms of promoting equal
opportunities. What is more, all European
households should have access to high-speed
connectivity. In this regard, it is important to
maintain supply coverage not only nationwide
but among rural and urban areas, as well.

Things to consider
However, one should keep an eye on the
potential risks the deployment of 5G might have
regarding data protection, cybersecurity, or
even health. Thus, while the shift to 5G might
occasion direct advantages, potential risks
cannot be ignored. It is important that we bear
in mind that issues such as the hacking of
internet-connected devices and surveillance
concerns reach completely different
dimensions in a smart environment. Multiple
interconnected devices and objects constantly
exchanging information expose that information
in an entirely different way, but what is more, it
is not only the data that becomes more

IT
is beyond doubt that if the European Union as we know it wishes
to remain competitive in the face of an ever-more challenging
global environment, digitalisation is an essential aspect of the

political agenda. In this regard, 5G can be a unique opportunity to
modernise Europe’s society and economy. Therefore, when it comes to
the level at which the matter should be addressed, I believe that the EU
has a very strong interest in taking action. 5G can serve as a means of
promoting and improving social standards across all member states.
Developing a framework for high-speed internet connectivity for hospitals,
administrations, schools and universities would be of great benefit for all
Europeans. A successfully integrated internal market is characterised by
union-wide convergence to the top. This means that we should strive for
a comprehensive 5G infrastructure, not just at the member state level
but all over Europe. 

In other words, innovation, social convergence and competitiveness are
good reasons for the EU to take some action in the field. This is
particularly relevant in view of the current mistrust, in some sectors,
towards the European project. It is important that our citizens understand
that achievements in the field of digitalisation that not only enhance
innovation but improve societal conditions are a direct result of European
law making. 

Co-ordinating connectivity
Given that the European Commission, the European Parliament and the
European Council have all emphasised the need for more internet
connectivity, efforts should be deployed jointly – that is, compatible 5G
standards across regions need to be approached from a co-ordinated
point of view. A lack of co-ordination between national approaches could
create a risk of fragmentation among member states and further increase
already existing undesired differences.

The regulatory framework governing 5G is part of a package launched
by the European Commission in September 2016 that aims at reviewing
the single market in telecommunications. Three new legislative proposals
and one non-legislative measure are part of the package: a new
European electronic communications code; a proposal to increase free
Wi-Fi access points for citizens (Wifi4EU); a proposal to boost the role of
national regulators; and the action plan for the deployment for 5G, a 
non-legislative measure that prepares for the adoption of national 5G
deployment across all EU member states.

The benefits of 5G
5G is considered the next phase in mobile technology. What is so special
about 5G is that it is designed to emit signals not only to our cell phones
but to other wireless devices in a much more powerful way than previous
generations of mobile networks. The shift to 5G technology will bring faster
internet access, better coverage, lower battery consumption and a
capacity to enable the interaction of devices other than smartphones
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Evelyne Gebhardt MEP outlines why 5G is ideal for advancing Europe’s digital
economy and shares her concerns regarding what it means for security
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That is, because 5G networks will be created and designed to serve and
connect both consumers and industries, the consequences of an attack
might affect public safety. We do not want to imagine what kind of
consequences an attack to a smart traffic light infrastructure might entail
for a city. 

Health 
Finally, there are fears about possible health risks from radiation emitted
by cell phones and the transmitters of wireless signals. The price for
faster connection speeds will lead to the construction of many new
mobile phone towers, meaning major increases in exposure. It is
advisable to carry out adequate tests before preparing the single market
for the deployment of 5G. 

The fact that we highlight the aforementioned challenges certainly does
not mean that we should oppose the European Commission’s action plan.
We should simply not turn a blind eye towards these threats and ensure
that any action be coupled with the required security measures. This
being said, it is important to underline that, as legislators, we have to
stress the need for regulatory conditions that ensure data protection, as
well as adequate health and security conditions. 

vulnerable (due to more traffic and
consequently more possible attacks) but the
device itself which becomes a target. Possible
threats to data protection, cybersecurity or
health cannot be overlooked.

Data protection
With regard to data protection, general awareness
of user privacy has already increased with the
emergence of smartphones. Concerns, though,
have arisen with the development of the IoT and
big data analytics. Thus, extremely speedy
wireless services that handle millions of
connected devices simultaneously offer the ideal
breeding ground for privacy intrusions. If, for
instance, personal data is saved not only in
smartphones but in smart goods such as e-health
devices, the opportunities in which that personal
data can be misused increase considerably.
Considering this, it is important to design security
infrastructures that cater for the dangers related
to the described scenario. 

Cybersecurity 
When it comes to cybersecurity, without any
doubt a mere computer virus might turn into an
unquestionably serious problem in the context
of smart environments. Today’s networks
already attract cybercrime and cyberterrorism.
The values generated by a 5G infrastructure
will, however, be even more inviting for attacks.
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The needs of the IoT infrastructure have much
in common with the scope and rationale of
network function virtualisation within the
network infrastructure. In a longer term
perspective of infrastructure integration, it is
expected that the 5G network services will be
able to support some complex consumers like
IoT infrastructures by leveraging on MEC.

With the collaboration and support of the 5G
network services, the planning and deployment
of IoT infrastructures will be flexibly streamlined
through its core tiers, i.e. the local infrastructure
and resources, the edge network services, and
the remote services (e.g. cloud).

Addressing the needs of 
vertical sectors
Many sectors are now looking at 5G to provide
responses to their ever-increasing IoT-related
needs. This is not only a matter of technology
– it is driven by the evolving needs of our
society. We need to cope with new economic
and societal challenges such as ageing
populations, societal cohesion and sustainable
development. The introduction of digital
technologies in economic and societal
processes is key to address those challenges.

There is clearly a common scope of 5G and IoT
in the objective to serve the digital transformation
of vertical sectors. What 5G brings is the intrinsic
capabilities in terms of connectivity flexibility as
well as security levels. It should thus address the
increased risks inherent to IoT, particularly when
IoT devices/termination points are the end/edge
of critical systems, as most verticals rely on
critical systems.

By 2020, autonomous and connected vehicles
will be on the road. They need significantly
improved safety and security standards and
new multimodal transportation systems that will
have to deal with increasingly complex road
transport situations. In such a landscape,
vehicles need to communicate, or rather 
co-operate, with each other. Improved
performance in terms of reduced latency,
increased reliability and higher throughput
under higher mobility and connectivity density
is required. 

WE
live in a time of convergence with digital technologies. It
started with the adoption of cloud services paradigms,
together with virtualisation, ‘softwarisation’, and

networking-related technologies. The resulting information and
communication technologies convergence was then extended to another
convergence with operational technologies, related to ‘vertical’ sectors such
as manufacturing, energy, automotive and others. The vision of the fifth
generation of telecommunications technologies (5G), promoted by the 5G
Public Private Partnership (5G PPP), embraces those major innovations and
evolutions, targeting the support of massive broadband traffic and services
but also massive – as well as critical – machine-type communications.

In parallel, the internet of things (IoT) has been rapidly evolving from
simple, connected objects such as video cameras and sensors or
actuators in the home or in the city, towards complex systems and
architectures influenced by the same waves of innovation and
transformation as those handled by 5G. Not only are more and more
devices connected, but their features and the information they exchange
are becoming more complex and critical. The demand for a more
interoperable, reliable and trustworthy infrastructure, with faster
interactions between the devices and with the remote data-centric
system, is increasing. 

The previous generations of technologies, starting with 2G and the first
mobile phones until 4G and its variants today, had focused on increasing
the bandwidth available, and thus the capacity and speed of the network,
allowing videos to be displayed on mobiles devices. 5G opens the
capacity to better serve vertical sectors, including mission-critical needs
as well as end-to-end architecture, even integrating mobile edge
computing (MEC). 5G is a natural candidate for integrating existing
technologies and their evolutions into a single IoT infrastructure superset.

5G supporting the IoT infrastructure
The 5G features will include unified radio services and integrated security
that harmonise the current IoT multi-technology approach, as well as
services that will support local and remote computing and storage
needed by the IoT infrastructure.

5G will bring communications security, including the three security
dimensions of confidentiality, integrity and availability. This will be mainly
achieved through intrinsic infrastructure capabilities. It will also bring an
overall architecture with distribution of root of trust and security functions
such as identity and access management extended to cyber-physical
systems, thus including IoT.

5G services for IoT will enable a paradigm of ‘integrated
infrastructure/operations and maintenance’ (O&M), where the planning,
set-up and O&M of a (complex) IoT infrastructure will be deeply
intertwined with the network.
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The 5G Infrastructure Association discusses the internet of things and the support
offered by its public private partnership
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initiative in the domain of 5G in the world. It currently gathers more than
160 organisations, including companies, large and small, and universities
and research institutes, in a co-operative effort co-ordinated at the
European level by both the European Commission and the private
industry, the latter through the 5G Infrastructure Association. 

In line with the requirements expressed for 5G from various domains,
the second phase of the 5G PPP, which will start in June 2017, will see
a large increase in the involvement of stakeholders from the vertical
sectors. The number of participants is expected to at least double,
indicating a strong contribution from stakeholders from those vertical
sectors. Indeed, after a first phase dedicated to research and innovation
around 5G technologies and architecture, pilot trials are now about to
begin in various sectors. The second phase will pave the way for the
large-scale pilots planned in the third, making the ‘European trials
roadmap’, which has already been announced at the Mobile World
Congress 2017 and is currently being finalised, a reality. 

Conclusion
By working closely with stakeholders from vertical sectors such as
automotive, manufacturing, health, media and entertainment, energy and
others, the telecommunications players involved in the 5G PPP are
opening an entirely new level playing field for IoT-related solutions to be
invented and deployed in Europe and beyond. A number of verticals will
indeed benefit from the powerful 5G-IoT infrastructure integration, e.g.
automotive, health, smart factory, smart building, and several silos in a
smart neighbourhood/city context.

When 5G starts to be deployed, it will allow IoT to be extended from its
current niche market up to market deployment in many domains. Thanks
to 5G, IoT will evolve not only in scale but also in complexity and openness
in terms of complexity, from sensor-based systems up to large, secure,
mission-critical systems; and in openness, from proprietary and dedicated
solutions to generic and open architectures. The 5G infrastructure will
offer a global standard for low power and large coverage connectivity,
while allowing economies of scale, compared to proprietary solutions. The
5G architecture may then support a global IoT control engine with unified
authentication, security, billing, and service-level agreement engines,
transforming the network infrastructure from a data highway to a
supervision and orchestration platform, enabling IoT industries to deploy
innovative services in many different sectors of activity.

Some parts of this article refer to White Papers released by the 5G Infrastructure

Association, see https://5g-ppp.eu.

Personalised medicine will allow the transition
from hospital and specialist-centred healthcare
models to distributed patient-centred models.
Such models will see the real-time integration
of a massive number of IoT-related objects
processing large amounts of data, improving
the efficiency of the treatment for each
individual. Health specialists will use more and
more devices that may be operated remotely.
This requires cutting the latency and allowing
such remote usage from everywhere, while at
the same time strengthening the quality of the
operation thanks to augmented reality and
artificial perceptions. 

The energy sector will also move from a
centralised to a decentralised system, where
energy sources will be multiplied for both the
generation and storage of power. In this
instance, flexible and high-performance
communication is required. 

The manufacturing sector is entering a new
phase called the fourth industrial revolution, or
‘industry 4.0’. Manufacturing systems need to
process more assets, more volume, a broader
variety of information and faster reaction times.
This requires a communication layer able to
cope with ultra-low latencies, ultra-high
availability, reliable indoor coverage in harsh
environments, and energy-efficient and 
ultra-low communication costs. 

5G is the response to all those new
requirements. Indeed, besides increasing
capacity and speed like the previous
generations, 5G is also looking at allowing the
connection between more people and many
more objects, as well as at saving energy,
decreasing the latency, and increasing the
reliability. Its architecture will accommodate a
wide range of use cases with advanced
requirements, especially in terms of latency,
resilience, coverage and bandwidth.

Cities, as one of the primary beneficiaries of this
evolution, will benefit from innovative solutions
using interconnected ecosystems where
components from various sectors (energy,
mobility, buildings, water management, lighting,
waste management, environment, etc.)
increasingly work together for the citizens while
maintaining security and privacy, and by
reducing negative environmental impact.

The 5G Public Private Partnership 
Begun in 2014, with 19 research and
innovation projects currently running, and a
total investment of up to €700m until 2020, the
5G PPP is the largest research and innovation
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5Gwill transform industries through wireless
broadband services, new applications that connect
billions of devices and objects in the internet of

things (IoT), and flexibility by sharing-based operations to allow new
market entrants with disruptive business models. Today’s mobile
connectivity market is characterised by the dominance of a small
number of mobile network operators (MNOs) with equal service
offerings using their own infrastructure, while over-the-top (OTT)
service providers have gradually taken an increasing amount of the
revenue streams, leaving MNOs to act as plain bit pipes. The stable
MNO market position is based on long-term country-wide spectrum
licences and high infrastructure investments, resulting in a high
market entry barrier for agile new players.

In the future, local service demand will keep growing in the
digitalisation of different verticals, resulting in increasingly stringent
requirements for wireless connectivity, especially in indoor locations.
This will lead to a growing need for scalable 5G indoor small-cell
networks that can operate with local access rights to offer 
location- and usage-specific content in, for example, hospitals,
factories, malls, campuses and sports arenas. Building dense indoor
networks is, however, expensive, and there are no incentives for all
MNOs to build separate overlapping networks. Using the local 
small-cell networks varies greatly – from open networks supporting
all MNO customers to closed networks tailored for facility-specific
needs. In indoor service provisioning, the role of the venue owner
comes into the picture in building, operating and maintaining local

wireless networks, and in creating
and offering related content and
applications. This calls for a new
mobile ecosystem to boost
digitalisation for the establishment
of local operator businesses with
quality guarantees, which is not
supported by existing regulations.  

Smart cities as
environments for growth
Urban environments and smart
cities face challenges in terms 
of the economy, education,

healthcare, social services, traffic/mobility, easiness of living, city
governance and services, and environmental sustainability.
Information and communication technologies will provide
platforms for delivering new digital services to alleviate the
urbanisation, socioeconomic and environmental sustainability
challenges of cities, thus helping with one of the major roles of
the city, namely enabling new business opportunities and
increased investments.  

Future digitalised societies will depend heavily on the availability of
high quality wireless connectivity to maintain the city’s and regional
attractiveness for investments and new start-ups. Smart cities with
versatile sets of facilities and public services provide a major
playground for new 5G deployments, placing increasing
requirements on wireless connectivity in terms of high reliability,
versatile data rates, low latency, security and privacy. The use of new
communication technology to aid the digitalisation of community
services provides relief to the sustainability challenges by allowing
more efficient service provisioning and sharing-based use of the
various infrastructures. 

Micro-operators open mobile markets
Emerging 5G networks with technical advances on virtualised
network functions and higher carrier frequencies facilitate the
emergence of new stakeholder roles in 5G business ecosystems
to address specific local service delivery needs in smart cities.
Sharing-based 5G developments of network slicing and local
spectrum licences enable scalable business for new players to
enter the market and share the costs of building and operating

Researchers at the University of Oulu, Finland, pilot new business
models with 5G test networks

5G Finland
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wireless networks to provide rapid development cycles for future
service provisioning.

The University of Oulu has introduced a new micro-operator concept
that can disrupt the mobile communication market by opening the
door for new players to deploy and operate local small-cell networks
with the help of new, locally issued access rights. Micro-operators
can build indoor small-cell communication infrastructure and offer
local context-related services and content in specific buildings in
smart cities to complement existing mobile connectivity service
offerings. This new role can be taken up by different stakeholders to
deliver locally tailored wireless services within specific premises
such as hospitals, traffic hot spots and public venues. 
Micro-operators could build small-cell communication infrastructure
in collaboration with the venue owners and collaborate with
operators to access the outside world. 

Opening the competition landscape of electronic communications
is a key priority in policy making in Europe. Authorisation
procedures for awarding spectrum licences will have a long-term
impact on the market structure by determining who can deploy
the networks and create business. 5G brings along a new 
sharing-based mobile communications ecosystem specifically
optimised for local service delivery, which calls for reshaping the
regulations that were originally designed for country-wide
operations. The introduction of micro-operators in 5G to improve
competition requires the issuing of new local operation rights in
specific facilities to incentivise new players to address the specific
needs arising in smart cities. 

Piloting with 5G test networks 
In a disruption that reshapes the entire ecosystem, the role of
research becomes increasingly important for developing new
ideas and bridging the gap between different stakeholders’ views
to promote new 5G technology and business opportunities.
Finland has invested funding in pioneering global 5G
developments as 5G Test Network Finland (5GTNF) activity to
showcase and validate new technology, business models and
regulatory concepts in close collaboration with relevant academic,
industry and public sector stakeholders. 

The University of Oulu is managing one of the 5G test networks,
which is used for piloting the new micro-operator concept in
different vertical applications with new business models, including
hospitals, factories and campuses. With the help of 5GTNF,
obstacles from regional/state and local deployments can be
removed to develop specific solutions to smart cities’ sustainability
challenges in urban planning, health, traffic, energy, infrastructure,
entrepreneurship and environment. 

By joining 5GTN activity, stakeholders gain access to the 5G
technology platform and the community of developers and users that
combine their knowhow into new ways of operating and using mobile

networks for vertical specific applications promoted into policy
making. 5GTN offerings include versatile connection/technology
options, trialling possibilities for technology and business models,
versatile service development environments for developing new
digitalisation capabilities in different areas, and regulation/political
systems and technology knowledge. 
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essential market enabler for smart cities on the
technical level. 

Beyond the IoT
The internet of things (IoT) is an important
enabler for implementing smart cities. Cities
tend to have many different systems that might
be classified as IoT platforms, such as parking
services that know how many places are
occupied (and available) and where, public
transport services that can inform travellers of
expected waiting times, and so forth. The
challenge is that those IoT platforms tend to
be company- or domain-specific where 
inter-platform (or inter-system) sharing of
information is not possible due to a lack of
technical interoperability or lack of incentives
to share information. 

The term ‘vertical silos’ is often used for
describing this situation where information
from different platforms and systems cannot
be accessed and shared, making it difficult to
develop new services that would combine
information from several systems. The
‘systems of systems’ term is slowly gaining
ground for describing the next stage of IoT,
where sensors, smart products, web services
and IoT platforms would be able to publish and
share information when and as needed in a
similar way to the emergence of the world wide
web (www) in the 1990s. Since then, the web
has either become or otherwise enabled the
creation of the biggest business ecosystem in
the world by enabling a common, open and
standardised layer of horizontal interoperability
over all domains. 

The bIoTope project
Smart cities should (and hopefully will) require
that service providers use open standards on
data and application programming interfaces
(APIs) to maintain the possibility of changing the

A
major reason why cities are studying and implementing smart

services is to increase the attractiveness of the city.

Attractiveness signifies, for instance, good living conditions,

easy mobility, clean air, and a consideration of green values. However,

those services should be provided as cost-efficiently as possible because

citizens might pay for them through taxes or private services. Even in the

case where services are provided by private actors, it is essential that

they are offered at reasonable and affordable prices. In an operational

market economy, it must be possible to maintain competition between

the providers of smart city services. Maintaining competition signifies

that vendor lock-in should be avoided as far as possible. 

However, this is not how most market offerings for implementing smart

cities work for the moment. Most major ICT companies and system

providers still tend to sell monolithic platforms that lock the cities to their

solutions. How cities can force platform providers to provide the

necessary access to their data and services is a major challenge. To

avoid lock-in with one commercial player for certain services, it would

be essential to require conformance with open standards for data storage

and service interoperability. Therefore, the use of open standards is an
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support of consumers’ everyday work and life. The project also

establishes a governance roadmap for ecosystem orchestration to

properly maintain, grow and sustain the sociotechnical and business-

wise bIoTope ecosystem. On a more generic level, bIoTope will

implement smart city use cases to show how to implement open

standards, as well as to show the benefits for cities to use and impose

them – such benefits include open and standardised APIs to enable

interoperability between today’s vertical IoT silos, and a robust and

adaptable IoT framework for security, privacy and trust that facilitates

responsible access to, and ownership of, data.

Cross-domain smart city pilots will provide proofs-of-concept of IoT

system composition and interoperability in smart city environments,

including smart metering, shared electric vehicles, smart lighting, and

many more. Smart city pilots will be deployed in the Brussels (Belgium),

Lyon (France) and Helsinki (Finland) regions during the project, as well

as in Melbourne (Australia) and Saint Petersburg (Russia). These pilots

are intended to provide showcases of sustainable business ecosystems

that generate value to end users, solution providers, municipalities and

other stakeholders. Many other smart city initiatives and projects are

ongoing around the world, but there still seems to be a long way to go

before cities sit ‘in the driver’s seat’ rather than being forced into vertical

silos of different platform and system providers.

service provider if the service level decreases or
if the price increases too much. There are many
ongoing standardisation initiatives that could
provide the needed solutions on different levels
of the communication stack. There are also
several ongoing research projects where such
open and interoperable systems are being
developed. One of them is the Building an IoT
OPen innovation Ecosystem for connected smart
objects (bIoTope) project (www.biotope-
project.eu), which provides the necessary
interoperability by existing internet and web
standards, in addition to new standards that
enable the publication, consumption and
composition of heterogeneous information
sources and services from across various
platforms, such as FI-WARE, OpenIoT, city
dashboards and so on. Full advantage is taken
of open messaging interface (O-MI) and open
data format (O-DF) standards published in 2014
by The Open Group for IoT interoperability. These
standards make it possible to use most ‘lower-
level’ communication protocols (HTTP, TCP, FTP,
SMTP, etc.) as well as existing ‘higher-level’
taxonomies for annotating data in standardised
ways (schema.org, Semantic Sensor Network
Ontology, United Nations Standard Products and
Services Code UNSPSC, etc.). 

Piloting the smart city 
The intention in bIoTope is to foster new forms
of services co-creation, ranging from 
simple data collection and processing to the 
context-driven, intelligent and self-adaptive
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formulate a theory as to why the insight is
obtained. This is moving towards a pervasive
pragmatism in business and institutions.”

As to the ‘Who?’, they added, the C4IR network
will comprise a large and open consortium of
leading corporate and innovation and investment
players interested in developing 4IR technology
for useful deployment around the world.  It will
see intelligence come to enhance products,
services, and experiences in a transformative
way, and, moreover, 4IR has the potential to
manifest itself everywhere in the world. 

The next 20 years may see realised much of
the productivity gains derived from the 
multi-trillion dollar investment programmes of
the coming decade. And in this fourth industrial
revolution, intelligence will join up the
computing power and previous rounds of
machine automation so that much more can be
done without human intervention. This is an
area where the next wave of significant
productivity gains is expected to occur.

Winners and losers
At the Cambridge C4IR event, infographics
were shown by CIR in which the global number
of robots per 10,000 manufacturing workers
was plotted. South Korea was shown to have
the highest penetration, with over 500 robots
per 10,000 workers, followed by Singapore. At
the lower end was India, with just one robot per
10,000 workers. 

As things improve, it stands to reason that the
penetration of robots in countries with lower
GDP/head and/or large sections of lower wage
industries will grow. In the long term, the
conference was told, this appears to disfavour
countries with a large population of low-wage
workers in favour of the opposite, yet the
opportunities for a better quality of life are there
for all (see below).

Automation takes many guises, the audience
gathered at the event heard, from self-service

A forum for industrial revolution

The C4IR event in February started an in-depth discussion of the opportunities and
challenges of the fourth industrial revolution

INFebruary, the UK’s University of Cambridge played host to
the Capital Consortium for the Fourth Industrial Revolution
(C4IR) event, which Pan European Networks attended. This

conference was set up with the aim of creating a global platform to
enable investors and innovators in the fourth industrial revolution (4IR). 

In previous industrial revolutions water, travel and steam engines became
mainstream; then electricity was discovered and, after much innovation
and trial and error, was mastered. The third revolution saw the advent of
computers and early automation, while the fourth wave is centred around
intelligence (in advanced automation). When intelligence is combined
with large amounts of data – so-called ‘big data’ – then, as Justin
Hayward and Nick Coutts from Cambridge Investment Research (CIR),
the organisers of the event, argue – we become interested in the
pragmatic ‘What?’ rather than the theoretical ‘Why?’.

Key areas
4IR within the C4IR network covers four key areas: analytics and
intelligence, connectivity, automation, and new materials. According to
CIR, 4IR will initiate the following ‘corollaries’, which for many people will
be drivers for the development of the solutions within this new revolution:
the transfer of people to meaningful work, the reduction of absolute
poverty globally, an improvement of quality of life, and the reduction of
pollution levels.

“In terms of ‘Why?’,” Coutts and Hayward add, “in the sense of causality
– this may be shrouded within the big data without anyone needing to
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innovators and investors, financial investors, academics, and government
agencies for a two-day programme.  

The aim of this conference will be to understand energy and power in
the context of the flexibility and automation provided by the 4IR
technologies, especially around intelligence, big data analytics,
connectivity, flexible automation and autonomous mobility services. This
will also address the often-presented ‘energy trilemma’.

The event also addresses aspects of the security of the grid through
innovative approaches and an extension of the life and usefulness of
energy infrastructure assets, and it has the potential to reduce costs to
the businesses working in the grid and hopefully to the end consumer.
CIR will welcome a number of utilities, manufacturers of kit and
innovation companies, the UK government’s new Department for
Business, Energy, and Industrial Strategy (formerly part of the Department
of Energy and Climate Change), the regulator, and the National Grid to
the event.

CIR plans to collaborate with participants to write to the government as
the Industrial Strategy – which interventions have tended to be more
successful the smaller and more general they have been – is elaborated,
with the results of the discussion from this eighth annual conference,
one of the most prestigious and long-running energy technology
conferences in Cambridge; www.cir-strategy.com/events is the 
start-point for information and bookings to this exciting June conference.

dispensing machines to ‘chatbots’ to digital
inkjet and 3D printers that do not need floor
managers to watch them overnight, to smart
cupboards which order food items that are
running low and which are then delivered by
using drone routing, with anti-collision
algorithms – perhaps in a simple, secure
outside repository or even via connected doors.
Industrially, the tracking and monitoring of
many items which will generate new data
types in very large volumes and the use of
artificial intelligence on big data will bring
forward the greater automation of process and
manufacturing systems in smart factories and
power stations, etc.

While, as discussed, low-income countries
appear to be at a disadvantage as a result of
4IR, there is also the argument that this new
wave of industry innovation will lead (perhaps
indirectly) to many people moving from
unpleasant and repetitive tasks towards more
human, meaningful and interesting work –
likely to be in services in which they are paid
greater salaries, Hayward and Coutts argued.
In this scenario, life quality also increases for
society generally, as people are freed up to
provide ever-more useful, convenient and
desirable services and experiences. 

Of course, this is dependent upon better
education in some countries being made more
widely available and affordable. Coutts and
Hayward told PEN that this entire stream of
logic is consistent with the curve we have seen
in recent decades towards the total eradication
of absolute poverty (not inequality which is a
less useful, relative measure). Education, of
course, also has other demographic benefits
that will compound and resonate with the above
to create better, more stable societies.

Success
The C4IR-1 event was a success, with leading
speakers and masterclass leaders enabling a
high-level discussion covering a variety of sectors
and many basic and advanced descriptions of
the 4IR technologies and opportunities. This
ranged from healthcare to mining to consumer
goods to manufacturing to smart cities, smart
energy, water, and telecommunications. 

C4IR will run again on 19-20 June in Cambridge,
with an energy and power sector focus at the
eighth Smart Grids Cleanpower Conference,
bringing together corporate and scale-up
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As such, it is fundamental to think about the
future, and it is here, in particular, that security
can present a challenge. Absolutely all
connected devices will require upgrading, and
that is something that absolutely should remain
the responsibility of the manufacturer, because
end users are in no position to play the IT
support engineer for their devices.

This is also an issue of both quality and, indeed,
the pace of change – and not just with regard
to technology but also user experience.
Consumers now expect things to keep getting
better, and if they purchase a device that
doesn’t, then they might not buy that brand
again. However, if they buy something and it
keeps getting better because it keeps getting
upgraded, which is the experience we have
with a mobile phone, then a brand relationship
can form.

As the co-founder of AlertMe, one 
of the UK’s most successful IoT
start-ups, what key advice would
you give to start-ups looking to
navigate the IoT today?
This builds on the previous point outlining the
need to plan for the future and the real long-term
benefits and costs of having that customer
relationship. That is about abstracting what your
business actually is, what it is actually designed
to do and why. If you can keep that in mind then
it will inform not just the product design but the
design of the whole user experience. 

Because devices are getting more numerous
and because people are becoming increasingly
busy, the user experience aspect of IoT is
becoming more and more important, and so
this should be the first and last thing to
consider. If this is used as a starting place, then
you may find that in engineering a really good
experience for the user you may well have to
devote a lot more time than you had anticipated
to deal with devices that stray off what
engineers call the ‘happy path’. 

From start-up to scale-up
Entrepreneur and engineer Pilgrim Beart met with PEN to discuss some of the areas

that companies taking advantage of the internet of things should pay attention to

ASthe internet of things continues to evolve and the
interconnectivity of devices becomes ever-more
important, businesses are established to not only

exploit the possibilities of the IoT but to deliver benefits to
consumers through new and improved products and services. With
over 20 years’ experience in this area, Pilgrim Beart has
established and developed numerous start-ups that have proven
to be financially successful and to have delivered added value. He
met with Pan European Networks on the sidelines of the first
‘Consortium for the Fourth Industrial Revolution’ event in
Cambridge, UK, to discuss some of the areas that companies taking
advantage of the IoT should pay attention to.

The IoT is the subject of much hype but also confusion
at present. How would you define it?
A good definition, which is by no means perfect, is ‘connected things
without a screen’. Perhaps the reason for that is in part due to the fact
that as the number of devices in our lives continues to grow – from
smartphones to smart watches and everything in between – they are
increasingly demanding more of our attention. As such, there is a need
for the rest of our devices to be autonomous, and not need to interact
with users via a screen, and that means that they are mainly
infrastructural – in our home or office, or even cities, and that is one of
the most exciting things about the IoT. 

Aside from security, what is the number one thing
companies should consider when designing an 
IoT product? 
It is crucial to think about the lifecycle of the device in the hands of the
user. Manufacturers, not surprisingly, tend to focus a lot on design and
manufacture; but with any device it is the life of the device in the hands
of the user that actually delivers the value, and for a connected device
that is particularly true because the connectivity is a part of that
experience. With many IoT devices, if the connectivity or the service
behind it disappears, then the device becomes useless. 

It seems that, in some instances at least, IoT products are being made
with no real thought about the ongoing need to support the customer
over the expected lifetime of the product. This is intrinsically linked to
the need to understand that by connecting a product you have moved
from being a product vendor to being a service provider, and that requires
a completely different mindset. Of course, being a service provider can
bring many potential benefits in terms of the relationship with the
customer, but it also brings inherent costs and challenges. 

Pilgrim Beart
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How would you assess efforts in the UK to capitalise

on the growing interest in the IoT? What more should

it do to ensure it remains competitive with its 

global counterparts?

The UK government has made some progress in that regard, with
various programmes being developed that are designed to bring the
actors from various fields together, something that is absolutely crucial
to future success. 

Clearly, the financial lever is the most obvious one for government to
pull, and there are a number of initiatives in Britain designed to help
innovation – such as R&D tax credits and Enterprise Investment Scheme
shares – which are hugely helpful to technology start-ups. Those kinds
of tools that encourage and reward risk taking (and make it easier to
support and invest in risk taking) are very important. Changes in that
area, such as the way in which peer-to-peer lending is now morphing
into crowd funding and becoming more and more relevant to technology,
are also exciting.

The environment in the UK is also quite different to that found at the EU
level, where some of the larger European programmes can be quite slow,
centralised and bureaucratic. Technology, of course, moves extremely
quickly, so it is necessary to have a fairly light touch and an agile
approach, as the UK does.

Nevertheless, Britain has sometimes struggled with capitalising on that
innovation, often to the benefit of other countries, and the government
is aware of that. We need to understand that it is not enough to just start
companies; it is about how to scale them up, how to grow such hugely
successful and profitable enterprises as Google and Facebook.

The happy path is when everything works as
expected, but connected devices are
complicated and there are lots of ways they can
stray. In each of those cases, there needs to be
a way back onto the happy path, and that might
require writing some software. Indeed, a lot of
the software in a device that has been well
designed is not present to deliver the
application, but to anticipate and react to the
potential problems and, moreover, to recover
from them automatically.

DevicePilot centres on helping

companies to manage their

connected devices effectively. What

are some of the main challenges

connected device companies

encounter when looking to scale up?

The thing we hadn’t fully appreciated at
AlertMe, and which ended up costing us
millions and taking a few years to sort out, was
the fact that scaling up presents a totally
different set of challenges from making the
device and writing the original code for the
application and service.

In the early days of development and trials you
are able to deal with everything manually, which
is a good solution because you encounter
numerous unexpected problems for which
human flexibility is a good solution. But that
mindset cannot be taken forwards when
scaling up.

To scale up, you need to enter the virtuous
circle of scale and quality – it is very hard to
achieve quality without scale, and impossible
to achieve scale without quality – to justify the
investment into the quality, and that will take
you up to the next stage. This is typically a
series of stages whereby you can normally only
think one order of magnitude ahead, and there
will be different challenges at each stage.
Increasingly, you may find that you are dealing
with the challenges at one remove and 
are using tools and possibly other third 
party companies to help deal with the 
various challenges.

A key point is to ensure that the metrics for
success are properly identified and, moreover,
that they are not just tracked retrospectively;
you need to have absolutely live information
about what’s going on so that if a problem
occurs it can be fixed immediately. 

A good definition of

the IoT, which is by no

means perfect, is

‘connected things

without a screen’

https://www.devicepilot.com/
http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/pen-smart-cities
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Dr Boris Adryan
Head of IoT & Data Analytics
Zühlke Engineering GmbH

Boris.Adryan@zuehlke.com
https://www.zuehlke.com 

A smarter market
An expert in the internet of things, M2M and data analytics, Dr Boris Adryan spoke to

PEN about the ML and AI investment landscape

What are the key factors influencing
the at-scale monetisation of AI 
and ML? 
I remain convinced that it is data quality. In
many applications we see that customers are
easily satisfied with the results coming out of
the machine learning approaches of the 1980s.
However, the reason we are successful now is
that, finally, we have sufficient data to train and
evaluate machine learning models. 

Unfortunately, the core principle of IT, garbage
in, garbage out, still applies. That is, as long as
AI and ML companies can lay their hands on
good quality data, there is no shortage of great
applications and viable business models. 

What technical challenges remain
to be overcome to move AI and ML
to the next stage of development,
and what will that stage look like? 
I believe the next stage of AI and ML will be the
fast, effective and robust interpretation of data
on-the-fly. Much of our current technology
builds on large amounts of training data that
have been fed into computers, used to train
machine learning methods, in order to obtain
useful models. Especially with ‘deep learning’
approaches, we can now experiment and really
try to mimic fundamental functions of the brain,
such as short-term memory, etc. 

The challenge these days is not to get the
correct answer from an ML approach on data
it has seen before, but to get the correct
assessment of data which it has never seen.

INrecent years there has been an incremental increase

in research projects and activities relating to machine

learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) in both the

scientific and industrial spheres. As the internet of things (IoT) also

continues to evolve, opportunities abound, and with them the

possibility of boosting growth and jobs in Europe. However,

challenges – including in investment and regulations – remain.

An IoT, M2M and data analytics expert, Dr Boris Adryan – head of IoT
and Data Analytics at the Swiss engineering company Zühlke – delivered
a presentation at the Capital Consortium for the 4th Industrial Revolution
2017 (C4IR) global event series on the technical and monetisation
challenges in ML and AI connectivity.

After the conference, Pan European Networks asked Adryan about the
current (investment) landscape in Europe and how this is changing.

Research firm Forrester predicts that investment in AI
will triple in 2017 compared with 2016. How is the
investment landscape looking at present?
From a technological perspective, many start-up companies in the
artificial intelligence market are in fact selling classical machine learning
approaches under a new umbrella term. A joke I saw on Twitter goes
‘out-of-the-box machine learning + particular application domain + idea
for cool name => AI business idea’. However, this is not to say that these
start-ups aren’t worthwhile, and many large companies seem to address
the natural shortage of talented data scientists by acquiring entire 
start-up teams.

mailto:Boris.Adryan@zuehlke.com
https://www.zuehlke.com/
http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/pen-smart-cities
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Our definition of a ‘smart city’ might be different
to that of other cities, I would say. Many other
cities have a very narrow focus; they
concentrate on ICT, or on energy, or on CO2. For
us, it should be a much broader approach. How
can we offer the highest quality of living for our
citizens in 2020, and in 2030, and in 2050?
We think we can achieve that by protecting
resources and by taking advantage of
innovation. All of the sectoral goals, like CO2,
the mobility sector or energy goals, should be
an enabler allowing us to offer the highest
quality of living. That’s the structure of Smart
City Vienna, and under that framework there are
actually many projects in different areas.

In light of the UN’s statistic on
population expansion, how is
Vienna expanding and preparing for
growth while ensuring the city
becomes more sustainable?
We have already seen expansion in Vienna. In
2015, we grew by around 40,000 people in a
year. Vienna has 1.8 million inhabitants, so
40,000 more people per year is a very big
challenge. We’re growing very quickly and we
have to be prepared and be resilient in terms
of how we handle that growth as we want to
offer quality of living for everyone.

All our strategic approaches take into account
how the city will look in 20 or 40 years, and
how we can offer the infrastructure that will be
needed then. For example, energy: what energy
needs will we have in 30 years? How will
people use mobility? We’re working hard on this
because we know people will need these
things, but because we’re talking about the
future, we don’t exactly know what they’ll look
like. What we do know is that all these people
will need a place to live, they’ll need schools,
they’ll need good jobs and they’ll need a good
urban infrastructure like the provision of energy,
mobility, housing, water and much more. For
example, living is getting more and more

INrecent years, making cities smarter has become a key
priority for countries across Europe. In 2014, the UN
predicted that around 70% of the world’s population will

live in cities by 2050, which – when combined with expected total
population growth – could see an expansion of around 2.5 billion
people globally. In anticipation of this, Europe’s cities are building
smart concepts and innovations into their foundational
frameworks, and setting targets for every sector in the years
leading up to 2050.

One such city is Vienna, which introduced its Smart City Vienna
initiative in 2014 as a strategy for the future development of the
city. PEN spoke to Dominic Weiss, head of the Smart City Vienna
Agency, about the role of the undertaking as a framework for the
city, the European Commission’s role in promoting the initiative and
others like it across the continent, and some of the key projects
Vienna has undertaken to drive smart innovations in this area.

What role does the Smart City Vienna project play in
shaping the future of the city?
Smart City Vienna is more than a project. The entire idea behind it is a
broad initiative and a framework for the city of Vienna. When the smart
city issue became popular a couple of years ago, we decided to take that
as a chance to create an overall framework strategy for our city which
affects almost everything we can do to make our city fit for the future.

In 2014, along with our mayor and our city council – which is the highest
legislative body in the city – we signed a 120-page paper called the
Smart City Vienna Framework Strategy, which outlines 54 goals in
different areas to try to give the entire city administration and relevant
partners a guide in terms of what a smart city should be.
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to use the city like a living lab, and these are some of the projects we’re
currently undertaking.

We also work hard to involve our citizens in the area of renewable
energies. We have a solar power plant initiative, where we’re offering
people a model for investing in solar power plants that is making it more
financially attractive than simply putting their money in the bank. Through
encouraging citizens to invest in our renewable energy projects, we’ve
already established around 25 solar power plants on roofs across the city.

How effective has the EU’s overall approach to smart
cities been?
In terms of funding we’re very happy at the moment because of several
projects we are part of. Our project Smarter Together is currently one of
the biggest lighthouse projects and is co-financed by the European Union. 

One area where the commission could focus more is on offering a
platform so that we in Vienna can exchange our views with other cities. 

In the discussion around smart cities, the European Commission isn’t
completely synchronised, because the phrase ‘smart cities’ is not a
definition or guideline in itself. DG Energy has a different definition from
DG Move, which has a different definition from DG Connect.

However, I think this is fine. Smart cities always need a local approach,
and I think it’s good that the commission is not setting standards for what
this has to look like. So overall, I think we’re very happy with the EU itself.

expensive, so what we’re again doing at the
moment is investing in social housing projects
within the city, because we want to offer people
an affordable place to live.

How important are environmental
concerns when planning new
developments in the city?
We focus on three main areas with regard to
the environment: energy, mobility and buildings.
We have big sectoral projects in each of these
areas and a big project co-financed by the
European Commission called Smarter Together,
through which we’re trying to retrofit specific
buildings in a crossed-linked quarter of our city.

The project is a combination, as most smart city
projects are, of retrofitting building standards
along with the introduction of lots of new
renewable energy sources, adding more mobility
points, and linking everything together with ICT.
The project, thanks to financing by the EU, allows
us to try out certain things which we understand
should be part of a smart city project.

In addition, we’re also working on a new city
area, which is our lakeside city Aspern. We’ve
put a metro line there first, and it’s a totally new
area for 25,000 people to live and work. It’s
also a place where, along with partners from
the private sector, we can try out certain
innovations like smart metering, the internet of
things, sensors and many more. In some areas,
we are trying to offer conditions which allow us
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https://smartcity.wien.gv.at/site/en/
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Green4Cities is an international centre of excellence for
Nature-based solutions (NBS) in urban areas. The scope
of service and expertise covers building integrated

greenery in all application areas of the urban fabric, such as on top
of high rise buildings or vertical indoor farming, for example;
rainwater harvesting technologies such as structural soils or 
water-retaining green roofs; substrate development in line with urban
mining processes; and tailor-made landscape architecture and the
design of technical solutions. The multiple positive effects of various
kinds of NBS, essential to the development of smarter cities, 
can be simulated and optimised with the company’s unique
GREENPASS technology.

NBS: the new smart
As commonly recognised, urban development faces major societal
challenges such as social cohesion, energy efficiency, mobility,
environmental justice and biodiversity, amongst others, due to
climate change and population growth. Great achievements have
been reached regarding energy efficiency, renewable energy
sources, mobility and digitalisation, and this highly technical
approach is being perceived by the public as an integral part of
smart city development. 

NBS are also entering this stage, and their obvious positive effects
on human wellbeing and climate regulation are able to tackle the
pressing challenges mentioned above. Evapotranspiration or
shading, for example, mitigates urban heat islands and strengthens
public health; urban agriculture fosters social cohesion or 
self-sufficiency; high-performance plant substrates allow for
rainwater harvesting and drought resilience, etc. The numerous
positive effects can be reached by natural solutions only at
comparably low technical implementations and maintenance costs.
However, NBS are dynamic, living systems and cannot be predicted
in the same way as machines. How can different stakeholders
involved in smart urban development deal with the uncertainties
related to NBS whilst being assured of their positive effects?

Biotop City: the lighthouse project
The Biotop City urban development project, which will be established
as the home of 1,200 inhabitants on a five-hectare brownfield area
in the south of Vienna, Austria, may serve as a template in answering
this question. A co-operative, co-creative planning process has been
pursued from scratch, involving building developers, city authorities,
architects and experts in all relevant fields, including Green4Cities
as part of the Biotop City Association. The credo of the project is to
understand the city as Nature and increase all the benefits of NBS

for people – now and in the next 100 years. In order to make the
benefits predictable, GREENPASS technology has been used to
optimise both the cost and the effects. 

GREENPASS: the planning method for NBS
The GREENPASS method expands the world’s leading micro-climatic
simulation software tool ENVI-met. It provides a tailor-made toolbox
for the different stages of urban planning and architecture combined
with resource indicators – thus optimising the effects and costs.
Green4Cities has developed software that links planners to the
highly complex sphere of micro-climate simulation, called the
GREENPASS modelling editor, which allows planners worldwide to
apply this unique technology in their smart city projects.

The planning process is the key
Every single urban development project affects the wellbeing of
future generations. The transformation of the existing urban fabric
to a multifunctional smart city with high quality of life is a 
long-lasting and challenging process. Thus, the planning process is
due the highest attention. GREENPASS technology reduces the
complexity and uncertainties related to NBS as core components
of a smart city. 

Nature-based solutions are an undisputed, new, dynamic and complex
component of smart city development, and G4C’s expertise simplifies

their application

From complexity to simplicity

Bernhard Scharf
Green4Cities GmbH

+43 69919744304

bernhard.scharf@green4cities.com
www.green4cities.com
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Bristol (2015) and Ljubljana (2016), and its
2018 successor will be the Dutch city of
Nijmegen. Winning the title has an enormously
positive effect, both locally and on a European
level. It offers an opportunity to communicate
the future issues of climate change and
environmental issues on all levels and to
sustainably anchor them in the city. It also
provides a special means of supporting the
existing efforts of the city of Essen to guide the
structural change into a ‘green future’ and to
sustainably make the city an even better place
to live. 

Climate protection in Essen
The city at the centre of the Ruhr Metropolis
takes responsibility for climate protection, and
has set itself the objective of implementing
sustainable thinking in its urban development.
By 2020, it is planned that CO2 emissions will
be reduced by 40%, and by 2050 the city aims
to achieve a reduction of 95%. 

In the effective implementation of climate
protection, it is above all the cities and
municipalities that play a fundamental role.
Ultimately, climate protection can only be
implemented on a municipal level by taking
local circumstances into consideration. Like
many other cities, Essen also accepts its special
responsibility for climate protection with great
commitment. When it comes to public services
for its residents, the city of Essen considers the
sustainability and environmental friendliness of
its municipal business a critical concern. The
maintenance of the municipal green areas and
other local recreation areas, as well as the
further expansion of the cycle paths and
footpaths, is also of great importance.
Furthermore, it is once again the cities and
municipalities that represent the first point of
contact for the concerns of members of the
public. Essen was thus given the decisive task
of initiating and promoting a wide range of
environmental projects in the political, social

The decision was made on 18 June 2015: the major west German
city of Essen, with just under 590,000 residents, had achieved
its goal of bringing the title of European Green Capital to the Ruhr

Metropolis. For the first time in its history, the European Commission
thus awarded the title to a city that has developed from an industrial
city of coal and steel into a green and vibrant metropolis. This
demonstrates how much the city has changed in recent years: the
history of its successful transformation into the greenest city in North
Rhine-Westphalia, and third-greenest in Germany, is a role model of
structural change for many cities in Europe.   

The title
The title of European Green Capital is awarded each year to a European
city that has demonstrated high environmental standards and consistently
pursues ambitious targets to further improve environmental protection
and sustainable development. Since more than two thirds of Europeans
live in cities, this is where many environmental protection efforts originate.
The competition is intended to motivate cities to take further action, and
to offer a platform for presenting successful approaches, as well as to
promote communication between European cities.

Within the framework of the competition, the participating cities are
required to answer specific questions on the following 12 topics:
n Climate change: mitigation and adaptation;

n Local transport;

n Municipal green areas that include sustainable land use;

n Nature and biodiversity;

n Air quality;

n Quality of the acoustic environment;

n Waste production and management;

n Water management;

n Wastewater management;

n Eco-innovation and sustainable employment;

n Energy efficiency; and

n Integrated environmental management systems.

The winning city takes a pioneering role in environmentally friendly urban
life. Before Essen, the title was awarded to Stockholm (2010), Hamburg
(2011), Vitoria-Gasteiz (2012), Nantes (2013), Copenhagen (2014),

The essence of Essen

Simone Raskob explains how the industrial city of Essen, Germany, became the
European Green Capital 2017

Simone Raskob
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consequences for the city as a whole, and develops courses of action
for adaptation to climate change. With the aid of the guidelines for
energy-optimised urban planning, the structural plans of almost all homes
have been reviewed for energy optimisation. 

Natural Essen
Essen is already the greenest city by area in North Rhine-Westphalia and
the third-greenest city in Germany, with more than 3,100 hectares of
green areas and woodlands. More than half of the municipal area is made
up of green areas and open spaces, such as water, woodlands, fields
and urban green spaces. In recent years, a fact originally perceived as a
major burden has developed into a privilege. In contrast to many
concentrated urban areas, which urban planners find, for example, in
Munich or Vienna, the Ruhr Metropolis has large areas of disused land,
previously utilised by industry. Over the past ten years the municipal
action programme ‘ESSEN: New ways to the water’ has created 150
kilometres of footpaths and cycle paths between the Emscher Valley in
the north and the Ruhr Valley in the south, which have eliminated the
urban separation of north and south in the Essen municipal area. Green
urban development has acted as a driving force for urban development
in general over the last ten years. This means that the creation of green
areas, expanses of water, footpaths and cycle paths, which were
networked between the district areas and regions, formed the starting
point for the successful urban development of larger areas, as a strategy
of integrated adaptation to climate change. Similarly, the former waste
tips of the hard coal mining industry, for example, have been developed
throughout the Ruhr Area into leisure landscapes with rich vegetation. 

In the City of Essen there are two parks that symbolise the development
into a green city in a most remarkable manner. Between 2007 and 2012
a park was created on the former grounds of the Krupp cast steel factory,

and cultural sectors. In particular, those in
positions of responsibility in the city consider it
their duty to inform Essen’s citizens about
climate protection, and to motivate them to
personally make an active contribution to
improving their environment. 

‘Integrated Energy and 
Climate Concept’
There are many specific measures and projects.
In 2009, for example, Essen developed its first
Integrated Energy and Climate Concept (IECC),
which was fundamentally reviewed and
expanded in 2013. On the one hand, it focuses
on the expansion of cogeneration, solar-thermal
energy and wind power, and on the other hand
it concentrates on the modal split and thus the
proportion of traffic accounted for by cycling. In
2011, Essen pooled its entire climate 
protection activities under the aegis of the
‘klima|werk|stadt|essen’ project. 

The success of the city in achieving its targets
is reviewed annually with the help of the IECC
balance report, and every two years with the
greenhouse gas balance report. In the regional
land use plan, corresponding targets and
principles have been defined, and priority zones
identified for wind power. Essen not only
actively engages in climate protection but also
investigates climate changes and their

Essen has been
elected European

Green Capital 2017

http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/pen-smart-cities
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Smart mobility
When it comes to mobility, a number of
changes are planned in Essen over the coming
years. The Ruhr Area is a region characterised
by cars, and the greatest potential for cutting
back on CO2 also exists in this area. The City of
Essen wants to use the Green Capital title to
initiate a transport transition. By the year 2035,
it is planned that the following modal split
should be achieved: 25% of transport users
should be travelling by bicycle, 25% by public
transport, 25% by car, and 25% by foot. The
RS1 represents a flagship project in the region:
the first fast cycleway in Germany, connecting
the cities and municipalities of the Ruhr Area,
from Hamm to Duisburg. When the RS1 is
completed in 2020, it is planned that 52,000
car journeys can be saved per day, and thus
16,000 tonnes of CO2 per year. In the Green
Capital year, a ‘green ticket’ has also been
developed, making it possible to use both local
public transport and a hire bicycle and electric
car system.   

Future plans
Essen sees its year as European Green Capital
as the opening act in a green decade
throughout the entire region: the Emscher
conversion will be completed in 2020, the
results presentation of the KlimaExpo.NRW will
be hosted in 2022, and last December the
region also won the bid for the International
Horticultural Exhibition 2027. The Ruhr
Metropolis has set itself ambitious targets; and
the successful transition, which has been
recognised by the European Commission, will
continue. Essen will also continue to develop
into a city that will be even more social, climate
friendly, low carbon and resilient in the future,
providing a high quality of life for its residents. 

forming an inviting space for local recreation at the edge of the city
centre. The park includes a lake, which, amongst other things, is fed
using rainwater from the roofs of the ThyssenKrupp headquarters. From
the lake, the water is again fed into a natural stream. Around the
Zollverein UNESCO World Heritage Site, Nature has reconquered the mine
areas. The species diversity in the Zollverein Park is impressive and
unique: 540 species of ferns and flowering plants, 100 species of lichen,
around 60 species of birds, 20 species of butterflies, and six species of
amphibians are now at home there. Some of the resident species are
also exotic due to the transport of goods from around the world resulting
in rare plants settling on the grounds. 

In the middle of the conurbation, not ten kilometres from the city centre, are
the Heisingen Ruhr Meadows, a protected area of European-level
significance which has officially been declared a Natura 2000 site. The Ruhr
Meadows represent an ideal sanctuary for numerous animals and plants. 

Simone Raskob 
Head of the Department of
Environment and Construction
Project Leader of the
European Green Capital –
Essen 2017 

https://www.essengreen.capit
al/startseite_essen_egc.en.html

The city of Essen has
expanded cycle ways
over recent years 

https://www.essengreen.capital/startseite_essen_egc.en.html
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What role does the Alpine
Convention play in your work?
The Alpine Convention is an international treaty
signed by the eight Alpine states (Austria,
France, Germany, Italy, Liechtenstein, Monaco,
Slovenia and Switzerland) and the European
Union 25 years ago. It is dedicated to the
sustainable development and protection of the
Alps. The convention is legally binding with
performance obligations and has a transversal
approach as it deals with energy, waste, water,
demography, culture and territories, as well as
other areas. It provides a common and 
long-term approach and has been set up in
order to influence public policies at both
regional and national level.

An important added value of the Alpine
Convention is that it is supported not only by the
contracting parties, including the European Union,
but also by numerous transnational organisations
as observers. These organisations bring together
scientists, NGOs and municipalities, as well as
protected areas, and can therefore provide useful
knowledge and experience.

What are the main challenges 
faced by Alpine cities in the 
coming years?
There are actually many challenges that the
cities should address in the near future. Climate
change is certainly the most important and
relevant stake – it involves water and other
resources, and has an economic impact
because it affects the tourism industry. Energy
consumption and mobility are linked to
environmental protection and are also major
challenges for the Alpine cities. In some Alpine
areas, air quality is as bad as in big European
metropolises. Action should therefore be taken
to keep it as clean as possible.

Some challenges are not as obvious but still
need to be solved, such as demography and
migration. Some Alpine cities have to deal with
migration flows, and they should work on the
integration of new populations into their local

E
urope’s Alpine region is facing major environmental

challenges which are likely to continue evolving in the

coming years, among them global warming, pollution and

waste, all of which impact on the economies, environments and

daily lives of these (and other) European highlands. The Alpine

Town of the Year Association gathers towns and cities together to

discuss sustainable solutions in order to help solve these issues.

Claire Simon, the association’s managing director, is involved in

the sustainable and smart initiatives currently under discussion

and implementation in the Alps, and spoke to PEN to explain how

the smart cities initiative and the relevant technologies can help. 

Since the region ranges from France in the west to

Slovenia in the east, as well as from Germany to Italy,

how does the Alpine Town of the Year Association

engage the authorities and citizens of this

mountainous area?

The organisation was founded in 1997 and grants the award of Alpine
Town of the Year every year. It aims at rewarding the efforts made by a
town or city in terms of sustainable development. Once the town is
awarded, it holds the title for one year and implements local programmes
to promote the value of sustainable development. It then remains a
member of the association, which currently involves around 20 cities.

One of the other goals of the organisation is to bring together all these
cities so that they can exchange their experiences and best practices in
terms of sustainable development, as well as gaining inspiration from
one another. When projects they would like to work on are identified, the
association supports them in building common actions and implementing
activities in this field.

What are the main criteria a town or city must achieve

in order to be awarded?

It is primarily about sustainable development as defined in the Alpine
Convention. The goals are wide as the convention includes the environment,
mobility, energy, water and waste management, amongst others.

Each applicant has to complete a detailed questionnaire which covers
all these issues. Some points are very specific, such as participative
democracy and the involvement of citizens, or all the initiatives to support
more sustainable mobility in the Alpine region.

We don’t only take into account what a city has done so far but also what
it aims to do in the future, as the environmental goals are viewed from a
long-term perspective.
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Claire Simon, managing director of the Alpine Town of the Year Association,
explains to PEN how Alpine cities are committing to new technologies
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as it has been leading smart initiatives for several years and sharing its
public policy ideas and tools with regard to these new technologies.

Which issues are new technologies looking to solve in
the Alpine region?
I would say the most relevant subject is probably smart transportation.
As you can imagine, mobility is a major challenge in the mountains.
Alternative and sustainable transport solutions are already offered in
urban areas, but as Alpine cities are connected to the rural and highland
regions, these solutions are not here yet. New technologies could also
provide smart, interesting solutions in other fields such as waste
management, building management, and efficient energy consumption. 

What public private initiatives are in place to 
foster innovation?
Chambéry is again a good example in this regard. The municipality has
based its strategy for a smart city on a strong partnership between the
research centre of excellence, Savoie Technolac, the municipal services,
and private companies. This should help to develop new concepts as
well as new business opportunities to find adapted solutions to the needs
of the territory.

Chambéry is currently implementing terminals to connect many smart
items in the city. It has also launched a contest inviting start-up
companies to suggest useful apps. Once these items are connected, it
is important to think about what we do with the data, what information
is collected, and how best to use it. Chambéry finds the relevant research
and start-up companies to implement smart solutions that are both
interesting and adapted to public service management.

community. It is also about tackling the issue of
youth. As many Alpine cities are situated in
peripheral and rural areas, they actually lose
their youth population to the lure of the big cities.

What about the use of new
technologies in the protection 
of the environment?
New technologies can play a key role if they are
used as a means, not as a final goal. They have
to support the local public policies. Technologies
indeed have to complement social and
collective action. It is important to decrease
resource consumption, and technologies can
actually be very helpful in that regard. 

If we use them smartly, it might be possible to
resolve major issues such as energy
consumption, smart transportation solutions,
better links with the populations, better
equipment management, and better air quality.
Such things have been done over many years,
and technologies were indeed used before
anyone was talking about smart and connected
cities. However, the process has accelerated,
and many towns feel the need to develop a
clear vision and plan regarding the use of new
technologies to connect objects and people. In
order to find the best possible approaches,
several member cities of the Alpine Town of the
Year Association have expressed interest in
exchanging their various experiences, ideas
and questions with each other.

The association has therefore organised an
exchange visit and workshop with the three
French cities of Annecy, Chamonix and
Chambéry. The meeting was held in Chambéry
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It was a 39-month project that ended in
December 2013, and in which framework we
set up about 15,000 sensors to develop a real
city strategy involved in different European
projects, with different partners, to implement
a full range of services, including new
technologies in terms of traffic, environmental
monitoring and citizens’ apps. We are
currently expanding what we have done to
other projects, such as in the waste
management service, and we are starting to
manage it in an eco-friendly way, as well as
moving to other sectors.

For what purposes were the various
sensors used? 
We started deploying sensors for outdoor
parking lots. In Santander, like other major
cities, finding an available parking spot has
always been a big issue. We have, then, set up
400 sensors in a downtown area of the city to
monitor the occupation of car parks, putting
screens at crossroads to inform drivers about
the free parking spots in the neighbourhood.
Thanks to this system, the drivers know how
many spots are free and where, if they turn left
or right. They can therefore make a good
decision before choosing a direction. That was
the first service we implemented in the city.

We then deployed sensors for environmental
purposes by monitoring air quality (CO2,
temperature, air particles) as well as the levels
of noise. This information is available for both
citizens and public authorities in managing
public services.

We also set up sensors for monitoring energy
consumption (e.g. public lighting), especially
in public parks and gardens. If these places
are not crowded at night, it makes no sense
to light them at the maximum level, which is
why we monitor the attendance of people.
Likewise, if it is raining, there is indeed almost
no chance of detecting someone. We
therefore assess whether there are people or

T
he city of Santander in northern Spain has been at the

forefront of several initiatives designed to make the city as

smart as possible. Beginning with the Smart Santander

project in 2010, a consortium of local authorities, industries and

the University of Cantabria went on to implement others, which

has led to the port city becoming one of Spain’s smartest. 

Professor Luis Muñoz heads the university’s Department of

Communications Engineering’s Laboratories for R&D on

Telecommunications. As the Smart Santander project leader, he

explained to PEN why the city chose to implement such ambitious

initiatives, their achievements so far, and what other results are

expected in the future.

How did the Smart Santander project originate, and what
were its initial goals?
Smart Santander was a European-wide project funded by the EU’s
Seventh Framework Programme (FP7). There were two goals initially: the
first was to provide the scientific community with a platform for the
internet of things (IoT), and the second was to deploy such a platform at
city scale, to build up the concept of a connected city. That’s why in 2010
we started deploying services and technologies.
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The Spanish port city of Santander is implementing many smart initiatives, as
Smart Santander project leader Professor Luis Muñoz, of the University of

Cantabria, outlined to PEN 
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Besides these projects, we have also implemented an app on daily city

life, Pulso de la Ciudad, which allows citizens to send information on

concrete incidents which happen in their daily lives. If they have an issue

with the walkway, they can take a picture and the information will be

sent to the city office. The authorities then upload it to a channel between

the public authorities and the citizens who subscribed to the service. It

is a way of knowing everything that happens in the city. This application

is open and free, but what they take with their smartphones can be

shared with everyone. 

We are also working, among others, in the ORGANICITY project to make

the city more collaborative. All stakeholders should be involved in making

the city organic, which is why we give intuitive tools to the citizens in the

technologies, services and apps they have created. Someone can create

an app to map a touristic tour of the city, for example.

In what ways are these experiences shared with other cities,
either nationally or otherwise?
We have of course welcomed representatives from many cities to show

them how we have implemented projects. People have come from all

around the world, from Japan, South Korea, from South and North

America, and from within Spain and other EU member states. We have

many interesting visits each year.

They want to understand our experiences and practices, the right

decisions, what the challenges and stakes are, which sorts of

collaboration we have built up, how we involve citizens, what the most

relevant applications are and, of course, the sustainability model. They

want to see how we built up an urban ecosystem with universities and

research institutes, as well as private partners. This lets them know where

they need to act.

not, and, if nobody is there, we decrease the

level of light by 30%, contributing towards

energy efficiency (about 60%).

We then set up sensors for garden watering

as well as assessing the numbers of vehicles

that circulate in the city centre. We have

integrated those data and built a predictive

map of potential traffic jams in the city. This

allows the drivers to know, over the coming

five minutes, the traffic levels in different areas

of the city.

We have also moved towards waste

management and are expanding public sensors

lighting for the whole city. It will be the same for

all car parks in the future. There is a call for bids

for outdoor public car parks (about 13,000

spots), for which technology will be considered

before granting a public procurement.

What results have been achieved so far
for each initiative?
It is a bit early to assess all the results of the

different initiatives we have implemented so far.

In terms of waste management, however, we

are reaching a cost decrease of about 25%.

With regards to public lighting, we will reach

about 60% of energy savings thanks to the

LEDs which have been set up across the whole

city. The detection of people will also probably

allow us to reduce our energy consumption by

up to 80%.

When it comes to car parks, we need more

time to assess our results. We do not yet have

the means to assess the efficiency in terms of

costs for all services. 

 In what ways are citizens involved in
the process?
One of the positive aspects of this experience

is the citizen participation. The city has made

great efforts to get its citizens involved in this

process of a connected city, and we are

currently pushing to improve that, because it is

a very sensitive issue.

We have also set up augmented reality apps

that send information on everything happening

in the city; from tourism to cultural information,

from public transportation to safety information

on the beach, etc. As an example, a person can

be shown on a map where the relevant shops

are to buy specific products. A lot of information

is provided.
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compare the concentrations. The increased
concentration of CO2 between both
measurement locations then comprises the
information required as the input to our
numerical models, which then allow us to
estimate the local (urban) emissions.3 This is a
fairly straightforward approach that can also be
applied to estimate the emissions of larger
regions or even the globe – given that the
observations are reliable. 

To ensure these measurements are performed
with very accurate GHG instruments that have
proven their reliability for many years in the
operations of the national monitoring network
of France,4 and to ensure that our observations
are not contaminated by local roads or a
passers-by, our instruments are always
installed upon high buildings so they measure
an average concentration for a larger part of
the city.

Why focus on cities? What
challenges and data do urban areas
make available which, for example,
forests or smaller towns do not?
The reason why we have chosen to focus our
attention on cities is clear. About 50-75% of
CO2 emissions come from urban areas, and
cities are involved in climate change policies in
regards to the Paris Agreement and the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). City
authorities often have their own climate plans
and policies, which can be implemented more
easily as they do not have to deal with 
national-scale issues/crises such as Brexit or
healthcare reform. To keep their cities liveable,
mayors often work on climate and urbanisation
issues in their everyday life, so they are much
closer and are more committed to finding the
best solutions. The focus on cities’ GHG
emissions is also very timely because, when
you look at the global population growth, the
urban population is indeed growing compared
with the rural population. It is therefore relevant

A tmospheric monitoring of GHG emissions in Paris, France,
was launched in September 2011 and led by the
Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et de l’Environnement

(LSCE) at the Université Paris-Saclay. After a proof-of-concept
within the CO2-Megaparis1 project, the monitoring system was
transferred into routine operations in 2014 within the
demonstration experiments CarboCountCity and LOCATION. This
progress was possible due to a strong partnership with the Low
Carbon City Laboratory (LoCaL),2 a flagship programme of EIT
Climate-KIC, as well as with other laboratories and companies. 

The urban research programme of LSCE aims at measuring GHG
emissions in cities, as well as understanding their spatial patterns and
changes with time (e.g. trends), with the aim of providing data on the
efficiency of relevant policies to tackle decarbonisation and the impact
of their implementation.

Felix Vogel is a researcher at LSCE and a co-convener of the LOCATION
and CarboCountCity programmes, which use atmospheric observations
of GHGs to estimate city-scale emissions. PEN caught up with him in
Brussels to find out more about what cities in Europe and around the
world are doing to reduce CO2 emissions and GHGs at the local level.

With so many available sources of CO2 and GHGs, 
how are the emissions measured and monitored in
urban areas?
A parcel of clean air arrives at and then passes over the region of interest,
and the amount of CO2 in the air parcel is then altered, i.e. increased
due to the local emissions of CO2 from industrial activities, for example,
or decreased due to the uptake of CO2 in urban trees. When the air parcel
leaves the area of interest we can measure its CO2 content again and
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to wonder whether living in cities has a positive
or negative impact on the planet. 

The impact could be positive, as cities often
have efficient and green transportation systems,
and therefore less CO2 is released. However,
there could also be daily traffic jams, such as
those often seen in cities like Los Angeles, US,
which would lead to higher emissions per
capita. Heating systems could also be better in
modern high-rise buildings due to efficient
district heating systems, but the ease of access
to energy could lead to overconsumption.

It is therefore useful to assess whether
emissions per capita are better or worse in big
cities, to understand the underlying processes,
and to identify the reason why it might be better
or worse to dwell in a city. Using statistical data
can be tricky here as, depending on the
definition of the city domain and emission
sectors to be considered, you can have very
different estimates. Statistics are quite
uncertain here, and we need to improve our
understanding with our additional information
from atmospheric measurements. This will help
us to find an answer to this question and be
able to reach a global carbon balance that
allows us to achieve the goals of the Paris
Agreement. If we can provide this information
by designing our observation systems properly,
e.g. monitoring the decrease in emissions from
the traffic sector or from industrial sources, we
can provide valuable inputs for policy makers
such as mayors, who have a more complete
understanding of what is going on so will know
how to deal with it.

To what extent does your work
reach collaborating cities around
the world?
Some of the cities we work with are Paris
(France), Recife (Brazil) and Toronto (Canada).
In all these cities traffic is a very important
factor in CO2 emissions – the Recife
metropolitan area has nearly four million
inhabitants but has neither an established
dense air quality nor any GHG monitoring. Its
roads are clear emission hotspots, and how
many cars, houses and industrial factories are
within the city to begin taking emissions
estimates? The emission inventory we
developed during CarboCountCity Recife is,
however, uncertain because – as is typical of
emerging countries – the availability of
statistical data is limited. For example, if a
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person fuels a car outside Recife and commutes to work every day, it is
not easy to figure out.  

The situation is similar for other cities whether in Mexico or China, and
even cities in developed countries, including Paris and Toronto, have a
hard time adequately tracking all emission processes. Within the
LOCATION and CarboCountCity projects, we do not assess the emissions
based on what we have been told, or on reported emission factors (the
so-called ‘Volkswagen scandal’5 comes to mind), but on real,
independent atmospheric observations. Eventually, our work will need to
go hand in hand with activities like the newly established Greenhouse
Gas Protocol6 so that cities can make their own emissions maps and use
independent observations to understand whether the emissions are
correct, or how they could otherwise be improved.

Our current system has, so far, been demonstrated in Paris and in
Rotterdam, the Netherlands. We then deployed it in Recife to demonstrate
that it also works outside of Europe, and Mexico City is scheduled for
deployment in mid-2017. We also work with other cities in South America
and in China to identify future demonstrators.

Stakeholders and environmental monitoring
organisations have kept an eye on South America
specifically for many years. What work have you been
undertaking there?
The example of Recife is really interesting because we were directly
approached by the secretary of air quality of the State of Pernambuco,
as they had seen our experiments in Paris and Rotterdam. They had no
idea about the emissions of their city, and the metropolitan area has
more than tripled its population since 1950 after emerging as the main
industrial zone in Pernambuco, so it is challenging for the authorities to
have reliable, up-to-date statistics. They aimed to know what the
emissions impact was and how they could manage it. From a scientific
perspective, it was also very interesting because Brazil is an emerging
country. It is important that our system is not only used in countries such
as France, Germany or Canada, where you already have infrastructures,
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temperature, which can affect urban parks. As
our high-resolution modelling efforts have just
finished and provided us with five million CO2

simulations that also account for the height of
all buildings, it is very exciting to see what we
will learn in the near future.  

The next steps, beyond new sensors and
exploring more cities, involve working on
different projects and looking, for example, at
methane emissions from industrial sources in
Paris and throughout Europe with a strong
network of colleagues.8 The key step forward
for many of these observation-based activities
will also be the new Integrated Global
Greenhouse Gas Information System (IG3IS)
established by the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) and the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP). IG3IS’s
mandate is to help bridge the gap between the
excellent science in our community and the
policy world, where this type of information can
be useful. There are also efforts to better link
researchers around the world. Many groups
have performed research in other cities such
as Los Angeles and Indianapolis in the US;
Heidelberg in Germany; Toronto; Barcelona,
Spain; and Sao Paulo, Brazil, to name a few. We
often aim at using similar approaches to
estimate local CO2 emissions and provide
crucial information to stakeholders. Within
IG3IS, we would like to exchange information
and our experience – what works and what
doesn’t work, for example, to help in finding

money and people; we wanted to show that we could export our expertise
all around the world and also help build capacities there.

Scientifically, Recife was also very tempting as it is a coastal city, with
clean air arriving from the Atlantic Ocean, making it easy to see the
influence of emissions released by the city. Furthermore, it is located
in the tropics and we can expect a very different influence of climate
on its emissions compared to previously investigated cities in
temperate climates.

Through our project we were able to validate that our statistics-based
estimate of CO2 emissions in Recife agreed within 8% of our estimate
based on observations, and we revealed that Recife has very strong local
emissions of methane. This has inspired a follow-on project to better
understand if the high methane levels are caused by untreated waste
water or are due to the local mangroves. Furthermore, we learned that
although we did successfully work with local partners to maintain our
network of accurate measurement equipment, a long-term operation of
such instruments would be too expensive. That is why we pushed for
reliable lower-cost sensors that are more than 20 times cheaper than
our current research-grade equipment. Although less precise, we hope
that they will be able to be used more widely in the future as they are
also very easy to deploy.

And what similar research is taking place closer 
to home?
We have also continued to work in the living laboratory on our doorstep:
Paris. In co-operation with tactical communications specialist Harris,7 we
have tested a scanning laser system set-up on two towers in the city.
The laser beams are pointed at different mirrors around Paris and we
measure the absorption of CO2 over the downtown streets, which gives
a good idea about the emissions in the city and its spatial patterns. 

We then compare and interpret the results we get with the models in
order to assess how the emissions should be distributed. We cannot
compare emissions and concentration immediately, as a lot of factors
are involved; wind, for example, has a key role in concentration, as does
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allow us to know whether their efforts have been of beneficial impact or
not. By providing the policy makers in these cities with access to this
information, we hope the projects can be of major support for their work,
both currently and over the coming years.

References
1 http://co2-megaparis.lsce.ipsl.fr/ 

2 http://local.climate-kic.org/ 

3 The CO2 concentration of the air parcel can also be altered by atmospheric mixing
processes, but this is accounted for in our atmospheric transport model. 

4 http://www.lsce.ipsl.fr/Phocea/Vie_des_labos/Ast/ast_groupe.php?id_groupe=14 

5 http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/government
/new-irregularities-found-in-vw-co2-emissions/ 

6 http://www.ghgprotocol.org/city-accounting 

7 https://www.harris.com/solution/greenlite-ground-remote-sensing 

8 http://h2020-memo2.eu/ 

9 http://www.uvsq.fr/la-chaire-industrielle-bridges--233568.kjsp

common standards – and especially to help
each other avoid mistakes.

Beyond the academic world, LSCE also works
with the private sector in industrial research
chairs such as BridGES.9 We currently work
with ARIA technologies and SUEZ to transfer our
knowledge of how to develop and maintain
such a monitoring system. It will then be up to
them to deploy these technologies around the
world where they are needed.

What does the future hold for the
LSCE and its collaborating cities?
As a university we want to keep pushing the
envelope of what is possible with our
measurement and modelling tools, rather than
running a network of cities around the world.
Reliably separating the different emissions from
traffic, heating and waste within one city is one
of our next challenges. We also aim at
combining GHGs, air quality observations and
modelling into one platform as many cities do
need to tackle both issues at the same time.
The idea is to rely on strong partnerships with
countries such as Mexico, which has ambitious
climate plans. They invest so much in traffic
management, and we hope to observe the real
impact of the measures they have been
implementing over some years. That would
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Rising costs
The subsequent increase in the cost of water
raises interesting questions because the initial
capital outlay of the project is never justified
simply because it substitutes manual meter
reading by automated reading for billing
purposes. On the contrary, manual meter
reading is by far cheaper than installing such a
complex system. This is why AMM should not
be looked upon as merely a way to obtain
consumers’ readings remotely, thereby avoiding
the need for human meter readers. The rich
information made available through smart
water metering can be used for much more. 

Malta’s AMM system began around four years
ago with a nationwide smart meter installation
campaign in all premises. Overall coverage
stands at around 86%, while the sister island
of Gozo is close to 100%. Approximately
256,000 water meters wirelessly transmit
millions of bytes of data every hour, which has
to be cleverly sorted in a way that helps to
improve operational efficiency both qualitatively
and quantitatively.

WSC’s Strategic Information section
spearheaded a number of initiatives intended
to use this real-time information and analysis
to create operational tools for its technical
sections. Most important is the use of 
remote-reading of customer water meters and
the monitoring of consumption figures to detect
household leakages. This has proved to be a
very powerful tool that provides engineers with
enough information to solve otherwise very
complex problems.

Studies show that consumers use water in a
number of variations of a standard distribution
curve. But whatever the lifestyle, number of
inhabitants or consumption profile, water
consumption in the majority of cases goes

ITgoes without saying that since water is a precious resource, its
production and distribution must be carried out in an
environmentally responsible and cost-effective manner. This is

even more pertinent in Malta, where 60% of the nation’s potable water
is produced by burning expensive fossil fuels that generate the electricity
to run three reverse osmosis plants. The remaining 40% comes from
the underground aquifer that is already suffering unsustainable pressure
from over-abstraction.

It is understandable, then, that potable water in Malta, a country situated
in an arid region just slightly north of a vast desert, is far more costly to
produce than in countries with wetter climates. This stark reality is
reflected in consumers’ bills, making costly water a social issue which
can create political repercussions at times.

Due to this ‘water-stressed’ situation, every water connection in Malta
has been individually metered for billing purposes since the 1950s,
thereby embracing very early on the principles of ‘pay per use’ and ‘full
cost recovery’ that were more recently implemented elsewhere in Europe.
It is therefore of no surprise that the Water Services Corporation (WSC)
in Malta is the first water company in the world to implement a
nationwide automated meter management (AMM) system. This system
carries high capital and recurrent costs, which are included within water
tariffs, in line with the aforementioned full cost recovery principles. 

Maltese meter management

Water Services Corporation leaders explain the stakes in the automated meter
management systems implemented to face water-related issues in Malta

The port town of
Mġarr, Gozo, Malta 
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information acquired from regular remote reading allows the WSC to

create various typical tenant water consumption profiles. These vary from

a ‘typical family of four in a terraced house’ to a ‘bachelor in a studio

flat’. When engineers notice that a particular consumption does not follow

the norm or does not go down to zero without a valid reason, tenants

are notified of possible internal leakages.

Smart self-monitoring
Apart from this, a newly launched web-based application allows

householders to monitor their own water consumption in real time,

allowing them to identify and eliminate suspicious consumption when

away from home. In these cases, so-called ‘suspicious’ consumption

could be some sort of unauthorised water use, or it could simply be an

extravagant lifestyle, wasting hundreds of litres per day in extreme cases.

Because such consumption can be monitored by registered users,

corrective action can be taken to curtail wastage. Feedback received

from a number of very satisfied persons, unaware that they were hitherto

paying for ‘avoidable’ consumption, confirms that this is also having a

positive effect of the WSC’s public image.

To conclude, AMM entails substantial investment in terms of capital,

technical and human resources. It is therefore imperative that any water

company investing in such a system is innovative, creating the best

possible applications and solutions that make good use of the wealth of

information available. However, when it comes to calculating AMM’s

effects on the bottom line, this is not so easy as many of the benefits

accrued are qualitative rather than quantitative. Although the technology

allows more efficient operations and greater interaction with consumers,

in themselves never-ending processes, it is virtually impossible to put

definite figures on increased profits or reduced costs.

down to zero at some point in the space of 24

hours, most likely during the more ‘silent hours’

of the night. Intelligent algorithms detect

individual accounts that deviate from this norm

to highlight potential losses.

Emergency responses
When water from a public utility leaks into a

private residence (usually a basement) from

the public infrastructure leading to a private

water meter, it causes severe damage to 

third-party property. It also exposes the

corporation to compensation claims, wastes a

precious resource and contributes to the

inflation of ‘non-revenue water’. Such leakage

is prioritised and technicians address these

cases with urgency, but the often complex

nature of these cases calls for the sequential

shutting off of areas in order to trace the

origins of the leaks. Closing consumers’ water

in the middle of summer, however, is very

frustrating, to say the least, and leads to

vociferous yet justified complaints in both the

conventional and social medias.

A close study of the topography of an area

surrounding a leakage complaint is correlated

with the smart meter readings of surrounding

dwellings. If a particular neighbour’s consumption

is pinpointed as deviating from the norm, there is

a high probability that the residence in question

has an internal leak that may be contributing to

the water seepage into the complainant’s

property. Analysis of the data provided by remote

reading allows our technicians to address such

complex leaks in a shorter time.

This tool also works for what is termed ‘internal

leakage’, i.e. leakage inside private property after

the meter, which can carry severe financial

burdens. Early in 2016 the WSC officially

launched a system whereby its customer care

department informs customers of any suspicious,

unaccounted for or abnormal consumption.

Unaccounted for consumption often arises from

buried water pipes or defective flushing

cisterns, which – because they are situated

after the meter – are the tenant’s responsibility.

This type of consumption can go unnoticed for

very long periods of time, adding unnecessary

and avoidable burdens on householders. The

Charles Brincat
CEO
WSC International Limited 

Stephen Zerafa
Head of Public Relations 

Stefan Riolo
Director in Charge of the Distribution Network 

Water Services Corporation (Malta)

Malta’s Water Services Corporation is a member of EurEau
(www.eureau.org), the European federation of national water
associations. The views represented in this article do not necessarily
represent those of EurEau.

http://www.eureau.org/
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Climate Agreement: “We have also shown that
we fully understand and share the seriousness
of the challenges we are facing and the
necessity to address them by agreeing and
committing to the implementation of the SDGs.
We are running out of time to create the new
society we need … It is high time we act on
our promises. It is high time for solutions …
Problems like climate change, destruction of
ecosystem, growing scarcity of water, youth
unemployment, embedded poverty and
inequity require unprecedented collaboration
among different organisations, sectors and
even countries.” 

Such co-operation should extend to the
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), which,
according to Potočnik, needs to be reformed.
“It should help land managers to provide all the
services our society expects on food, clean air,
water and biodiversity. It should ensure that the
European countryside remains attractive for
those who live and work there. However,
farmers and foresters can provide only part of
the solution. All the actors in the food system
chain must contribute to the solutions needed,”
he said.

Smart solutions and 
new technologies  
Turning to the food supply, Potočnik stressed
how both food and environmental security
remain major issues. “None of the 17 SDGs
can be met without food and environmental
security, but we must make sure that our
global policies reflect reality. Europe will need
to play its part in delivering food and
environmental security.” To do so, smart
solutions may be necessary; for example, the
use of robotic farming could increase
efficiency, and the use of smart sensors to
monitor soil quality could increase crop yield
and target harvesting more effectively.

These comments were echoed by Phil Hogan,
the current European commissioner for
agriculture, who took the floor to highlight the
need for greater investment in technology and

The Forum for the Future of Agriculture (FFA) celebrated its tenth
anniversary on 28 March with a conference and celebration in
Brussels. Every year, these events gather hundreds of agricultural

stakeholders to discuss and deal with strategies to make agriculture
smarter and more sustainable, and to improve the sector for the farmers,
the companies and the environment. 

Among the guest speakers were EU Commionssioners Phil Hogan and
Jyrki Katainen, former UN secretary-general Kofi Annan, the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development’s deputy secretary general,
Mari Kiviniemi, and Brazil’s former environment minister, Izabella Teixeira.

Also present was Janez Potočnik, a former European commissioner for
research and the environment, who has been presiding over the forum
since he left the European Commission in 2014. He opened the recent
event by addressing the need for the agriculture sector to innovate in
order to achieve emissions targets and mitigate environmental impacts.
He highlighted the importance of reorganising Europe’s economic model
– moving towards the EU’s circular economy target – to ensure that
farmers have an incentive for the uptake of smart technologies to achieve
sustainable goals.

Putting together food and environment policies
Introducing the topics of the conference, Potočnik set out the main
challenges the agricultural industry is facing in terms of its environmental
impact, first pointing to the crisis of resources. “External reserves of
resources are limited … Humankind must develop the ability to
proactively navigate away from this new kind of globally extensive crisis,”
he said, adding: “We are more interconnected and interdependent than
ever, and our responsibilities, both individual and collective, have
increased dramatically, even comparing to just a generation ago.”

The former commissioner also offered a perspective on European
efforts, referring to the ecological promises the EU countries have made
on the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the 2015 Paris

Time for solutions

At the Forum for the Future of Agriculture, high-level speakers shared their views
on making agriculture smarter and more sustainable

The tenth Forum for

the Future of

Agriculture was

attended by many

relevant stakeholders 
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good use of research and new technologies. New IT systems, improved
breeding, new feedstocks and better use of nutrients or manure
treatment can change the way of today’s agricultural production towards
a well-working circular economy.”

Food chain transition
After the opening addresses, the event saw a series of panel discussions
around a number of key issues facing agriculture moving into the future.
Esteemed guest Kofi Annan – a former secretary-general of the United
Nations and founder of the Kofi Annan Foundation, a non-profit
organisation working to preserve natural resources around the world –
shared his views on European and worldwide agriculture, hunger,
sustainability and investments in developing countries, and the
responsibility of wealthier countries to take action. Panel discussions
covered everything from the SDGs and their impact on policy making to
the role of the CAP and its suitability for the modern world, to driving the
transition towards a more sustainable food chain.

Introducing this final panel, European commissioner for investment and
growth Jyrki Katainen highlighted the importance of innovation in
agriculture, like Hogan and Potočnik before him. “Research and
innovation are essential for sustainable farming,” he said, with regards
to food delivery and protection of the environment. The SDGs and the
Paris Agreement require “significant investments in research and
innovation,” he continued, pointing out the efforts of the European
Commission to encourage innovation. “This is important to foster a
competitive and sustainable primary production,” he went on, adding
that technologies meanwhile represent an “enormous potential for the
agricultural sector and the food chain as a whole”.

solutions to develop a response to emerging
crises such as a potential global food shortage:
“We need to invest more and better in
knowledge transfer and innovation in order to
produce more from less and to produce better.
This may include more use of new technologies
like precision farming, but it can also include
the reintroduction of traditional farming
techniques in certain areas. We need to make

Before the event, PEN was invited for breakfast with both Kofi Annan
and Janez Potočnik. The former UN secretary-general shared with the
audience his thoughts on sustainability, agribusiness, nutrition,
migrations, GMOs and Donald Trump. He also highlighted the coming
challenges with regards to science, technology and innovation in
agriculture and food supply. “Science and technology should play a
role in raising agricultural productivity, particularly in sub-Saharan
Africa … Science has to be part of the solution,” he said.

He also shared his views on digital technologies, which, he argued
him, could help farmers to stay informed of changes in the weather
and prices, and to help them become more independent. 

He confirmed his thoughts during the keynotes at the beginning of
the event: “Scientific research and innovation is important ... We need
food systems that produce more food with fewer resources, as we
are reaching the point where our capacity to meet current and future
needs is seriously jeopardised. We must push for climate-smart
agriculture and food systems, [which] will create new opportunities
for investment, growth and employment.”

Kofi Annan speaks at
FFA 2017 

http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/pen-smart-cities
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As chair, I have been pushing the FFA to take
the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) as a key platform when discussing the
future of agriculture and the environment; we
should all be committed to reaching the goals
that have been agreed. If these are to be
achieved, system changes in agriculture must
play a vital part – but we should be aware that
the transition needed is not limited to
agriculture or to the European Union. I have
always therefore advocated for everyone to get
on-board and make the event global. 

How could agriculture in the EU be
approached, then, in a 
smarter way?
When you talk about these issues, it is very
important to have an holistic approach. If we
are to achieve a fully sustainable form of
agriculture, we cannot only look at it from the
agricultural perspective. We need more people
involved than only farmers and the minister or
commissioner responsible for agriculture. We
need to consider the whole food system. All
stakeholders from different parts of the food
chain should work together, be engaged and
contribute to the solutions needed. We must
also realise that agriculture and the
environment should go together.  

There are many issues governments are
already dealing with through the agricultural
policy, like food security provision, price stability,
rural development support, etc., but some
deserve more attention. Food waste, for
example: we are throwing away one-third of the
food produced; hunger and malnutrition are still
serious concerns; developed states should
more seriously address the problem of obesity;
and both the quality and the quantity of food
should be considered. 

Urban agriculture could be part of the solution
in the future, as could the production of proteins
from other sources such as insects. Likewise,

Janez Potočnik served as European commissioner for science

and research from 2004 to 2010, and as commissioner for the

environment from 2010 to 2014 in the two Barroso

commissions. Prior to that he served as the minister for European

affairs in the Slovenian cabinet. Today Potočnik chairs the Forum

for the Future of Agriculture (FFA), where his overview of the

challenges faced by the agricultural sector in terms of ecology and

climate can aid in making farming smarter.

Likewise, drawing upon his experience as commissioner for

science, Potočnik is well placed to address the technological

needs and innovative developments that are also applicable in

this endeavour. PEN was invited to speak with Potočnik during the

FFA2017 event, which was held in the Belgian capital in March,

to hear his thoughts on what the future holds for smart

approaches to agriculture.

In what ways has the FFA featured in your career, and
how can it improve agriculture at the European level? 
As the commissioner for the environment I was regularly attending this

meeting and have always found it a good place to be; even if you do not

have the same opinion as someone else, you can address an important

audience by sharing your views. It is a place where stakeholders from

different interest groups meet, listen to each other and discuss solutions.

This year, we have again had close to 2,000 participants. 

A commission expedition

A former European commissioner for the environment, Janez Potočnik explained to
PEN why smart agriculture matters and what can be implemented to reach

sustainable objectives

Janez Potočnik 
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sustainable way that complies with the UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals. 

We will only overcome the challenges ahead if we think in terms of food
systems – the entire complicated chain from farm to consumer – as
agriculture alone cannot solve all the issues. Together, these systems
have a huge influence on our challenges: climate change, halting and
reversing biodiversity loss, and water and air pollution. We also need to
be much better at carbon management if we are to make our
environment safer and cleaner and sustain conditions for farmers to
produce sufficient and healthy food in  the future.

precision farming is an area which deserves
more attention. Nutrients – phosphorus and
nitrogen – are only in a minor part really
reaching our plates. Majority is becoming
waste, polluting water and the air. New
technologies, then, are part of the solution; like
anywhere, a circular economy logic should be
introduced to agricultural practices. 

Have enough smart agricultural
policies been implemented?
If we take ‘smart’ to mean holistic policies 
that promote sustainable, profitable farm
businesses that provide both the food and the
public goods Europe demands, then the answer
is mixed. While the current greening of the
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) is certainly
not ideal, it represents the first time that we are
pushing land managers to provide the
necessary public goods. In that sense, the CAP
is becoming smarter. However, the next reform
should push this concept much further and
public goods provision should become central. 

As commissioner for the environment, I initiated
the circular economy package. This concept of
investing in closing nutrient loops, re-using our
waste materials and reducing pollution is also
part of smarter policy making.

However, if we are to make truly smart
agricultural policies, they should be created by
all those with a stake in the outcome. In terms
of the EU, that means agriculture, environment
and health should sit together, because we
cannot separate our food production from our
wellbeing or from its effects on biodiversity.

What challenges, then, does the
future of EU agriculture face?
Agriculture must continue to provide food and
a decent life for farmers in an eco-friendly and

Janez Potočnik 
Chair 
Forum for the Future of Agriculture

http://www.forumforagriculture.com

Research and innovation is considered as a potential solution to
reaching the Sustainable Development Goals by most agricultural
stakeholders. Current European commissioner for agriculture, Phil
Hogan, was invited to give keynotes during the FFA2017. Hogan, in
line with the topic of FFA2017, focused on the CAP and the SDG
agenda: “Agriculture and forestry have an enormous role to play in
contributing to the EU’s commitments and, in order to realise that
potential, we need to have a policy that enhances environmental
sustainability and climate resilience.

“We must remember that the CAP is an economic, environmental and
social policy, and each one of these objectives is as important as the
other. The choice is not a binary choice between one objective 
and another.

“We need to invest more and better in knowledge transfer and
innovation in order to produce more from less and to produce better.
This may include more use of new technologies like precision farming,
but it can also include the reintroduction of traditional farming
techniques in certain areas. We need to make good use of research
and new technologies. New IT systems, improved breeding, new
feedstocks and better use of nutrients or manure treatment can
change the way of today's agricultural production towards a 
well-working circular economy.

“All these developments can also bring additional economic value. For
example, the bioeconomy offers incredible potential for new jobs, and
I could easily continue with more examples, but the point I want to
make is the following: sustainable use of our scarce natural resources
and economic activity are not mutually exclusive. There are many ways
in which this development can be combined, and the approach of the
circular economy reflects this fact.”

http://www.forumforagriculture.com/
http://www.paneuropeannetworks.com/pen-smart-cities
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play in committing to a single vision for the
future and the goals we aim to achieve.

We have to comply with the Paris Agreement
and its goals, to which we are strongly
committed. Agriculture has a key role to play in
this regard as we also have to implement
Agenda 2030 and the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) based on a
common vision and ambition for the future. This
convergence in agendas will allow us to
strengthen the strategic links between more
efficient natural resources allocation and 
food security. 

Brazil is a huge country – almost twice as big
as the European Union, with the Amazon biome
alone roughly the same size as the entire EU. It
is also important to recall that almost two thirds
of Brazil’s land is covered with native vegetation.

If we want to bring our society fully on-board
with our ambition, we need everyone, from
every region, to come together, united by
common values, to achieve a low-carbon
economy. This is what we are trying to put into
practice, and I sincerely believe we will reach
our goal.

How can research and innovation

contribute to better, smarter and

more sustainable agriculture?

Brazil is a world leader in environmental science
and agricultural innovation. Research and
technology play a key role, especially given that
tropical agriculture encounters different
challenges to temperate climate agriculture. As
I mentioned, agriculture and environment work
hand in hand in Brazil. 

We have reduced deforestation in the Amazon
biome by 75% over the last 12 years. This is
the most important contribution to climate
change mitigation that has been made in recent
years. Brazil is the first emerging economy to
commit to an absolute reduction in greenhouse

INefforts to protect the environment and to combat global
warming, the role of forests cannot be overstated. As the
largest and most diverse area of tropical rainforest in the

world, the Amazon rainforest plays a vital role in reducing
atmospheric CO2, but is under threat from deforestation. Much of
the responsibility for protecting the Amazon rainforest is adopted
by Brazil, the country in which more than 60% of the forest is
contained, and in recent years the country has stepped up its
efforts to address deforestation in the region. 

Izabella Teixeira, a former minister of environment of Brazil, was in
attendance at the Forum for the Future of Agriculture (FFA) 2017, which
was hosted in Brussels, Belgium, in March. In 2013, Teixeira was named
a UN Champion of the Earth for her work to tackle illegal deforestation
in the sensitive Amazon region.

PEN caught up with Teixeira to hear her views on tropical agriculture,
research and innovation, and the co-operation between the EU and Brazil
that is intended to address the ongoing issues.

What are the main challenges the agricultural sector

faces in tropical environments such as Brazil?

Given that environment and agriculture are intrinsically linked, we need
to have all stakeholders on-board to establish a solutions-based
framework. Public bodies and authorities of course need to be involved,
as do civil society and the private sector. Every actor has a key part to

A tropical topic 
Former minister of the environment of Brazil Izabella Teixeira summarises the country’s

agricultural and environmental challenges, and its collaborations with the EU

Izabella Teixeira 
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other. This is very important, and not only in environment or agriculture,
by the way.

The EU has played a key role in the negotiations to reach the Paris
Agreement, and for years we have been traditional partners with shared
economic and geopolitical interests. We should not only talk about our
successes but about our common vision to address key challenges for
the future. 

Unfortunately, many in the West need to learn more about Brazil instead
of spreading alternative facts about our country. I recently heard that we
grow sugar cane in the Amazon and that we have a ‘green desert’ in the
South. This is obviously ridiculous. The lack of true understanding of our
country is also what leads me to believe that we should always be
appropriately consulted when it comes to tackling the complex issues
that we face. Like every country, Brazil has challenges and has to deal
with them. We do not try to hide them, but to solve them. 

I think data transparency and accessibility will make the difference to
address these challenges. Sharing data was quite difficult in the past,
but we have made technological progress that will make it easier for all
to play together. The agricultural sector is an excellent sector to play this
game and share our different experiences in resource management.

To conclude, I hope the partnership between the EU and Brazil will lead
to progress for both parties, not only in terms of sustainability but also
regarding climate change. These are complex political challenges, but I
trust that when we work together, we are stronger.

gases. We are working to restore 12 million
hectares of forest and recover 15 million
hectares of degraded pastures. No-till
agriculture and cropland forest livestock
integration are key drivers of sustainable
agricultural practices. If you look at the past and
all the progress that has been achieved, we
have better practices and conditions today than
those we had ten years ago. The combination
of policy, investments, and dissemination of
technology and knowledge is the right answer
to a more sustainable agriculture.

What projects and initiatives have
been implemented so far?
Brazil has made massive strides in
strengthening environmental protection in its
agricultural sector. Between 1995 and 2010,
the Brazilian cattle herd increased by 27% and
beef production by 38%. During the same
period, Brazil’s pastureland area actually
decreased by 2%.

The Rural Environment Registration (CAR)
initiative is a big deal. It is a mandatory digital
registration with integrated environmental
information on rural areas and rural properties.
People must contribute to a database, and all
the data gathered helps us to protect the
environment, combat illegal deforestation, and
address low-carbon agriculture. More than
61% of Brazil is covered by native vegetation,
and CAR shows that private farmers have more
than 100 million hectares of native vegetation
preserved on their lands. 

The political ambition is to become a carbon
sink, promoting low-carbon agriculture,
increasing productivity, restoring degraded
areas and increasing crop-livestock-
forest integration. 

It is important to remember that the sustainable
growth of Brazilian agriculture is a key driver of
the social and economic development of our
country. Small farmers are essential
stakeholders in Brazilian agriculture – 75% of
food in Brazil comes from small farms. Because
of that, they are included in the economic chain.

Can collaborating nations learn
from each other the best ways of
facing the coming challenges?
This is a very interesting question. First, I would
say that it is not about whether we should learn
from each other – we must learn from each

Izabella Teixeira 
Former Minister of Environment of Brazil 
Career Employee of the Brazilian Institute for the
Environment and Renewable Natural Resources
(Ibama)

http://www.ibama.gov.br/

Soybean plantation 
in Brazil 
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Do OECD member states have a co-ordinated
agricultural policy?
At the OECD, we have a Committee for Agricultural Policy wherein
countries can share ideas on how to tackle agricultural challenges, as
well as thoughts on what the stakes and obstacles are concerning
everyday agricultural policies. The aim is to share best practices and
learn from each other. 

Last year, we also hosted our Agriculture Ministerial Meeting, during
which ministers adopted a joint declaration. Countries agreed on certain
goals, including strengthening research and innovation in agriculture and
supporting rural communities. In the face of global environmental
challenges, ministers also agreed to produce in a more sustainable and
resilient manner. This meeting provided an opportunity to call for common
actions. In such meetings, contrary to what happens at the EU level,
member countries are not seated around the table to negotiate on
binding measures. It is more about voluntary and co-ordinated political
actions. I believe that ministers greatly enjoyed engaging in these kinds
of discussions, but I would therefore also say that OECD member
countries do not have a fully co-ordinated agriculture policy. Rather, over
past years, countries have been gradually moving forward when it comes
to finding common solutions to common problems.

Does smart agriculture contribute to job creation?
Smart agriculture definitely contributes to job creation as it is a major
sector in terms of jobs. I see great potential if different governments align
their production in order to make it greener and more innovative. Smart
agriculture can then be a solution to create more skilled jobs in the
agriculture sector.

Does urban agriculture have similar possibilities?
There are significant migration trends to cities and, as a result,
opportunities with regard to urban agriculture, but urban farming is simply
not able to deliver the same supply that rural farming can. The role of
rural areas in ensuring that everyone can be fed is therefore essential.

In this sense, rural agriculture is and will remain vital. This is also why
countries have to make efforts, not only concerning urban policies but
also rural ones. It is the combination which ensures that everyone has
access to food produced in a sustainable way. 

A
former prime minister of Finland, Mari Kiviniemi is now
the deputy secretary general of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), where

her political experience and education in economics have been
utilised to increase its sphere of influence since August 2014.
Attending the Forum for the Future of Agriculture (FFA) 2017 in
Brussels in March, PEN caught up with her to hear about her work
within the OECD and how the organisation is getting involved in
agricultural and environmental issues.

What is the role of the OECD in the agricultural sector?
While OECD contributions on agriculture span a great number of policy
issues, two areas remain central to what we do. One concerns
agricultural policies and support, whereby we monitor and evaluate
countries’ agriculture policies, as well as providing them with policy
recommendations. We do this for 50 countries, including all OECD
members and many others like Brazil, China, Indonesia, the Russian
Federation, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, South Africa and Vietnam. Work is also
under way for Costa Rica, the Philippines and India. This exercise
produces comparable, up-to-date policy indicators and tailored policy
advice, and is published every year in the OECD Agricultural Policy
Monitoring and Evaluation report. 

Furthermore, we have another flagship publication – the OECD-FAO
Agricultural Outlook – for which we work together with the United
Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization to provide medium-term
projections and market analysis for all major agricultural commodities
over a ten-year horizon. It provides governments and stakeholders alike
with a general overview of market trends, as well as policy impacts. We
also work on measures to improve agricultural productivity sustainably,
by supporting and sharing our expertise with authorities that aim to make
their agriculture markets greener, whilst also meeting the needs of a
growing population.

Are science and technology included in reaching
agricultural sustainability?
Countries should really get rid of market and trade-distorting agricultural
support and invest more in agricultural research and innovation systems.
This is the most viable and future-oriented way to act. 

Whilst this is something that is necessary and mostly in the hands of
countries themselves, the European Union also has a big role to play in
this regard. Research and innovation are the only way to find sustainable
solutions – solutions that increase productivity while tackling the
challenges of climate change and managing the use of resources – for
a growing population.

Action in agriculture

The deputy secretary general of the OECD, Mari Kiviniemi, shares her views on
sustainable agriculture and what it could mean for the environment and the economy

Mari Kiviniemi 
Deputy Secretary General
OECD

http://www.oecd.org/ 
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The main purpose of the ongoing Danish ForskVE project Low Cost Active House BIPV is to
realise an actual demonstration campaign with 3MWp, low cost BIPV solutions in connection
to Danish low energy class 2020, energy neutral and plus energy new building and deep
renovation, with a combined focus on electricity savings and integrated means for
performance documentation, according to the international Active House specifications (See:
www.activehouse.info). The aim is to involve 2,000 apartments (500 new build and 1,500 deep
renovation) together with a 30,000-50,000m² building area in co-operation with Danish cities. 

Peder Vejsig Pedersen
Cenergia

Herlev Hovedgade 195
DK 2730 Herlev

TEL +45 44660099
MOB +45 20466755

EMAIL PVP@Cenergia.dk

www.cenergia.dk

New, low-cost, fully building-integrated PV solutions 

Low Cost Active House BIPV

http://www.activehouse.info/
mailto:PVP@cenergia.dk
http://www.cenergia.dk/
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